


IJ{/JGH TECH AT ITS BEST. 

Salora TVs. f-rom the n1-tech world of ECPL. 

TruthinNumbers-ECPL has produced over 1.80.000 Colour and B!W TVs In 1986. and over 2.25.600sets m 1987 It offers 
the largest range of Colour and B!W TVs in the country to suit every budget Backed by an extensive servicing network ECPL 
has the distinction of exporting its TVs to several countries. 

International Edge -collaborations with the world's leading electronics companies- National and Foster of Japan for deflection 
components and speakers. Thomson SA of France for monitors and computers. 

Technological Edge- ECPL works in close co-operation with Associated Electronics Research Foundation. a front!ine 
R&D Centre recognised by the Govt of India. consisting of over 100 scientists and experts dedicated to meet the hi-tech 
needs of tomorrow 

Hi-Tech Infrastructure - used by ECPL ·s seven telev1s1on plants ensure that perfection is built into eve,y aspect of 
ECPL ·s televisions. 
Salora TVs The best way to stay with the times 

Excellence in Electronics 
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RHYTHM KING 

Seeing the abysmal depths to 
which the/ilm music of today has 
sunk. one cannot but despair at 
the gross neglect of the 'Rhythm 
King', 0 P Nayyar. That lata 
Mangeshkar used to do half the 
work of a music director is a 
candid confession on the part of 
Laxmikant. l think OP Nayyar 
is the only music director who has 
achieved eminence and popula
rity without Lata helping him. 

ManyofOP's music.is still 
popular. 'Naya Daur', minus 
OP's music. if viewed today. 
would be a badly outdated.Ii Im. 
Sham mi Kapoor would have.fol
lowed Randhir Kapoor into obli
vion long ago had OP 's music 
(c.iled in 'Tumsa Nahin Dekha ·. 
·It was OP's music that launched 
the late Guru Dutt. Shakti 
Samanta. Nazir Hussain and a 
host of others as producers
directors. GP Sippy's/irst major 
hit was 'Mere Sanam' which had 
nothing to show except for OP's 
music. 

The success of'Loves of Runa 
Laila' has shown that OPN has 

TheDynavox Zippo for the 
best letter of the month goes to 
L Krishna, Clo PG Agale, 
Band ha Ghat, W azirabad, 
Nanded. 

lost none o_(his magic touch. I 
sincerely hope that some produc
ers sign him on and revive the 
golden era a/film music. 

L Krishna Nanded 

DRAB FARE 

Afier u·atching the National 
Programme on TV. I was disap
pointed-to note that there is hard
ly any interesting programme 
shown after prime time (9 PM), 
except for a few shown once in a 
while. Gone are the promised 
sponsored programmes.for the 
JO.WPM slot. and the occasional 
English.films happen to be Soviet 
ones. The programmes not only 
lack charm but do nothing except 
torture us to death. Doordarshan 
is in dire need of a revamp or 
otherwise people will beforced to 
switch o_fftheir sets after the 
English news. 

Ms Suparna Dasgupta Kanpur 

CROWN(ING) GLORY 

[ had recently visited the TELE 
EXPO '88 at Nehru Centre. 
Bombay. I had put my comments 
in the books of all the leading TV 
manufacturers like Bush. Crown. 

WINAZIPPO 
Each month we reward the sen
der of the most interesting, en-
I ightening or amusing letter with 
a Dynavox Zippo tape recorder. 
If you have something to say on 
the subject of Audio, Video, 
Television or Music, or anything 
vaguely related. why not send us 
a letter, in not more than 200 
words? Write to: The Editor, 
PLAYBACK AND FAST 
FORWARD, 
Business Press Pvt Ltd 
Maker Tower 'E', 18th Floor 
Cuffe Parade, Bombay 400 005. 



The Quiet Ravolution 

The video boom in India, by all accounts, has beena quiet affaiL Going by 
world standards, the video craze in India is unsurpassed. Indians today have 
access to not only Hindi films, but to every last English film available abroad 
for their viewing pleasure. 

India was the first country to start the video library system. We were the first 
to insert advertisements into pre-recorded videos and also the first to produce 
exclusive video films. 

Now, India is the first country to introduce new designs in the video cassette 
body. We don't follow the Japanese, Taiwanese. the Chinese from Hong Kong 
or from Singapore. Baba Video is laying new standards with their G Series, 
because of the excellence in their production. Using the highest quality raw
materials, and rigid quality control. And now leading you into the future with 
the G-Series latest video cassette V-0 in the smartest new design you sh.all 
soon consider as the standard quality. Turn this page and introduce yourself ... 



Sophistication is in the finer details. This latest V-0 has a subtle texture. To the touch. it 

shall remind you of the luxury of brocade. Moulded in pure plastic. it has a virgin glow 
Brought together with knowing hands. the V-0 has a perfectly functioning system Your 

entertainment and satisfaction is guaranteed by this beauty. 

The design reminds you of rippling waters to the touch. Entertainment is imagination. With 

this new design you might just demand a better looking VCR. Maybe you'll be seeing better 
pictures. Because the best use the best. 

• NOVELTY FEATURES 
Slick 11w •r•·likl wi1Nw1 
Stytlu 11w q11r1 l1k1I 
11111 r1ll1n •lck 1lllw1 
I ••Miker 111111 IIIIIUII, 

lld llll'IIIHI JU 

111l11l li111 II Jiii' 

wid11 111111 111d 1cr11n. 

...... 
86, M. V. Road, 
Andheri (East). 
Bombay 400 093. 

Avall1bl1 11: 

AUDI~ 
VIDE~ 
COMPONENTS 
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... 11., 
l1dl.11WNC.1111Nb, 
53-D. Jyoti Estate (Chhotani Bldg), 
Proctor Road, Grant Road. 
Bombay 400 007. 
Tel: 353474 Res. : 4935859. 

.... "' VillN. 
No. 8. Ganga Bldg, 
Tara Lamington Road. 
Bombay 400 007 
Tel: 527794. 350379 
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SOPHISTICATION IN DESIGN 

New D1llli 
11111111 Vlsin 
259 Palika Bazaar. 
Connaught Place. 
New Delhi 
Tel: 3329279. 

M1ll111s 
v,11111 Eleclnllcs. 
37. Walters Road. 
Mount Road. 
Madras 600 002. 
Tel: 567427/565732. 

HJll1r1ll1d 
s.,re•• E1t1r,rts11. 
8-53. 1st Floor. 
Unity House, Abids, 
Hyderabad 500 001. 
Tel: 234638. 

C1lclllt1 
Nlslllb Electnllca. 
3. Saklat Ralace, 
Chandni Chowk, 
Calcutta 700 072. 
Tel: 274533, 277(82. 
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Salora, Videocon and others. But 
to m y surprise, only Crown bo
thered to reply to my suggestions. 
Crown is a company which cares 
and responds to customers' sug
gestions. 

KetJm Shah Bombay 

IRONICAL 

/c was the dream of our late 
Prime Minister Mrs Indira 
Gandhi to provide colour TVs to 
the common man for Rs. 5,000. 
Ironically, today, Rs. 5,000 goes 
to the government by way of vari
ous taxes! Also, another strange 
feature of the TV industry in our 
country is that 70% ofihe market 
is shared by just seven brands ie. 
Crown. BPL, Bush, Dyanora, 
Onida, Videocon and Weston! 

Sushil Jhaveri' Bombay 

'JEEVAN SANDRY A' 

Mudra Videotec 's telefilm 
'Jeevan Sandhya' was a superb 
one in every sense of the term. 

I would suggest that Doordar
shan conduct an annual telefilm 
competition during March-April 
on the National Network. This 
would give viewers an opportu
nity to see good tele-films. 

C R Hariharan Calicut, Kerala 

NAUSHAD AND 'ASH/ANA' 

[ have read with disgust about 
how multinationals like Hindus
tan Lever, Brooke Bond India 
and Sandoz Ltd have forcefully 
occupied noted music director 
Naushad's building 'Ashiana '. 
Such forced occupation should be 
considered an act of corporate 
irresponsibility, piracy, and an 
act of inhumanity. They are not 
desolate people but corporations 
with billions of dollars in assets. 
They had rented the floors, some 
15 to 20 years ago, on the under
standing that they will vacate on 
the request ofNaushad. Now, 
the_v have refused to vacate even 

when requejted by government 
officials. 

I am now in the process of dis
tributing a petition tn boycott the 
products of these three corpor
ations. It will be signed by thou
sands of people all over the world. 
This is the chance to respect the 
music they have cherished. Read
ers may contact me with their 
ideas at the following address: 
4305, Dauntless Drive, Rancho 
Palos Verdes, CA, USA 90274. 

Vijay Saxena Californi .. USA 

GOODBYE, MR GURU'! 

A nil Chopra 's article- 'Goodbye, 
MrGuru?'(Playback, March '88) is 
indeed true. Today; the system is 
gradually deteriorating- thanks to 
the faults.from both ends. While the 
present-day gurus are neither sin
cere nor devoted to music, the stu
dents lack zeal and dedication to the 
master, the basic rules of music, as 
all want to become famous singers 
overnight. This attitude will definite
ly sound the death knell of the pa
rampara. 

An1Qa Hllffll Ahmedabad 

II 

Your article on 'Guru-Shishya 
Parampara · evoked great inte
rest. The parampara has, no 
doubt, lost its earlier charm. Now, 
it has undergone a radical 
change. For the guru, teaching 
has become a profession and the 
shishya often changes his guru 
because he is in a hurry to make a 
concert appearance. One cannot, 
however, completely rule out the 
present system because today one 
has more freedom to learnfrom 
different gurus and acquire the 
best from different gharanas. 
Also, with the advent of audio 
cassettes and other electronic 
entertainment media it might 
seem that the parampara in the 
traditional form is not absolutely 
necessary. 
Ja)·ant Pavshe Bomba) 
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Excuse us Babydol I, we 
didn't know that your 
wiz kid wasn't the Big 
Wiz. (The Big Wiz is VT 
Ravi, who looks after in
ternational music at 
HMV .) It seems PLAY
BACK's faux pas last 
month caught Rajesh on 
the wrong foot, who 
wasn't quite ready to be 
a big wiz. At the party to 
relea~e Babydoll, Alisha 

Ronnie: Jingle King? 

walked in with Prince 
Charming, no kidding 
this time, and introdu
ced Rajesh Jhaveri, the 
wiz kid whom she mar
ried while making 'Aah 
Alisha'. 

Actually, it was Baby
doll who thought up the 
name for her husband 
which is just right, as 
Rajesh is totally into 
computers. In fact, 
that's how he composes 
and arranges all the 
music, which he did for 
her latest album. He's 
been into music all 
along, first with his Infi
nite Fusion group, then 
as impressario, and later 
as studio owner. Alisha 
is very popular with the 
jingles gang in Bombay 
and they were there in 
strength. Ronnie Desai, 
Leslie (wiz guitarist). 
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Shiv Mathur, Uday 
Benegal (who started 
singingjingles, courtesy 
Louis Banks) of Rock 
Machine. 

* 
On marriage, Lata says 
it like it is. "In a love 
marriage men show 
their true colours only 
after marriage." Talat, 
who has already lost out 
once, insists, "Marriage is 
a gamble." Parvati Khan 
who is 'in' right now is 
sure "marriage is not 
'out', not in the conven
tional sense, no." San
geeta Naik, the Bot
toms-Up girl, thinks 
correctly when she says, 
"Even if it's bad, rotten, 
a total mess, you've got 
to stick it out, come 
what may." Vanraj Bha
tia, who is not married 
as yet, explains quite 
lucidly. "Pre-marital 
sex is very important. If 
the bed scene doesn't 
work then what's the use 
of getting married and 
then finding out." 
Sonali offers the secret 
of success. "We are 
looking for social securi
ty rather than emotional 
security." 

* 
For the Pakistanis, India 
is the world. A break in 
India is what most of 
them dream about. 
After the ghazal wave 
it's now the pop wave. 
Alamgir, the male duo 
was recently launched, 
and now it's the Benja
min sisters, who are a 
lovely threesome. Styles 
like this we haven't seen 
in India yet. India's first 

Deepa.k: Plays pop 

male pop duo are Dee
pak and Raj iv who have 
released 'Aina-e-Ishq'. 
Deepak plays the drums 
and synthesisers, and 
Raj iv the guitar. Both 
have recorded love 
songs "just like Simon 
and Garfunkel". A big 
album on the pop scene 
is soon expected from 
Salma Agha and Vijay 
Benedict who are team
ing up together for some 
fireworks. Meanwhile, 
Sal ma has reportedly re
corded some rock 
numbers in English for 
CBS. A version album? 
If you can visualise then 
it isn't too difficult to see 
the forthcoming meta
morphosis of Sal ma 
Agha into Madonna. 

* 
Kumar Sanu, who sings 
in Kishore's and Ami
tabh's voice and 1is on the 
upswing right now.is 
singing ghazals - 'Gu
laal'. Another filmi per
son who just released 
her ghazal cassette is 
Sumitra Lahiri. Charan
jit, who has been a musi
cian with LP since de
cades, has released 
Daur-e-Tarab. which 
has ghazals and geet. 



Ghulam: Joins the gang 

Also on the bandwagon 
is Ustad Ghulam Musta
fa Khan. Ustad Aslam 
Khan, another classicist, 
released 'Khalish' re
cently. His second gha
zal album incorporates 
some extra light stuff, as 
he apologetically ex-

plained, against his na
tural style but even then 
he decided to favour the 
listener's wishes. 

* 
To survive as a playback 
singer, Kavita Krishna
murthy says it like it is: 
"You must.have some 
acting abilities; you've 
to visualise an actress 
singing all kinds of 
songs. Usually since 
Hindi films are far di
vorced from our middle 
class lives, your imagi
nation must be quite fer
tile." To survive as a 
music director, Laxmi
kant, too, says it like it 
is: "A good grounding in 
Camatic, Hindustani 

Alisha & Rajesh: Babydoll with Prince Charming 

and W estem classical 
music will help infinite
ly." Annu thinks differ
ently. "What I say is that 
trust your instincts." To 
survive as a lyricist, 
lndivar is enlightening. 
"I had learnt the whole 
Ramayana by heart be
fore I entered the in
dustry." Ashok Patki, 
the star arranger in the 
film _industry, thinks.to 
survive an arranger 
must know how "to ad
just the number of in
struments to suit the 
producers budget." 

* 
More on the ghazal 
mania (now the ones 
suffering the mania are 

Sumitra: Filmi culture 

mainly singers and not 
music lovers). Milan 
Singh, the young and 
pretty little girl who 
even sings in a male 
voice on her debut al
bum 'Fankar ek awaz 
anek', which hasgonea 
smash hit, has decided 
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Milan: Gay singer 

on ghazals in her forth
coming album 'Chahal'. 
While listening to her on 
stage it is a strange ex
perience when she sings 
in every kind of voice, 
and then as a finale a 
duet, where even the 
male voice is hers. Now 
that Milan Singh is a re
cording artiste, she's 
going to exploit her ge
nuine talent and not re
sort to gimmicks. 

* 

lity. Those winning can 
expect Rs 15,000, Rs 
I 0,000 and Rs 5,000 in 
turn. On May 22, at 
Rang Bhavan, India's 
pop talent or the lack of 
it will be on display. 

* 

explained Naseer's am
bitions. The song he 
sings is to be picturised 
on him and Neelam. 
(Could be an art song? 
What?) Meanwhile, 
Mithun, who hasn't re
fused anything offered 
to him till today, is also 

Andre Timmins and 
VirafSakaria, both of 
Xanadu Discotheque, 
Bombay, have an outfit 
namely Wiz - The En
tertainment Agency 
who are organising, 
along with PLAY
BACK's Jerry D'Souza, 
a Rock group competi
tion in which partici
pants are Hamersmith 
from Ahmedabad, Shiva 
from Calcutta, Nirvana 
from Delhi, Living 
Machine from Manga
lore, Exodus, Bronze 
Axe and Saber Tooth 
from Bombay. Prizes 
will be awarded for Best 
Vocalist, Best Instru
mentalist, Best Show
manship, and for musi
cal ability and origina-

Naseer flexes his vocal muscles with Asha 

Will someone explain 
why Naseeruddin Shah 
has decided to sing? He 
has proved to all that he 
is a talented man. Must 
he add another dimen
sion? Asha sings a duet 
with him. R D provides 
the music. They haven't 
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heard to be crooning his 
film songs. A long shot 
in the dark, a la Ami
tabh? 

* 
Abida Parween was in 
India recently, and per
formed ghazals at the 

Oberoi. Kalyanjibhai 
was the only one in the 
audience whom she 
manoed. Sonali and 
Sadhna were dutifully 
seated with him. Talat 
Aziz and Aslam Khan, 
too, were there to listen 
to the extremely talent
ed singer. One thing in 
stark contrast to Indian 
'ghazaleers' was Abida 's 
total disregard (not pro
fessionally, only perfor
mance-wise) to the mu
sicians. She sang whole 
heartedly and never 
once allowed the tabal
chi to show off, neither 
did she ever bother to 
acknowledge the violin
ists' efforts. 

Using simple lyrics 
and emphasising 
strongly with her hands, 
she was most concerned 
with getting the message 
of her ghazal across, 
rather than pseudo styli
sation. Mrs Kadri and 
Pride who are behind a 
lot of music shows were 
responsible for bringing 
Abida to India. Born in 
Larkan and a Sindhi, she 
regaled the Sindhis with 
long forgotten folk 
songs. The only thing is 
that she had to remind 
the audience about giv
mg a proper response. 

* 
Sharang Dev is present
ly busy at the Western 
Outdoor Studios record
ing none other than 
Bhimsen Joshi, Pt Jas
raj and Kumar Gandhar
va. Not for a music al
bum surely. The Maha
raja of Gwalior has or
dered a son et lumiere for 
his historical buildings 
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Pandit Jasraj: On HM service 

and Sharang Dev has 
roped in the classicists 
to do justice. Another 
interesting project 
where the three maes
tros are involved is a 
short film 'Khayal'. Za
kir Hussain tells us how 
the temple art turned 
profane in the middle 
ages and recounts the 
evolving of the khayal or 
dhrupad. The camera 
captures the Amber pa
lace of Jaipur when 
Moghubai Kurdikar 
sings in the Jaipur style. 
Lovely shots of Fateh
pur Sikri where Tansen 
is referred to are also 
shown. Usha Deshpande 
directs. 

* 
We were surprised to 
learn Shrawan of Na
deem Shrawan, and Vi
nod Kumar, who sings 
the title song in the seri
al 'Akash Ganga', and, 
more recently, for Yash 
Chopra's film 'Vijay', 
with Lata and Suresh 
'Zindagi har janam pyar 
ki dastaan ', are brothers. 
And the third brother 
who isn't in the filmi 
scene is none other than 
Roop Kumar Rathod. 

* 

Shiv Hari, the yuppie 
classicists are back in 
the limelight. Uncanni
ly both work in tandem. 
The two have just re
leased their double cas
sette albums and once 
again they have joined 
forces for a soundtrack
'Vijay'. The last time 
they did it for 'Silsila', 
when the music stood 
out against the blast of 
Hindi film music. Let's 
see how it goes this time. 

* 
In true tradition, the Na
tional Awards for films 
have once again gone to 
a pseudo lot. Vanraj 
Bhatia gets the best mu
sic director, for 'Tamas'; 
Yesudas, who must be 
bored of going to Delhi, 
for the best male singer. 
Best female singer, Asha 
Bhosle for her song in 

Alyque Padamsee, the 
high priest of'Indian 
musicals', has managed 
to select another musi
cal after 'Evita', 'Cabar
et', and its right on tar
get. Remember Liza 
Minnelli in the movie? 
Well, it's perfect for 
Sharon and it spells suc
cess. The songs, the dra
ma of the Nazi era and 
passion. One should 
learn from the 'musi
cals' guru how to do a 
sequel without the ubi
quitous II. Leon 
D'Souza, who has done 
the arrangements for 
'Best of Broadway', cur
rently running in Bom
bay, is also doing the 
arrangements for the 
soundtrack. 

* 
Anuradha Paudwal is alf 
set to become the first 

Charanjit & Suparna: Poetry in song 

'Ijazat', composed by 
RD Bur:man. lfany
thing Asha's award 
should gladden R D. 
Can the government 
stop giving the awards to 
the same artiste after, 
say three times? 

* 

Bhajan queen. 'Shri 
Durga Saptashati' and 
'Tulsi Bhajanamrit', 
were two big albums re
leased by the Shankara
charya of Kanchipee
tam at the World Hindu 
Conference in Kath
mandu. Meanwhile, the 

Chaurasia: Filmi flutes 

on again, off again, Hari 
Om Sharan is releasing 
another album 'Shrad
dha ', this time along 
with Nandini Sharan. 
Anup Ghosal, with 'Hari 
Naam Sumir', and He
manti Shukla with mu
sic by Bhimsen Joshi, 
are among the males 
making a strong bid on 
bhajans. 

* 
Music buffs in Bombay 
are envious of the presti
gious group who are on 
their way to Russia for 
the Indian festival. 
Along with the custo
mary classicists, Sharon 
and Nandu are going to 
provide a sample of 
Hindi pop. We've had a 
taste of the Russian va
riety. Now it's their 
tum. In the excitement 
Louis Banks had re
grouped Sangam (so the 
whole gang is going to be 
there). Dinshaw Sanjana 
has his group Divya. 
They will present Indo
Jazz fusion. Gary Law
yer will sing (Elvis?) 
with the Rock Machine, 
who've included a few 
female back-up vocals. 
The more the merrier. 

*·! 
; 
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Is Preeti Sagar fed up of her kid 
brigad,!? 

Has she had enough of her pious 
image? 
Does she want a change of personality? 

A 
fter so much of'Bhakti 
Ras' and 'Baba Black 
Sheep', believe it or not, 

Preeti, too, like our other home
grown Madonnas, has a Western 
style pop album ready for launch. 

Now, even the little kiddies. 
who first heard her singing nur
sery rhymes, ten years ago, must 
now be teenagers who are already 
onto Whitney Houston and Ste
vie Wonder, incidentally both 

Preeti. .. pop star? 

Aunty's favourites. How would 
they like to swing to sensuous 
Preeti Aunty now? 

Even devout women who have 
been experiencing Nirvana, go
ing by Preeti's serene looks and 
hypnotic eyes, will now find their 
'medium' a gorgeous beauty, 
stepping out to the latest rock 
beat (all her own). 

Her new role could have a de
vastating effect on the teenage 
stud as aunty Preeti had as Pied 
Piper on the kids and the yogini 
Preeti had on her devotees. 

Tall, fair and with a remark
able figure, she's a stunner al-
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right. On thing for sure, the pop 
scene won't be the same any 
more. Enough of the girls scene. 
Now here is someone who is all 
woman. "When I am singing 
pop, I'm totally pop','she re
veals. 

Pointing to her head, Preeti 
feels all it requires is a vivid imag
ination to fit into any role model. 
Of course, she knows what's re-

quired ofan Indian Madonna. 
'Tm a Xavierite, grown up in 
Bombay," she points out. She has 
the skills. "I have a husky voice." 
And sha has the intention. "I 
haven't taken sanyas or any
thing," she explains, refusing to 
be apologetic about the Cinderel
la act. And she has the will. 
"Once I make up my mind, I do 
it." 

In fact, it was her idea to do a 
bhajan album in the first place. 
HMV is all ga-ga on her and quite 
easily agrees to all her 'suggest
ions'. For instance. they agreed 
on the unconventional idea of al
lowing her three composers for 
her forthcoming pop album, as 
she wished to ensure ditferen t 
styles and couldn't afford to risk 

all the tracks sounding the same 
which happens to a lot of albums. 
More important. her last effort at 
pop proved abortive, and this 
time she's more on target, or so 
she feels. 

It all goes back to the film 
'Julie' and the instant success 
with her debut-making song, 'My 
heart is beating'. She was sudden
ly close to the stars. It all hit her 
like a thunderbolt. Then the gla
mour just about escaped her, 
though she's been singing filmi 
numbers ever since. (The classi
cal types which could win her the 

national awards but haven't as 
yet.) Otherwise, it's been nurser
ies and temples until now and 
unfortunately no discos. 

To Preeti, all female pop stars, 
whether it's a Madonna, Cyndi 
Lauperor Whitney, sound the 
same. Likewise all Hindi filmi 
songs seem similar to her. It's this 
facility she has, to lose herself 
into the personality of her song, 
which is responsible for her con
fidence, that her singing has that 
extra feeling. 

Maybe she wants to bestow this 
blessing on the pop scene. Or 
does she really want only a per
sonality change (before it's too 
late)? Well. what this requires is a 
new image. And she's ready for it. 
Are you? (c;) 



Raj Khosla 's 

NAQAB 
Produced f!l Directed by: Raj Khos/a 

Lyrics by: farooq Kaiser 
Music byd{amaal /lfakhdoom 

Shree Krishna films 

INTAQAAM 
Produced by: Suneel Darshan 
pirected by: Rajkumar Kohli 

Lyrics by: Anand Bakshi 
Music by: Laxmlkant Pyarelal 

Tutu films 

MAR MITENGE 
Produced by: Pradeep Sharma 

Directed by: Kawai Shanna 
Lyrics by: Anand Bakshi 

Music by: Laxmlkant Pyarelal 

V-ishaka films 

HUM 
INTEZMR KARENGE 

Produced by: Neelima Paul 
Directed by: Prabhat Roy 

Lyrics by: lndivar f!l A1Jjaan 
Music by: Bappl Lahlrl 

Mirza Brothers' 

RAMAO RAMA 
Produced f!l Directed by: Mina Brothers 

Lyrics by: Anand Bakshi 
Music by: R.D. Burman 

Kapleshwar Productions' 

RAM AVTAR 
Produced by: Anil Hingorani 
Directed by: Sunil Hingorani 

Lyrics by: Anand Bakshi 
Music by: Laxmlkant Pyarelal 

Mis. N.P. lntemationa/'s 

KASAM SUHAG KI 
Produced by: N. P. Singh 

Directed by: Mohan Segal 
Lyrips by: S.H. Bihari f!l 

Hasan Kamal 
Music by: Laxmlkant Pyarelal 

V-ishal Raaj Productions' 

JIGARWALA 
Produced by: Surinder Kaur Jerath 

Directed by: Swaroop Kumar 
Lyrics by: Madan Pat Aziz Khan. 

Shahani Oauhar Kanpuri. 
Surendra Sathi f!l Mrs. Rani Mullick 

Music by: Nadeem Shrauan 
j 
I 

Tune In to Vividh lJharati and e,yoy our T-5eries Sangeet Sarita. 
8ombay: Tuesday. 10 . .30 p.m., Thursday· 9 . .30 p.m., Saturday· 8.00 p.m., 
Marathi · 1..30 p.m., Sunday· 9 . .30 p.m., 
Deihl: Wednesday. 9.45 p.m., Saturday· 1.45 p.m., Sunday · 1.45 p.m., 
Calcutta: Friday· 8.15 p.m., Allahabad: Tuesday· 9.45 p.m., 
Lucknow: Wednesday· 9 . .30 p.m., Ahmedabad: Tuesday· 9 . .30 p.m., 
Bhopal: Friday. 9.45 p.m .. Jaipur: Thursday· 9 . .30 p.m., 
Jullundur: Wednesday. 9 . .30 p.m., Friday· 9 . .30 p.m., Sunday· 9 . .30 p.m. 
Kanpur: Friday. 9.45 p.m. 

Mushir Riaz's 

COMMANDO 
Produced by: Mushir Riaz 
Directedby:dSubhash 

Lyrics by: A,yaan 
Music by: Bappl Lahlrl 

V-IShesh films' 

KUBZM 
Produced by: Nanabhai Bhatt 

Directed by: Mahe.sh Bhatt 
Lyrics by: Anand Bakshi 
Music by: "'4}esh Roshan 

Ooel Cine Corporation's 

JANAM JANAM 
Produced by: ~y Ooel 

Dir«ted b11: V'yay Sadanah 
Lyrics by: S. H. Bihari f!l 

M;yrooh Sullanpuri 
Music by: La.rmlkant Pyarelal 

Our Music 
Your Choice 

Only genuine T-Series C'.as.settes cany our mark on the leader tape. Duplicate cassettes will damage your equipment. 
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COVER STORY 

NEETA PURI 

VIDEO'S DREAM 
GIRL BIDS ADIEU 

----

Having attained fame and fortune on the 
small screen, Neeta Puri is all set to desert it 

for the glamour of the celluloid world. SK 
JOHN profiles this charming young actress 

who's played major roles in Hiba's video films. 

N eeta Puri, seductively attired in a 
san, precariously balances a cigarette 
between her provocative lips. Swinging 
her hips enticingly, she gingerly opens 
the door of Krishna, a top actor's bunga
low, enters his bedroom and catches him 
making love to the wife of an underworld 
don . In the meantime, her assistant is 

, busy clicking the incriminating photo
graphs. 

Neeta Puri alias Mrs Priyanka Bakshi 
is the editor of a gossip magazine 'Scan
dal', Nari Hira's latest video film of the 
same name. The wife of an alcoholic, life 
is really tough on her- what with being a 
self-made woman, ready to take on life's 
battles. She is aggressive, sympathetic, 
falls in love with a struggling actor and is 
victimised to the point of being a martyr. 
Surprise, surprise. Neeta identifies with 
this role totally, "I wish I could do 'Scan-

dal' all my life. That was totally my film. 
That was totally me ." 

Petite, with a girlish voice and a be
witching smile, this gorgeous beauty has 
fashioned out a career for herself which 
other teenyboppers would give their eye 
teeth for. Today, at the charming age of 
20, she has carved herself an image of a 

e 12 hH rntt--ft It ~ 



Neeta in 'Shingora'. 

sexy, fun-loving teenager, living life with 
gay abandon. 

While Nari Hira's story department is 
responsible for the image, Neeta is res
ponsible for her success and career. She 
was only IO years old, a small-town lass 
in Jalandhar, and star struck like crazy 
when destiny took her to New York.' 
"Everytime I went for a movie I didn't 
see the heroine, I saw myself on the 
screen. I wanted to be 'Hema Malini' 
when I grew up." And she has done it. 
Her role in Dev Anand's film, 'Lashkar', 
'Aaj Ki Angaarey', 'Mera Naseeb', 'Aaj 
Ki Mahabharat', all as the lead heroine, 
have helped her in realising her fantasy 
ofbecoming the 'Dream Girl'. 

Well, none of this would have happen
ed if her family hadn't suddenly emigrat
ed to New York in 1977. To hit the Big 
Apple at such an impressionable age is a 
boon for any young girl with stars in her 
eyes. "I wish India was like the States. I 
used to work when I was 13 years old. I 
used to be a paper girl, a sales girl in a 
cosmetic shop, and I was also a waitress 
in the fast food joint, Burger King. There 
I learnt the sense of responsibility and 
independence. I like to live on my own, I 
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don't have a choice, That's why I'm stay
ing in a flat all alone in Bombay." 

At 16, and just entering into woman
hood, Neeta, while in the last year of 
high school, walked away with the 'Miss 
India USA' crown in New York in which 
Nari Hira was one of the judges. Two 
years later, she flew down to Bombay to 
learn Kathak from Gopi Krishna. "I love 
dancing. I even do belly dancing." Play
ing the part of a professional dancer in a 
video film, 'Naqli Chehra', she exhibited 
her talents in a sizzling disco number, ex
ploiting her curvaceous figure to full ad
vantage. Even in 'Jazira', as a village 
belle, she did a vigorous dance number 
on the beach. In 'Abhishek', too, she 
danced to a heavy disco number. In fact, 
all Hiba films with Neeta are enticing to 
watch mainly for her sensuous dancing. 
Upto now Hiba has had only two heroin
es, Persis and Neeta, and between them 
they have been able to project the adult 
image. 

At 18, she got wise and showed 
Gopi Krishna and a dancing career the 
door, when Nari Hira called her for a 
screen test. She walked past Alisha and 
other hopefuls and debuted in 'Shingora' 

leetuPen_ 
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NEETAPURI 
ON HER CO-STARS 

BALBINDER: 
Fun to work 

As an actor, he's good. He's improving. I remember 
telling him, "look you've a lot of problems with your 
language and diction, you must improve them". He's 
getting better. It's fun to work with him. Kuch bhi bolo, 
he doesn't mind. I cay say anything to him. I can even 
go around slapping him. He wouldn't care. 

KANW ALJEET: 
It was beautiful 

ADITY AP ANCHOU: 
Too professional 

We worked. Nothing else. We acted together only 
in two films, 'Abhishek' and 'Sone Ka Pinjara'. It was 
good. 

Yes, I liked him. It was beautiful. I only acted in one 
film with him 'Kalank Ka Tika'. It was my second 
film. It was fun. He used to tease me a lot in Punjabi. I 
like these people who can work and at the same time 
joke around with. ----wn 

' 

JEET UPENDRA: 
Professional relationship 

He·s a nice guy. We get along very well. It's a good 
professional relationship. And I wouldn't mind doing 
a 'Blue Lagoon' type of role with him. He's a bit taller 
than me. We both match each other. He's a good actor. 
Jeet and I would be very much compatible. We would 
complement each other. 
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~ the bored rich girl in 'Sone Ka Pinjara'. 
Neeta as 
playing Aditya's girl-friend. Next, in 
'Kalank Ka Tika', she played a happy 
prostitute in stark contrast but with 
equal credibility to Zarina Wahab's suf
fering role of being drawn into bed. By 
now she had already matured into an ac
tress. In 'Sone Ka Pinjara', she acted as a 
little rich girl bored of her status. She car
ried the film on her shoulders and her 
uninhibited approach to the role showed 
promise. 

Neeta knows it is good for her career to 
be known as a sex symbol. "Why not? I 
like it. It's a compliment that I look 
sexy." And she is aware her face, too, has 
that 'come hither' look. And yet she ar
gues about her sex image. "I don't know 
why they say that. I don't go out and 
wear a bikini. But for a role I'll wear it. 
That's no big deal. Perhaps it is all there 
in my face. In 'Scandal', where did you 
see my sex? I was sari-clad throughgut 
the film. It (sex) was all there on my 
face." Talking about playing sexy roles, 
Neeta is game enough for a 'Blue La
goon' role. But when asked to do a Nas
tassia Kinski type of role like in 'Cat Peo
ple' her reaction was rather surprising. 
"This is where I draw my line. These stu
pid American films, with sex just for 
sex's sake." It seems strange coming from 
someone who has spent her teenage life 
growing up in New York! 

She happens to be an extremely sensi
tive girl fully at odds with her image. She 
has managed to keep off the gossip co
lumns even though she has no reins on 
her life while living alone in Bombay. "I 
don't have any affairs. I haven't felt any
thing for anyone over here. The gossip 
columns here talk only of affairs. But 
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'touchwood' I haven't had any affairs. I 
don't want to have any because it is emo
tionally killing."Kill your career? 
"No. Just emotionally killing and all 
that. Besides, I am too busy for all this." 
Which says a lot for her priorities. Neeta 
revealed that she already has 'Mr Right'. 
"But not here," she says. Her teenage 
love from Stratton Island College in 
the US? 

Neeta didn't waste much time in New 
York after acquiring her 'Miss India 
USA' crown in 1983 and came to Bom
bay in 1985. She played an Indian girl in 
an American film, 'Exchange Student'. 
"I got myself an agent and I was suppos
ed to act in Bill Crosby's TV serial as a. 
Puerto Rican. I look and speak like a 
Puerto Rican. I speak Spanish, too. It's a 

The 'happy' prostitute in 'Kalank Ka Tika'. 



rrlNESs 
NEE1'A'SNA 

t l{iba fi\111 
Bes tl'ba director 
Best 0-1 

"' director Orea••· , ) 
Dream actor,s 

Ro\e of a Ufe-time 
Wants to \earn 
canp\a)' 

Kalank Ka Tika 
pavan Kaul 
M heshBhatt 

a . bh Bachchan, 
Arnita 
Kamalhass~n 
Mother India 
Sitar 
Tenor sax 

pity that it didn't work out as I had left 
New York. I'm still a member of the 
Screen Actors' Guild .. It's a big thing to 
be a member of this Guild there. Very 
difficult to get in. It is spread all over the 
US. However, I have no regrets on com
ing here." 

She's already trained her sights on the 
silver screen (what with six films in hand) 
and is shrewd enough to skip television 
totally. "It binds you. It takes a lot of 
your time. At the moment, I'm sorry to 
say that TV here is not good. I don't like 
any shows. The production values are 
bad. You see even small serials in the US 
have fantastic production values. I have
n't seen any TV here for six months. 
Maybe I'm too busy for that. But · I'm 
either watching video, or making calls or 
running out of the house." 

Neeta aspires to do some memorable I 

roles in her life. She is particularly fasci
nated with Nargis' charm and would like 
to build up a similar image. With apolo
gies to Frost, Neeta's got miles and miles 
to go and we have no doubts that with 
her pluck and determination she will 
reach the heights of stardom just like 
Nargis did. 
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Why is Anupama being ditched 
by music directors? 

What are you to make of 
the system when every time Anu
pama is called by Rajesh Roshan , 
Annu Malik, Bappi and 
Khayyam to dub for Asha, Lata, 
Sal ma or Nazia (because these fa
mous singers are too busy and a 
dubbed song by Anupama en
ables the producer to go ahead 
and complete his shooting), and 
the producer is so charmed by the 
result that he insists the dubbed 
version be retained as the origi
nal. 

What are you to understand of 
the system if these very same 
music directors who have no eth
ics and, more than anything else, 
a responsibility, time and again 
summon Anupama to only dub, 
and never call her to give her the 
song. Not for once realising their 
inconsiderate approach to a wo
man with proven talent. 

Anupama is an artiste and she 
is hurt. She has every right to be. 
Whenshesang'Sohni chenab 
de kinare' to Annu Mali k's 
music, F C Mehra was dazzled. 
The picturisation on the cute
looking Poonam Dhillon as 
Sohni was perfect. The voice and 
song so matched the scene, that 
against Annu Malik's wishes, F C 
Mehra kept Anupama's song as 
the original. Later,it won for 
Anupama the Filmfare award 
and Asha Bhosle's anger. Asha 
has been upset for three long 
years,ifyou please, as if Anupa
ma was the villian. Annu Malik, 
who should be promoting this 
singer's talent, hasn't called Anu
pama since then. 

Anupama has been able to ef
fectively sing Khayyam's music, 
the little track in 'Jaane Wafa' , 
while dubbing for Lata, who was 
a much better sport than Asha. 
When Bappi asked her to dub for 
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Nazia in 'Adhikaar', the pro
ducer, Jawaharlal Bafna, insisted 
on retaining Anupama's track, 
and saw no need to record Nazia 
agam. 

But then these instances are 
really an exception. As a rule, 
Anupama is either called for a 
difficult chorus, or amusingly for 
just a one liner by Laxmi-Pyare, 
to dub,when the big names are 
busy. 

Even Bappi, who shouts from 
the roof tops about his godfather
ly.role,has yet to ask Anupama to 
sing for him a song. He has no 
doubt done his bit for new sing
ers. Take Meghna Srivastava who 
had the honour of getting a break 
from Bappi . Anupama enjoys the 
dubious distinction of replacing 
even Sal ma, nasal twang and all 
in 'Sheeshay Ka Ghar' singing 
'Jhil miljhil mil'. 

What's the game? Kalyanjib
hai has Sadhna and Sonali in his 
camp. Laxmi doesn't think of 
anyone else if Ka vita, Anuradha 
and Alka are available. Bappi has 
Alisha and the others in the pop 
brigade. Everybody seems to be 
in some camp or the other. 

Amazingly, it's the producers · 
who have given Anupama her 
breaks. In Kaash, 'O Yaara' sung 
by Anupama got her a No I hit. 
This track,too,was dubbed. Even 
after she had sung her very first 
song for him in'Yaarana: which 
ironically, was also a dubbed 
song. 

Anupama knows for sure, she 
has been a chorus singer all 
along. But without her having a 
hand, fortunately or unfortunate
ly for her, her songs have seen the 
light of day and always been suc
cessful. Today, if Anupama has 
to go to a studio and sing, know
ing fully well that her singing is a 
stopgap arrangement, it hurts. 

She has a 'sweet voice' , but can 
as well sing sensuously like Asha, 
although she cannot put on her 
jeans and go mod. It's too late for 
her to do that, being a mother of 
two lovely daughters. But it's not 
too late for her to stop singing in 
the chorus. 

This she can if the music direc
tors would encourage her. Tin mi 
Anand thought her track of 'Hey 
You' in 'Shahenshah' wasjust 
right, but Amar Utpal, the new 
music duo.knew better, that Anu
pama's name wasn't going to 
help their career anyway. So they 
insisted in helping young and 
fresh talent which gave an impe
tus to their career. Also consi
dered was the ultimate price the 
soundtrack would fetch . So 
where does that leave proven ta
lent without the right connec
tions? In the wilderness, unless 
luck plays a hand. © 
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.. Dhirendra Brahmachari. 
'Rasputin' of the Nehru clan, has 
at last found his 'medium' to 
comm.unicate with the ever in
creasing masses who sit glued to 
the 'idiot' box across rural India. 
The way Ramanand Sagar has 
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mesmerised the 'janta' has im
pressed the Yogi no end. The 
Brahmachari has decided that he 
and Sagar would make a perfect 
team. 

Come September. when 
'Ramayan' comes to an end, and 

Ram Raj ya is firmly established 
all over the subcontinent, the 
poor masses will be taught 'yoga' 
once again. Dhirendra will de
cide on the poses, and the direc
tion will be Sagar'sjob. Sagar is 
expected to make yoga as inte
resting as 'Ramayan', and the 
whole country is expected to 
leave everything else and get 
down to yoga exercises once a 
week, in the same 'Ramayan' slot 
on Sunday morning. So all those 
who plan to stop their Sunday 
morning religious rituals, can 
gear up once again. However, this 
time, it doesn't look like Sagar 
will have to worry about exten
sions, as the strategy is to get the 
slot permanently. Doesn't make 
sense to exercise only for some 
time. The country is in for hard 
times and it is best for the 
masses to keep fit permanently. 

Doordarshan is to decide on 
this project sooner than later, 
that is much before 'Ramayan' 
comes to an end. With 'Rama
yan' carrying on the way it is, a 
refusal is out of the question. 

Critics are already talking of 
the golden age of'Buniyaad'i 
Later, these same critics will be 
talking of the golden age of 
'Ramayan'. One way out of these 
golden age blues will be to ensure 
that those responsible for the 
golden stuff remain active on the 
boob tube. 

Sagar feels he is comfortable 
enough in Umbergaon and wants 
Dhirendra to move to Bombay, 
while the Brahmachari insists 
that Sagar should come to his 
ashram. Once this little matter is 
sorted out, the next 'great' serial 
to hit Indian television will get 
underway. (..) 
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S N Tripathi, 
As I Knew Him 

In the death of music director 
S N Trtpathi, the industry has 
lost one of the few champions of 
classical music in films and a 
complete film personality. 

Having known him closely in 
the last few years, his death 
meant a terrible personal loss to 
me. I looked upon him with a re
verence that was reserved mainly 
for a spiritual guide. He was 
neither a sage nor a religious 
'guru'. But he was a dedicated 
musician and a total personality 
w~o seemed to be knowing every
t~~ng about music, literature, po
ht1cs, religion. medicine and the 
art offilmmaking and acting. 

Whal had drawn me to Tri
pathi in the last few years was his 
encyclopaedic knowledge of In
dian and Western classical music 
and the folk music of every re
gion. In the state of semi-retire
ment he would sit in his favourite 
chair. like a deposed monarch, 
and talk like a preacher for hours 
without tiring his listeners or 
being tired himself. 

Tripathi had a sharp memory. 
He loved to recollect the fond 
remembrances of his association 
with Bombay Talkies and Saras
wati Devi, especially the latter, 
who had groomed him as a music 
director and had given him an 
?~portunity to sing his first song 
in Jeevan Naiya'(l 936). 

With the passage of time Tri
pathi got branded as a composer 
of mythological and historical 
films especially after the suc
cesses offilms such as 'Shri Ga
nesh Mahi ma' (I 950, 'Mere nai
non men preet, mere hoton pe 
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geet'), 'Nav Durga' (I 953, 'Aai 
birha ki raat mora tadapejiya'), 
'Lal Qilla' (1960, 'Na kissi ki 
ankh ka noor hoon ', 'Lagta nahin 
hai dil mera'), 'Rani Roopmati' 
(I 959, 'Aa laut ke aaja mere 
meet') and 'Sangeet Sam rat Tan
sen' (I 962, 'Jhoomati chali hawa 
yaad aa gaya koi' ). ' 

'Rani Roopmati' ('Vaat chalat 
nai ~hunari rang daari'), 'Kavi 
Kaltdas' ('Sham Bhayi Ghansham 
na aaye') and 'Sangeet Sam rat 
Tansen ('Sakhi kaise dharoon 
main dheer') proved Tripathi's 
exceptional talent . 

Filmy culture did not affect 
Tripathi's personal life. His was a 
life of temperance. He had an un
shakable faith in ayurvedic medi
cines. He never missed an oppor
tunity to impress upon his friends 
the necessity of taking 'amla' 
powder after every meal. His 
youthful looks and the radiant 
face were a testimony of the effi
cacy of ayurvedic medicines. He 
looked much younger than his 
age mainly as a result of a 90-day 
course that he had gone through 
at the age of 45 subsisting only on 
~makardhwaj', milk and amla. 

The only problem that bother
ed Tripathi was his chronic dia
betes which he suspected was 
hereditary. In the last two years a 
wound on his leg kept on erupt
ing which restricted his move
ments. In spite of the pain in his 
leg he joined me last year, to at
tend a session in the distant Ma
labar Hill area to select the best 
classical song for 'Sur Singar 
Samsad' award. He heard 
hundreds of songs and patiently 
discussed the merits and demerits 
of each of them. 

Half a century of work as an ar
tiste had given him enough me
mories to live on. What Tripathi 
treasured most was the memories 

of the 30s and the 40s. He often 
expressed his desire to meet his 
old colleagues who were still liv
ing. Recently , when the veteran 
composer A nil Biswas was in 
Bombay, I arranged a get-to
gether. As a deference to Anil 
Biswas, Tripathi cautioned me to 
invite only those who would not 
fail to come. The only person 
who could not come was Tripathi 
himself. He had fallen ill. Every
one present missed him but none 
suspected the inevitable. 

Tripathi was confident of his 
recovery because he never consi
dered 7 5 as an age to die. After a 
I 0-day stay at Jaslok Hospital he 
returned home. But he had to be 
admitted to a nursing home in 
Bandra within a few days again. 

Tripathi resisted the idea of 
taking allopathic medicines. He 
had an inquisitive mind and a 
strong will power. He stubbornly 
kept on enquiring which drugs 
were being administered to him. 
On the fateful day he was restless 
and sleepless. A I ittle after two in 
the night he vomited blood, mi
nutes later Sri Nath Tripathi, 
also known as 'Guruji', breathed 
his last. 

His funeral was held in the 
afternoon the same day. No one 
from the music directors' associ
ation bothered to attend. None of 
Tripathi's old colleagues cared to 
come. Laxmikant-Pyarelal can
celled their recordings in honour 
of the veteran composer. Chitra
gupta, Tripathi's assistant from 
1946 to 1951, was bedridden. 
Amongst music directors, only 
Tripathi's erstwhile assistants 
Di lip Dholakia and Suresh Ku
mar came to pay homage to the 
man whose worth they acknow
ledged though he never got due 
recognition in his lifetime. 

-NALINSHAH 
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ACTING 
is just her hobby. Flying, 
her aim. Then what is 
Shchnaz doing in front 
of the camera? "Just for 
the fun of it. A pas
time," says this petite, 
sweet-voiced stunner. 
For Shehnaz, acting is 
just a "temporary phe
nomenon". "My sights 
are set quite high. In the 
skies, to be precise." She 
eats, drinks and breathes 
the concept of being an 
air-hostess. But then 
why act? That was 
something she picked 
up when she was still in 
college (she is still there, 
putting in a guest ap
pearance once in a 
while!). While attending 
Shafi Inamdar's work
shop at her college, she 
was offered an 'irresist
ible' role in the TV 
serial, Yes Sir, a take-off 
on To Sir With Love. 
Shehnaz along with 
Sujatha Mehta, Deepak, 
Makrand and Davak 
were slated to play the 
lead roles. Unfortunate
ly, the serial didn't see 
the light of day. 

The inspiration to 
model, surprisingly, 
came from her friends. 
who decided she had a 
photogenic face and that 
she could be a hit over
night. Some other 
friends felt she would be 
a good actress. 'Tom' 
between friends, she 
briefly took up modell
ing, doing the Philips 
two-in-one campaign. 
Meanwhile, Srikant, the 
TV serial, gave her an
other opportunity to 
face the camera. She 
played the eldest sister 

Shehnaz • · • 
flying is her aim. 

I 

_.--

. al\ to destinY · 
·- owes it ::::---------

l'laJ\dita Thakut .. . -------- ----
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of Sujatha Mehta, 
Surlakshmi. The serial, 
however, went quite un
sung. Roles dried up 
rather fast until 
Chunauti came to her 
rescue. Says Shehnaz: "I 
am yet to get the role I 
want. Though, I'm basi
cally a serious and sensi
tive person, I am dying 

· to do a comedienne's 
role.'· 

Naturally, Shehnaz 
felt quite tired of the 
idiot box and was look
ing towards the big 
screen when salvation of 
a different kind came in 
the form of Siddharta 
Srivastava and his 
Tristar Video who in
stantly signed her on for 
his first video film 
Achanak. In the.film, 
she plays a schoolgirl 
who is const::mtly being 
tailed by Om Puri. "It 
was very nice working 
with Om Puri. He really 
makes you feel easy. 
And I had always been 
his fan," says Shehnaz 
with a childish grin. In 
fact, she will also be 
doing Tri star's second 
film which will go on 
the floors soon. But it 
seems she is born to be 
an air-hostess and her 
eyes are glued to the 
skies. "IfI get a br'eak as 
an air-hostess I would 
definitely wipe off the 
paint from my face, 
leave behind the gla
mour and the adulation 
and take-off .. ' 

SHE'S 
destiny's contribution to 
Indian television. 
Nandita Thakur ascrib:._J 



Kunal •.. professional 'taking'! 

all that she has achieved 
to the proverbial des
tiny. Otherwise how 
does one describe the 
manner in which she 
bagged the Intezar role? 
(she got it while she 
went shopping!). With 
none other than 'Inte
zar' in the kitty, she 
is on her way to a com
mendable career in tele
vision. In 'Intezar' she 
plays Nirmala, the wife 
of the station master. 
"The role didn't have 
any scope to show off 
my talent. It was not at 
all satisfactory. But 
working in that unit was 
just superb. It is just 
wonderful working with 
them," she says. 

'Intezar', for one, was 
not the type of serial 
which concentrated on 
one character. It has too 
many characters in it. 
Moreover, it is the story 
of society as a whole. 
Her 'Ninnala' has 
earned her a lead role in 
Sahu, a children's serial 
made by Kamini 
Kaushal, and a video-

-/ 

film Trikon directed by 
Kunal. 

Nandita never wanted 
to act even in her wildest 
dreams. She wanted to 
be a doctor. But again, 
destiny willed otherwise 
through a photographer 
of Eve's Weekly who 
managed to put her on 
the cover. Basu Bhatta
charya didn't think 
twice after seeing the 
cover and cast Nandita 
in his first film, Saraa 
Aakash. This film, for
tunately, went to 
Cannes and came back 
with its share of critical 
acclaim. It turned out to 
be a flash in the pan. 

A couple of years of 
college and marriage 
meant a temporary 
hiatus to her career. 
Nandita managed to 
bounce back into the 
field with the advent of 
TV. Starting off with 
Titliyan, Paying Guest, 
Rishte Nahte and the 
serial of serials, 
Buniyaad. "TV is much 
better than films. It gives 
you more exposure," 

says this short, unassu
ming actress. And she is 
least perturbed about 
the accompanying 
hassles of TV. "Over
exposure happens only 
to stars. And I don't con
sider myself a star." She 
doesn't regret taking up 
acting because she feels 
it has given her more 
exposure. "I haven't 
missed much in life. Life 
is much, much more 
than just films." Per
haps, she may be one of 
the very few who admits 
that there aren't any 
roles for her in commer
cial films. She says: "TV 
has given a big boost to 
my career because the 
medium has ample op
portunities to prove 
your talent." And like 
hundreds of her contem
poraries she, too, is 
waiting for the big 
break. 

THE 
Manoranjan people 
came round once again. 
This time their Intezar 
was worth the wait. At 
the exclusive screening 
for the press, where the 

fifth and sixth episodes 
were shown, almost all 
the 'villagers' of Kamal
pura were there. Even 
the press turned out in. 
unusually large num
bers so that the Garware 
Club House overflowed 
with stars and journal
ists. 

Saeed Mirza summed 
up the serial rather apt-· 
ly: "Everybody is 'wait
ing' for something to 
happen in their lives. 
This serial is about 
them." The camarade
rie of the group was 
more than evident when 
Saeed and·Aziz intro
duced each and every 
one of the cast to the 
press. These 'v.illagers' 
have, no doubt, won the 
hearts of millions. 

KARISHMA 
is one model who is not 
interested in video films, 
yet she's going ahead 
with a video film on the 
life of models, Kagaz Ki 
Gudiya with Kunal 
Kohli. Kun al is just out 
of school and his maiden 
directorial effort, earlier 

From left: Kundan Shah, Rama Vij and AzizMirzL 
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Manju Mishra ... thank God for lV! 

titled Trikon, is ready. 
Karishma is acting in 
this film along with 
Salim Ghouse, \\-ho was 
pretty upset with Kunal 
and 'Trikon'. It seems 
he couldn't digest 
Kunal's antics with 
Karishma and the 'non
professional' approach. 
Kunal insists, Salim in
stead got a complex 
about him, as his 'tak
ing' was more profes
sional. Salim, incident
ally, belongs to 
Naseeruddin's batch, 
and is still waiting to be 
'taken' seriously. 

SHE 
defies the conventional 
image ofan up-and
coming actress speeding 
towards stardom. No 
gloss, no frills, no lip
stick and no painted 
nails. The very anti
thesis of Bollywood. 
Meet Mansi Upadhyay, 
the short, plain Jane-

looking actress who has 
made it good on televi
sion. Now it is serials all 
the way for Mansi ·.:.. ho 
seems quite pleased in 
exposing the one thing 
she has in abundance
talent. Ek Kahani, 
Manju and Jyot Singh 's 
serial, was the first out
ing for Mansi. Then 
came Police Station, 
which was banished to 
the cans for ever, 
Gulami, Jaallf Aalam, 
Yatra, Sridhar Kshir
sagar's Stri. 

The sign of her having 
made her mark as an ac
tress came from noted 
lyricist and director 
Guizar, who offered her 
a major role in Mirza 
Ghalib. She plays the 
'wafadar' in it. ·~He's a 
very good director," 
says Mansi about 
Guizar. "I was very ner
vous, initially, to work 
with him. From child
hood, I was a fan of his. 
He's a great guy to work 
with "Another prize 
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role on hand is Intezar. 
In the 8th, 16th. 17th 
and 18th episode, she 
plays the wife of Lalith 
Tiwari, Saraswathi. 
Karm Bhoomi is yet an
other serial which has 
Mansi in its cast. 

Mansi had her 
groundings in theatre 
from the NSD. While 
working for the theatre 
group, Ek Jhoot in 
Delhi. she came to 
Bombay bent on a 
career in films. She end
ed up in TV. "The most 
important medium 
today is television. 
There is no doubt about 
it." That may be why 
she is directing all her 
energies towards the 
'idiot box'. "My prioriti
es are television first and 
films later," she says. 
The inevitable hang-ups 
about roles are, how
ever. m1ssmg m 
Mansi. As she puts 
it very humbly: 
"The only 

thing is that the role 
should be good. Emo
tional roles are, indeed, 
my strong point." Let's 
wait and watch, Mansi. 

THANK 
God, TV is really help
ing actors/ actresses stay 
in the news. Imagine a 
scenario without TV. 
Some of them would 
have been down and out 
long back. Manju 
Mishra is a case in 
point. ldhar Udhar, 
Adalat, \1anoranjan, Isi 
Bahane, her list goes on. 
"TV has given me 
recognition'.'Ten 
years of theatre in a 
group called Vijayeta 
and a couple of English 

Mansi ... talent in abundance. 



plays with Alyque 
Padamsee helped her 
express her tolerable ta
lent. 

Now, Basu Chatterji 
has found Manju the 
right candidate for his 
post-Rajani exploits on 
TV, Bheem Bhavani. So 
also other serial makers 
like Saeed Mina and 
Kavita Choudhry who 
have cast her in their 
serials, Inte7Jlr and 
Udaan respectively. 
Dastan-E-Gha7Jll, the 
serial on ghazal singers, 
will also feature her in a 
couple of episodes. But 
she affirms: "Theatre is 
still my first love. But I 
would do both films and 
TV. TV for popularity 
and films for money." 
Manju has got the right 
mix, one feels. but is 
still looking for a strong 
character without being 
hit by the biggest bane of 
TV artistes, typecasting. 
"I won't let myself be 
typeca~t. I would love to 
do all types of roles. 
Every kind of cha
racter." 

Shabih Abbas (right) with Guizar. 

A CHAN AK, 
the big-budget video 
film. made its bow at the 
Sunset Suite of the 
Oberoi hotel,recently. 
Siddharta Srivastava, 
the man behind this new 
genre of big-budget 
video films, presented 
'Achanak', his maiden 
venture, to the press and 
to a select gathering. A 
motley crowd of distri
butors and some well
known personalities 
were treated to a film 
which was rich in pro
duction and directorial 
values. The two starlets 
in the film, Kunica and 
Shehnaz, added glitter to 
the evening. One thing 
is sure: this film will 
ensure that Siddharta 
stays at the forefront of 
video film producers in 
the years to come. 
Achanak(ly), he's in 
illustrious company! 

SHABIH 
Abbas is a well-known 
personality in the music 

From left: Siddharta, Anis Issani, Shehnaz, Raakesh 
& Kunica at the 'Achanak' release function. 

industry. His experience 
as a broadcaster, drama 
artiste and writer from 
AIR and Vividh Bharati, 
for more than a decade, 
has helped Abbas, now 
working as a recording 
officer with HMV, to 
enter television. Guizar 
is introducing him in the 
serial, Mirza Ghalib. He 
plays the character of 
'Mufti Sadruddin'. He 
has also bagged import
ant assignments in other 
serials. 

HIBA 
always does things with 
elan. The sneak pre
views of its films and 
their accompanying 
merriment for the press 
are always a delight. 
The preview of its latest 
film, Scandal, and the 
get-together tharfollow
ed was no exception. 
The film, a suspense
thriller of sorts, was re
ceived rather warmly by 
the leading critics. The 

stallions of the Hiba 
stable and the oompish 
starlets, who are exclu
sive Hiba property, 
seemed to have im
mensely enjoyed their 
work. Pavan Kaul, the 
director, was quite satis
fied with his work. "In 
this film, I experimented 
a lot," he said. Anita 
Sarin, Neeta Puri,. 
Urmilla, Balbinder and 
Jeet Upendra, and the 
other stars of.the film, 
undoubtedly, added gla
mour and glitter to the 
proceedings. Carry on, 
Hiba! 

IT 
was Kavita Choudhry's 
Udaan (flight) in every 
sense of the term. If her 
serial, of the same name, 
is anything to go by, 
then Kavita's flight into 
showbiz will indeed be a 
long and smooth one. At 
the sneak preview of the 
serial held recently at 
the Oberoi, where a 
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couple of episodes were 
shown, it was more than 
evident. It was Kavita 
all the way with her ini
mitable style and has al
most carried the serial 
on her slender shoulders 
with the right support 
from her co-stars. Na
turally, the serial was 
meant'for just that. 
Written and directed by 
Ka vita, it has for once 
moved away from the 
studio floors into right 
locations. Even in the 
press conference, after 
the preview, it was her 
show. While the other 
co-stars paled into in
significance, Kavita, in 
her subdued style, ans
wered volleys from the 
press rather confidently, 
of course, leaving aside 
the initial fumbles. Says 

Kavita •.. Move over 'Lalitaji'. 

Kavita: "Nowadays, 
serials are like radio pro
grammes, confined 
within the four walls of 
the studio. I think my 
serial would spark off a 
trend in shooting serials 

on actual locations." 
Her character in 
'Udaan', Kalyani, will 
be the first of its kind on 
television. The struggle 
of a girl against chauvi
nism, favouritism and 

apathy and how she 
emerges victorious to 
become a police officer. 
And seems she has easi
ly outgrown the 'Lalita
ji' image. Now, it will be 
'Kalyani'. :;;) 

Video Cassette Duplication System 

L ~~Y~!.~~~!o=~em ~i~~:i~I/ !or thf 
------------ ~ simultaneous duplication of lrom 10 to 250 slave video cassettes where there is a 

11'!!:Er::5:=uc:J O rnquirem1:nt lo be able to dub as manv as live different programmes at the same 
·- time. The svstem features full-function control of each slave VCR and can duplica te :JJEz~~~Jiii~f1° .. c:assette tapes in anv format from anv source machine. 

The COl'YMASTER 250-5 consists ol a control rack (or optional low silhouette con
sole) housing svstem control modules and source VCRs. and a series of,slave VCR 
racks. The modular design. knock-down racking and purpose-made cabling result 
in simple installation, quick start-up and easv expansion without redundant equip
ment or rnbling. 

Contact us for Information and consulting 

System Features 
Five simultaneous duplication programmes 
Full 6-lunction remote control of 5 groups of slave VCRs 
6 in - 6 out source routing matrix 
Two audio (stereo) channels throughout. 
5-group audio switching with output level adjustment 
6-source signal monitoring 
VCR status monitoring displav 
Auto-sequence or manual step slave: signal monitoring 
Master eject lacilitv 
Monitoring sequence hold with QC eject/reject 
Ten-high slave VCR stacking 
l'rofessional performance specification 
svstem will duplicate in anv standard. anv format and lrom anv source machine 
Simple modular expansion to 250 slave VCRs. 

Other COPY MASTERS from 10 to 2000 Slaves 
VIDEO QUALITY STATION QC 10/50; Related Equipment 
AUDIO- DUPLICATION SYSTEMS: Accessories 

DUP - EQUIP INTERNATIONAL von-Bran.ca-Str. 62, D 8038 Groebenzell, W. - ~ermany, 



WATCHOUTAVIDEOFILM 
WITH ABIG DIFFERENCE . 

A TRISTAR VIDEO 
PRF.SENTS 

ll!E FIRST OF A SERIES OF HI QUALflY VIDEO FILMS 

KANWAWEET 
SOHNI 
KUNIKA 
SHENAZ 
Produced By: 
SIDDHARTHA SRIVASTAVA 
WRIITEN & DIRECTED BY 
RAKESH KASHY AE 



The Big screen video projector 
-that creates a big, beautiful impression. 

l:illi:'/i!iilJII 
1-i · ii:Alil 
VIDEO & DATA PROJECTOR: 
Professional entertainment needs the right light. And 
Cinesales puts your show in the limelight. Cinvision Hi-
Beam Video & Data Projector ensures crystal clear projection 
from 180 ems to 480 ems, the largest size of projection 
available in the country. 

Ideal for: ·Video Theater, Education Centre, R&D 
Centres, Defence Establishments 
Hotel/Entertainment centres. 

(€ Cinesales Electronics Pvt. Ltd., 
• C-93, Wazirpur Ind. Area, Delhi-110 052 Ph.: 7113614, 7113615 

GRAM: "CINE SALES" TELEX: 31-66392 KINO IN 

BOMBAY 
Phones:• 8114354 • 

CALCUTTA HYDERABAD MADRAS • • 98113 72877 811272 

Cinesales We care for your image. ----.... 
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INTERNATIONAL 
TOPPOP50 

TITLE ARTISTE 
DIRTY DANCING Soundtrack 
BAD Michael Jackson 
FAITH George Michael 
KICK lnxs 
MORE DIRTY DANCING Soundtrack 
TIFFANY Tiffany 
NOWANDZEN Robert Plant 
THE HARDLINE 
ACCORDING TO TERENCE 
TRENT D'ARBY Terence Trent D'Arby 
HYSTERIA DefLeppard 
Ol'T OF THE BLUE Debbie Gibson 

GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM Soundtrack 
APPETITE FOR 
DESTRUCTION Guns& Roses 
SKYSCRAPER David Lee Roth 
KINGDOM COME Kingdom Come 
WHENEVER YOU NEED 
SOMEBODY Rick Astley 
THE LONESOME JUBILEE John Gougar Mellencamp 
PERMANENT VACATION Aerosmith 
VIAKE IT LAST FOREVER Keith Sweat 
PRIDE White Lion 
RICHARD MARX Richard Marx 

WHITNEY Whitney Houston 
TUNNEL OF LOVE Bruce Springsteen 
BLOW UP YOUR VIDEO AC/DC 
TEAR DOWN THESE WALLS Billy Ocean 
NAKED Talking Heads 
HEAVEN ON EARTH Belinda Carlisle 
PEBBLES Pebbles 
!'/EVER DIE YOUNG James Taylor 
THE JOSHUA TREE U2 
LET IT LOOSE Gloria Estefan & Miami 

Sound Machine 

JODY WATLEY Jody Watley 
... NOTHING LIKE THE SUN Sting 
HOT, COOL AND VICIOUS Salt-N-Pepa 
SURFING WITH THE ALIEN Joe Satriani 
WHITESNAKE Whitesnake 
BORN TO BE BAD George Thorogood 
CLOUD NINE George Harrison 
THE LION AND THE COBRA Sinead O'Connor 
TELL ITTO MY HEART Foreigner 
INSIDE INFORMATION Taylor Dayne 

DA \'DREAMING Morris Day 
ALWAYS&FOREVER Randy Travis 
PHA:'ITOMOFTHEOPERA Original London Cast 
CHER Cher 
EVERLASTING Natalie Cole 
0:\0: BITIEN Great White 
ACITALLY Pet Shop Boys 
THEHl'NGER Michael Bolton 
DIESEL AND DUST Midnight Oil 
LITA Lita Ford 

MADONNA 
'BLOODHOUNDSOFBROADWAY' 

Madonna is starring in a new film with Mlltt Dil
lon and Jennifer Grey of 'Dirty Dancing'. It was a 
low-budget affair and Director Howard Bruckner 
said that everybody's dressing room was separated 
by a shower curtain with their names written in ma
gic marker. Quite a step down for the normally 
hoity-toity Madonna. Incidentally, the film is called 
'Bloodhounds Of Broadway' and is a gangster co
medy set in the twenties. 

U2 
A SPLIT ON THE CARDS? 

No sooner had thev won Grammv Awards for Al
bum Of The Year and Rock Vo~·al Per/o~mance 
than rumours began to rent the air that U2 were 
splitting. "No way," said Bono, which is good news 
for their fans, This is also a good time to discount all 
the stories as to how the band got their name. Fact is, 
and this is confirmed hy their office in Duh/in, U2 
comes .from the American spy plane of the same 
name.' 

MEL APPLEBY 
CANCER STRIKES 

The denials came as often as the news. Finally 
Mel Appleby denies it no more. She is suffering from 
cancer of the spine. Sad indeed, but sadder still is the 
circumstance under which the confirmation came. A 
worm called Wayne Smith, ex-boyfriend of Mel's 
sister Kim, tried to sell pictures of Mel when she was 
bloated and bald. 

Mel had lost her hair because of chemotherapy 
which also causes severe vomitting and diarrhoea. 
The heavy look was the result of steroids which were 
taken to give her strength. 

"When I first came out of hospital! looked like a 
cabbage patch doll," says Mel. "/ had big, bloated 
cheeks. But I am down to ten stone now. I have to 
wear a wig at the moment but in about three months 
time I should have spiky hair and then a proper head 
of hair by summer. I'm not in pain anymore and I 
should definitely make a full recovery as long as I 
take things easy." © 
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.\IISON MOYET 
CBS 

S,ulstress Moyet pur
sues an electronic sizzle 
as she veers from the 
path of her first album 
which profiled a strong 
instinct for earthy songs. 
The change doesn't 
hurt, there's essence in 
variety as she pulls out 
the melodic stops on 
'Weak in the presence of 
beauty: seeks a beater 
metier on 'Ordinary girl' 
and sweeps into a majes
tic fount of phrase and 
feel on 'Blow wind 
blow'. Moyet tingles the 
senses in an absorbing 
and meritorious outing. 



ROCK MACHINE 
T,,e Deep Purple 

T-Shirt hangs forlorn on 
the drum kit. Mark 
Selwyn and Mahesh 
Tinaikar softly work 
over a song. Mark 
Menezes ruffles his 
fiancee's hair. Jayesh 
Gandhi giggles at a 
photo of the band. Uday 
Benegal has a dreamy 
look as he scans an
other. Zubin Balaporia 
wiggles his toes, yawns, 
leans over to take a pic
ture from Uday. "Hey 
Benny" he whoops, 
"you 're posing like 
they've cut your balls 
off!" 

Tie nucleus of Rock 
Machine wasfo;med in 
1983. Mahesh and 
Jayesh are.friends, both 

play lead guitar. The in
fluences are d(fferent, 
however. Mahesh prefers 
Michael Schenker and 
Randy Rhoads. Jayesh 
is into jazz-rock and the 
blues, a.feeling mani
fested through the men 
who picked their way 
into his sensibility, 
Larry Carlton. BB King 
andJefJBeck. 

Enter Mark Selwyn 
who has.felt the pull of 
John Entwhistle and 
Geddy Lee in his calling 
as a bassist. On vocals is 
Ian Santa Maria. on 
drums Suresh Badricha 
filling in.for the other 
Mark. "At this time we 
wrote our own songs, " 
says Mark. a leaning 
that.fell through.for vari
ous reasons. 

Late 1983 see Rock 
Machine take the stage 

at Rang Bhavan. A mot
lev few dot the audjJo
rium. the die-hard 
freaks who have been 
·pulled in by the music. 
For others the jaunt is 
mixed by one question. 
who the hell is Rock 
Machine? 

A good question ans
wered by more stage ap
pearances. The core of 
fans grew hut that ready 
nod of recognition came 
slowlv. November 26. 
1985.changed all that. 

It's the Aid Bhopal 
concert. Rock Machine 
blister the night with a 
sizzling set. Uday is up
front as a vocalist. He 
likes listening to jazz. an 
attitude he tempers with 
the Doobie Brothers, 
Steely Dan, Manha/Ian 
Transfer and The Who. 
As a singer. he has an 

unique presence. And as 
Zubin on keyboardsfills 
out the sound with rich 
textures. the time of af
firmation has come. No 
.longer is Rock Machine 
followed hya question 
mark. The sign has been 
replaced by an exclama
tion! · 

Having established 
themselves in Bomba}'. 
Rock Machine began 
touring India. "Two 
years ago we played in 
20cities. "says Mark 
Selwyn. "Last year we 
did 35. People keep call
ing us.'" in testimony 
stands the letter from 
/IT. Kanpur. "Ween
joyed your terr(fic shall' 
last year and would Ii ke 
you to play again. 
Please write to us imme
diate/vi" The anxietv is 
unde;standahle. · 



Touring the country 
has it~· share o(oddities. 
"In Gauhati. there ll'ere 
sernrit_l' guards ll'ith sten 
guns in {i-ont o(the 
stage. "sars ,Wark 1\'ith a 
smile. "The people came 
in with gallon cans or 
liquor. At 011 rfi rst con
cert a fight hrokc 0111:· 

Calrntta 1rns some
thing else. A pirate re
corded their perform-

Mark. "But we are-get
ting over that." Rock 
Machine have heen in
troducing their oll'n 
compositions during 
concerts. The songs ha1•e 
heen received ll'ith rapt 
attention. Who can re
sist the corded sinew or 
'Chains 'N' Black 
Leather'. the so/[ per
mutation of"Karen 'or 
theja::::::fiink o(the in-

L to R: Mark Menezes (drums); Mark Selwyn (bass), Zubin 
Balaporia (keyboards), Jayesh Gandhi (lead guitar), Uday 
Benegal (vocals) and Mahesh Tinaikar (lead guitar) 

ance and released a cas- strumental 'Funk Off'? 
sette. "/ approached him Mark does most o/'the 
and told him I 11·as(,-om rnmposing. ideasfi!ter-
Rock Afachine and that ing into his mind (is that 
I wanted a casselte. He the secret o/'the odd 
told me to go /0 hell and smile that crosses his 
that i(/ wanted a cas- lips,? )foter developed hy 
sette I would hal'e to huy each player to suit his 
it!" part. The instrumental 

"One o(our hi,?gest ll'as composed hr Zuhin 
disappointments was ll'lurhas del'eloped radi-
not heing ahle to play cally as a player or 
original song1·. "re.fleets imagination. 
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No hand can develop 
in a lopsided manner. 
The growth o/Rock 
Machine as a hand ol 
stature is reflected in the 
giant strides that each 
has made over the last 
three vears. Take 
Mahesh. a clear. scintil
lating player ll'hose very 
presence tingles the 
senses. or Javesh who is 
cool and collected even 
as he unleashes a fien• 
solo. Mark whose ha.1:.1. 
structures a mean hlll 
steadv rhvthm and Udav 
ll'ith his ever pleasing . 
stage personality and a 
voice that makes a song 
his own. And there's 
A1ark Mene:::es.for 
1\'hom percussion is an 
adjunct toa tight set ol 
traps and accents. He 
honed his skills at the 
Perrnssion Institute Ol 
Technology in Los . 
Angeles. 

"I had /Jlaying experi
£'11ce and that made ii 
easyfiJr me. "he says. 
"What /Jimnd dif/irnlt 
1rns reading the music 
fiJr drums.·· He sur
mo11111ed that. and at the 
end of his course. he was 
asked to sta\' hehi nd h I' 
other musicians and . 
ll'ork out songs. "I had 
no mone_r and staying 
1\'itho!ll ll'orkfiJr six 
months 1rn11ld hal'l' heen 
impossihle. " 

Rock Machine has 
distanced itselffrom the 
ethos that transfixes the 
progress o(other Indian 
rock hands who are con
tent in basking in the re
flected ,?lory o/H Mand 
hard rock hands like 
Deep Purple and Iron 
Maiden and churning 
out the same old rifh". 
They do play cove; 1•er
sions hut they are not the 
tardy. m•erdone songs. 
And what '.1· more. they 

lend a sheen that testifi
es to an innate. arti
rnlate. ahility. 

Rock Machine are 
rnrrently turninf? on the 
heat in the CBS! 
Bombay Dyeing travell
ing show. Their \\'Orth 
has heen recognised and 
they ll'ill he gil'en a one 
hour slot. "This is the 
first time 1,·e 11·ill he tour
ing the So111hern cities. " 
says Mark. There can he 
one expected outcome. 
More invitations to per
form later! 
. Rock Machine ll'ill 
play at the Fc_,st il'al ol 
India in the USSR in the 
pop/rock section with 
Remo and Gary Lawyer. 
Again the hand has heen 
given a shml'case. 

"We 11·ill he ll'orking 
out several ne1\' songs. " 
says Mark. the hassist. 
"The hest wav to des
crihe our songs ll'011ld 
eighties rock. We don't 
ll'ant to he caught in the 
mt o(the '60s or '70s. 
We ;rnnt to he ~·ontem
porary ! "Nine or JO 
songs ll'illfind their way 
on a casselte/hr CBS 
ll'hich 1l'ill he released in 
Septemher. 

Rock Machine has 
heen rehearsing assi
duouslv fiJr the CBS 
tour. There is an eaw 
camaraderie thatflo.11·s 
hetween the six. a 
friendliness that is re
flected in the cohesion or 
their perfiJrmance.1. 

There is one nagging 
doubt ticked hv rumour. 
Mahesh leans/imvard to 
answer gently. "No, I 
am not going to 
America to study guitar 
just l'et. Rock Machine 
ll'il(Hill he together. as it 
is.for some time. There 
is so much happening 
for us!" Ah. blessed re
lief!! 



Suchitra Krishnamoorthi 
The 'Chunauti' star 

The uniqueness of 
'Chunauti' is its stars
those college students, 
with a bit of drama 
behind them, almost 
pulled the rug from 
under seasoned profes
sionals who co-acted 
with them. Small won
der that the serial 
zoomed-up the popula
rity charts and managed 
to stay at the top at the 
expense of the so-called 
'heavy weight' serials. 

Suchitra Krishna
moorthi is one such 
student. Fortunate 
enough to be among the 
select few who were 
given the nod from 
among 1,500-2.000ap
plicants afier screen 
tests and all that. 
Suchitra acts as a col
lege girl, Vandana. In 
real life, too, she is one. 
studying F Y BC om at 
Sydenham College, 

wheres he exudes that 
immature image of any 
college kid. Comment
ing on the serial she 
says: "Acting/or 
'Chunauti'was greal 

Suchitca. 'I' k 
• • m eeping my Options open'. 

Jun. It was like a big 
family." Devoid of any 
traits an actress usually 
possesses. she is still to 
come to grips with her 
'star' image. "I do enjoy 
acting. And I've been 
gettinrtoffersfrom both 
TV and films." But she 
is yet to make up her 
mind. Because as she 
says, "there's a lot of 
time to decide. "She 
does agree that these 
flings before the camera 
"take a lot of her time" 

But she is in no mood 
to neglect her studies 

either. A tQp-notcher all 
along, Suchitra has 
managed to straddle the 
two with equalfelicity. 
Earlier. she had cherish
ed ambitions of doing 
"management and 
some such stu.fF'. as she 
puts in that typical col
lege slang. What about 
the adulation and the 
'wah wahs' that come 
her way afier 

'Chunauti'? "At 

Sydenham. nobody real
ly bothers. Everybody is 
like one big family. But 
outside college. people 
used to give me curious 

looks. It was quite em
barrassing, initially. But 
now I'm used to it." 
Regarding 'Chunauti', 
she explains: "It has 
definitely brought about 
an awareness among 
students." 

Succumbing to the 
pressures of working in 
a musical. she went 
ahead and did 
'Peanuts·. the successful 
pseudo-musical,cur
rently doing the rounds 
in Bombay. "I'm a 
semi-classical singer 
and I enjoy doing musi
cals." OJ/ate. she has 
entered the jingle scene 

lendinf? her voice to pro
ducts like Bajaj Wash
ing machine. Orson TV 
and Clearisil. 

When the inevitable 
question ofthefuture 
cropped up she said: 
"I'm keeping my 
options open. Of course. 
the lure is de.finitely 
there. There's no point 
in deciding in a hurry." 
With Ramesh Ta/war's 
'Gadbad' and some 
other offers coming her 
way, Suchitra is at the 
crossroads of her life. To 
be or not to be. That is 
the question. 

-SK JOHN 
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MAH AB 
Magnum opuses, it seems, are 

Chopra's magnum opus number two, 
Shah Zafar), is on the floors. 

on the earthly and the ethereal wha 

A RATA 
the in thing on TV today.BR 
Mahabharata (after Bahadur 
ALPANA CHOWDHURY reports 
are presently shooting at Film City. 



Crpenters are busy hammering away at 
thrones and ornate chairs. There is a tailor at the 
sewing machine attaching yards and yards of 
silver zari on to deep blue velvet that is to serve as 
the upholstery of King Ugrasen. Masons and 
painters give the finishing touches to the tall 
cream and gold columns of the king's durbar. 
Upstairs, in the make-up rooms, actors don their 
orange, blue and gold costumes, while wig
makers go clip clip at moustaches and beards, 
trimming them to appropriate slopes and sizes. 

It is ten in the morning and Film City, in 
Goregaon (a Bombay suburb), is abuzz with 
activity. Apart from several other units, shooting 
for BR Chopra's magnum opus for TV, the 
'Mahabharata', is on in full swing. The unit had 
been up till one in the morning, picturising the 

. f Ill •Mahabhatat'. 
A still ro 

Indra durbar sequence but everybody is back to 
wo'rk with just a few hours rest. The atmosphere 
is relaxed and unhurried. 

While the sets are being put up you find actors 
sitting around with scripts in hand, memorising 
long stretches of Sanskritised Hindi. As there is 
time on hand, I watch the earlier canned portions 
on video. 

One of the sequences has goddess Ganga step
ping out of the river to fall in love with King 
Shantanu. The unit had recently been to Mahad, 
in Maharashtra, and shot the sequence by the 
Saraswati riverside. It's a beautiful pastoral set
ting, with a virginal untouched look. Kiran 
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Joneja, draped in a white Amrapali-like costume, 
plays the goddess who is to later drown seven of 
her sons in order to free them from a mortal life. 
Her eighth son grows up to become Bhishma, the 
chief councillor to his father's grandchildren: the 
Kauravas and Pandavas. 

The scene was completed the previous day in 
the studios, using what is known as the chroma 
technique, a combining togetheroftwo images. 
So, Ki ran gives the impression of climbing up a 
series of stairs out of a deep flowing river; and she 
steps out absolutely dry, with not a hair out of 
place. Goddesses, after all, cannot look like 
drowned rats! 

Using the same technique, Ravi Chopra, joint 
director of the serial filmed the Indra durbar, 
which seemed to be situated in the heavens, in a 
mass offloating, soft, white clouds. To the strains 
of semi-classical music, two apsaras emerge to 
strike a few semi-classical dance poses. 

Peter Pereira is in charge of special effects 
which will play an important role in the making 
of the serial, because the earthly often interacts 
with the ethereal in the great epic. Miracles and 
incidents like the sun god riding his chariot past 
Kunti's room, or entering it and impregnating 
her with Kama - all these will require special 
camera techniques and sound effects. With a 
budget that is reportedly a mind boggling Rs 7 
crore and more, the Chopra unit can well afford 



to exploit all the tricks of the trade. 
Shooting commences around noon. Every

thing is in place. The lighting has been arranged 
and all the hammering and whirring stops while 
actors take up their positions and an assistant 
director rehearses their lines with them. They are 
filming a confrontation scene between Kansa, 
Krishna's uncle, and his father,Ugrasen. While 
Ugrasen is a puny-looking man with chalky 
white make-up, his son, played by Goga Kapoor, 
is a huge six feet one-and-a-half inches hulk who 
looks as dreadful as his character is meant to be. 
Freshly returned from war, his sword still un
she?.thed, Kansa has come to dethrone his father. 

RenuJca lsrani as 'G dh ., 
an ar, and c· ·· 

uva Shanker as 'Dh 
utarashtra'. 

A gaggle of radio and stage artistes, wearing 
silks and baubles.hang around the sets. It's been a 
major task selecting the ¢ast, for the 'Mahabha
rata' is replete with characters, each important in 
his or her own way. Unlike the 'Ramayan ', which 
more or less follows a straight story line, the 
'Mahabharata' comprises innumerable sub
plots. And procuring artistes for the myriad 
situations has been no easy job. Obviously some 
are bound to be less talented than the others, as 
was evident that afternoon. The radio artiste 
playing Ugrasen muffs up his lines often while 
Goga Kapoor walks through his part, demonic 
laughs included, with the ease of a professional. 

Screening hundreds ofaspirants was the task of 
Gufi Paintal and how wise he has been in his 

selection will be known only after the serial goes 
on the air. But he has certainly dug out some 
long-forgotten names like Mukesh Khanna who 
plays Bhishma and Debashree Roy who plays 
Satyavati, the fisherman's daughter who marries 
Shantanu. Mayur, till recently known as the 
junior Amitabh Bachchan, is cast as Abhimanyu, 
while Juhi Chawla has the important part of 
Draupadi. Kunti will be played by Nazneen. 
Since Raj Babbar has to have a mandatory role in 
every B R venture, he appears right in the begin
ning as Bharat. 

Babbar is, in fact, shooting at Film City tor an
other film, but he puts in an appearance every 
now and then on the Chopra sets. Mayur also 
hangs around though he is not required, offering 

home-made samosas and lassi to those who will 
have it. It's like one targe Punjabi family. Digs at 
the 'Ramayan' are aplenty and one can't help 
feeling it's a bit premature to laugh at another 
when your own fate is unknown. 

In between shots, samosas and Raj Babbar, 
Ravi Chopra squeezes in some time to talk about 
his ambitious venture. 

Q: Your last serial, 'Aakhri Mughal', came in/or 
a lot of criticism. Do you anticipate the 'Maha
bharata' also getting embroiled in controversy? 
What has been your source/or the serial? 
A: Our serial is based on the original 'Maha
bharata'. Besides, we have been in close consult-
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ation with the Bhandarkar Institute at Pune 
which has been doing research on the epic for the 
last 70 years. Pandit Narendra Sharma is doing 
our screenplay, while the dialogues are by Dr 
Rahi Masoom Raza. 

The reason why people found our interpret
ation of Bahadur Shah Zafar's character difficult 
to digest is that most of them have read history 
text books based on the British point of view. 
Whereas we relied heavily on his letters, poems 
and the fact that the British deported him to 
Rangoon. Had he been as ineffective as-he is 
made out to be, the white rulers would not have 
found it necessary to get him out of the way. 

Q: How is it that you have Dr Raza, a scholar 
· from Aligarh Muslim University, writjng dialogu
es/or the 'Mahabharata' which will obviously be 
inclined towards Sanskritisation? 
A: Dr Raza has done his PhD in Hindi, so he's 
more than capable of writing the dialogues. And 
though there will be a certain amount of Sanskrit 
influence to establish the flavour of the period, 
we will not be using very heavy Sanskrit as the 
serial must be understood by the masses. 

Q: Who are your sponsors and when do you hope 
to start telecasting the serial! 
A:Godrej and Dunlop are sponsoring it. We will 
go on the air after the 'Ramayan' is taken off. We 
are hoping to time it with the Navratri festival. 

Q: How will you strike a balance between the 
heavenly and earthly elements? 
A:Our narrator is Samay (Time) who states that 
his story should be heard by every generation be
cause the fight between good and evil is pertinent 
to every age. Every generation has its 'Mahabha-
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rat'. So our treatment has to have an everyday 
feel. The serial has to deal basically with identifi
able people and identifiable situations. 

But, of course, the masses want the heroes from 
the 'Mahabharata' to be above them and we can't 
let them down on this. The ethereal, heavenly 
touches will be established through the miracles 
and our portrayal of Krishna. 

Q: Who have you cast in the role of Krishna? 
A: We haven't yet decided on the actor. 

Q: What were the criteria/or selectirq the cast? 
A: Apart from being good performers- we have 
drawn heavily from the stage - they had to have 
reasonably good physiques. I didn't want flabby 
bodies since the actors will be clothed in varia
tions of the wraparound and hence considerably 
revealed. 

Q: How did you decide what thtcharactersof 
that period wore? 
A: Ram Kumar, an artist who has studied this 
period, has designed the costumes. They are 
being stitched by Maganlal Dresswala. 

Q: Considering that your subject is of epic pro
portions won't you find the size of the TV screen 
restricting? For instance, how will you shoot the 
great war without making it look cramped? In 
your earlier serial, some of the sequences like the 
court scene looked very crowded. 
A: Yes, we have learned some lessons from our 
previous experience. I think what we will do is 
have long shots of the battle in the background 
and keep the main protagonists in the fore
ground. The size of the battle cannot be lost at 
any time. 
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Q: You must have also learned some lessons from 
the 'llamayan' ... what to avoid. How would you 
compare your serial with that of Ramanand 
Sagar's? 
A: I think it is unfair to compare the two. The 
'Ramayan' is a product on its own. Ours is a 
wider canvas. The'Ramayan' has just a handful 
of characters. We have to establish the magnitude 
of our subject. 

Q: Religion, it is said, is opium/or the masses. 
Are you exploiting this weakness? 
A: The 'Mahabharata' is not a religious text like 
the Koran or the Bible. At the same time you 
cannot divorce religion from it because the por
tions relating to Krishna form the basis of the 
holy text, the Bhagvad Gita. However, it is not 
basically a religious document. 

We are not exploiting religious sentiments. 
What we are exploiting are the dramatic ele
ments inherent in the epic. We had decided to 
make this serial much before the 'Ramayan' 
started being telecast. So it is not as if we are 
piggybacking on its success or taking advantage 
of the fact that a religious subject has become so 
popular. 
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MANDI HOUSE MUSINGS 

RIDICULOUS 

D 
The story of how Doordarshan turned 'Honee Anhonee' from a grip
ping thriller into a semi-documentary can now be told. In fact, it needs 
to be told to show how unwarranted protests can mar the quality of a 
good programme. 

D 
.. 

'Honee Anhonee' was conceived by Odyssey, a Bangalore-based TV 
outfit, as a serial on supernatural and paranormal incidents reported 
from various parts of the country. Many of the cases were taken from 
the files of the National Institute of Mental Health and Sciences 
(NIMHAS), Bangalore. These stories, based on themes ranging from 
reincarnation to transmigration of spirit were sent to Doordarshan for 
approval. Doordarshan officials probably liked the oflbeat concept and 
approved the serial at the storyboard stage. 

The first four episodes, which, incidentally, featured the most un
canny and unusual stories, went olTsmoothly. Probably the rationalists 
took time to realise that 'diabolical' things were happening on the staid 
idiot box. One thing is certain: most viewers enjoyed the stories im
mensely. Some rationalists, however, decided to take up the issue with 
Doordarshan. As a result, without actually stopping the serial, Mandi 
House resorted to pre-censorship from the fifth episode onwards. The 
producers were asked to submit a line-by-line script of each episode. Of 
the many stories sent by Odyssey, Doordarshan sanctioned only those 
with the least element ofunnaturality. 

That is why a 'rational' explanation was provided at the end of each 
episode. Highly ridiculous, to say the least. 

The popularity of Indian se
rials has prompted Doordarshan 
to explore the possibility of ex
porting them, never mind the 
fact that serials that could be ac
cepted by foreign networks can 
be counted ·on the fingers of just 
one hand. 

Nevertheless, Mandi House 
has plans to market its program
mes abroad, either as part of a 
cultural exchange with a friendly 
country or for outright sale. But 
there is a hitch. Doordarshan 
cannot sell the serials directly as 
the ri&hts are vested with the pro
ducers. 

Now Doordarshan has started 
wooing outside producers to 
either part with the rights or 
share them with Mandi House. 
The producers, however, are de
manding a lion's share of the 
transaction. When a meeting of 
such producers was recently con-
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vened at Mandi House, they de
manded 70 per cent share of the 
loot. A reply from Doordarshan 
is awaited. 

Until now, Doordarshan had 
no hold over the rights of the se
rials after the telecast. The pro
gramme used to become the pro
perty of the producer who was 
free to sell it to whoever he liked. 
That is why Ramanand Sagar 
could sell his 'Ramayan' to a 
number of countries besides 
making a pile on the video rights. 
Doordarshan now probably 
plans to have a share of that cake. 

* * * 

Doordarshan 's serials are find
ing an outlet in Mauritius, the 
tiny nation in the Indian Ocean 
with a large concentration of In-' 
dians. Some visiting journalists 

found to their surprise that 
Mauritius TV was showing old 
serials like 'Rajani', 'Vikram Aur 
Betaal'and 'Hum Log'. 

What surprised one even more 
was that while the above serials, 
because of their popularity in In
dia, deserved to be featured in 
Mauritius, one fails to under
stand the logic behind selecting a 
serial called 'Purvai' which was 
forgotten by Indian viewers after 
the very first episode! 

Well, the truth dawned on the 
visiting pressmen when it was 
discovered that the writer of the 
serial was one of the journalists 
on the trip. Through his manipu
lations, he had managed to sell 
the third-grade serial to Mauri
tius TV. What was worse is the 
fact that they were showing 'Pur
vai' in place of'Ramayan', which 
had been temporarily suspended 
as the tapes had hot arrived on 
time. 



A still from 'Ramayan'. 

Meanwhile. 'Ramayan 1s such 
a big hit in Mauritius, that the 
TV authorities there give a five
minute summary in French at the 
start of each episode. 

* * * 
With a single stroke Mandi 
House has put an end to all ex
tensions and revivals of popular 
serials. In a major decision taken 
last month, it was decided to ter
minate all serials at the end of 13 
episodes; the only exceptions 
were those serials which are sanc
tioned for a longer duration at the 
approval stage itself. 

The first victim of this rather 
unfair policy has been 'Adhi
kaar', the serial on court cases in
volving women. It has been deni
ed an extension and Manju 
Singh-, the co-producer, is highly 
disheartened. She was planning 
to widen the scope of the pro
gramme by taking up cases in
volving conmen who are men. 
and not necessarily women. 
"And why not, we could even 
take up the cause of men." she 
says tongue-in-cheek. 

But that is not to be. 'Adhikaar' 
will get over at the end of 13 epi
sodes. It will not even be revived 
at some other date because Door
darshan has had bad experiences 
with revivals. It has been invari
ably found that most serials, 
which were good in the first 
round, tend to deteriorate in the 
subsequent versions. Another 
reason that has prompted Mandi 
House to impose this ban on giv
ing extensions is the fact that 
many producers used to pressur
ise the bosses by obtaining letters 
of commendation from top mi
nisters and politicians. 

Two serials which fall in this 
category are 'Kashmakash', 
which is currently running on 
prime time, and 'Adaalat', which 
is to come on Doordarshan in its 
third reincarnation. Well, that's 
Doordarshan for you. 

* * *· 

fed up with serials on women? 
Well, there is more bad news for 
you in the offing. Yet another of 
those interminable sob stories 
was launched last month. It is 
called 'Udaan' (flight). 

The title role of an intrepid 
young girl who rises to become a 
superintendent of police in the 
face of all odds is played by Ka
vita Chaudhry, who is better 
known to viewers as Lalitaji in a 
commercial for a detergent -
powder. She plays a refreshingly 
different role in 'Udaan'. Besides, 
she has written and directed the 
serial. 

However, talking of women's 
serials per se, it is time Doordar
shan put a ban on them at least 
for a while. From the time of 'Ra
jani', the small screen has been 
flooded with crude serials· pur
porting to project the problems of 
women. Some that easily come to 
mind are 'Swayamsiddha', 'Rata
chakra', 'Poornima' and 'Titli
yan'. If Doordarshan thinks that 
by showing such serials they are 
improving the image of women, 
they must be living in an ivory 
tower. They must realise that in
stead of showing IO bad serials on 
women's problems, just one good 
one on the same topic could do 
wonders. 

This business of women's se
rials is really getting on one's 
nerves. Will Doordarshan call a 
halt to it? © 
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'MUSIC INDUSTRY 
IS NOT HEAL THY' 

In a short period of four years, Venus has establi
shed a national image for itself and is today among 
the top music companies. Apart from purveying the 
cream of Hindi film music, its successes in "masses' 
music" are unique. The best part of this success is 
that it has achieved it sans the big names of the 
music world. 

NA Hashmi, A & R manager, Venus. 

If films are made by directors, music companies 
are made by the Artiste and Repertoire Managers. 
It's an art to make the right choice and select the 
correct time to launch music. Ratan and Ganesh 
Jain, the promoters of Venus who are actively invol
ved in every sphere of music activity, have in NA 
Hashmi, an able Artiste and Repertoire Manager. 

Playback meets him to find out why everything 
works like clockwork at Venus. 
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How would you explain a suc
cessful A&R manager? 
He's definitely not the one who 
claims to record only good 
music; but music which sells. I 
am not an artiste. Identifying re
pertoire with sales potential and 
exploiting a suitable artiste to this 
end is my task. Take Anupama 
Deshpande. I have not recorded 
any of her ghazals and might not. 
But we have an endless stream of 
aartis recorded, which are super
sellers even compared to bhajans. 
To pinpoint the subject of an al
bum correctly, an A&R man 
must ha_ve marketing experience. 
In Irrdia, the scope is too vast, as 
such first-hand experience on the 
demand pattern is a must. 

In which area has Venus' record
ings been successful? 
We have a fantastic track record 
for exploiting available talent; for 
instance, Jayanti and Honey. 
They are excellent musicians: 
Their instrumentals today sell on 
their name. We've given them an 
image of solo artistes. Earlier, they 
were behind the scenes. Similarly, 
R:!mesh Iyer's and Pradip Lad's 
'Disco Pop '86' outsold a lot of 
original international music. 
This is mainly because of the 
material recorded and proper 
marketing. Recently, Adesh and 
Raju's 'The Power Of Music' in
ternational hits versions were 
again a hit. Then Tabun, Bappi's 
guitarist, has a solo album with 
us, Salil Chowdhury's hits, and 
soon in Nandu Bhende's style a 
nonstop disco album, which I am 
sure will be even more successful 
than Nandu's! 

What about ghazals and geet? 
They just don't have enough 
sales. Besides it constitutes less 
than IO per cent of the net music 
business, which is not enough to 

support a music company. First
ly, no music company can sur
vive on national music. And on a 
national scale, one cannot talk of 
surviving without Hindi films. 
Again, regional basic is essential. 
And here we have quickly esta
blished Venus in Marathi and 
Bengali. Our Lata Puja album 
has been the most successful in 
the Bengali market till today. We 
are proud she did this album on 
royalty and never took any ad
vance. We introduced into the 
Bengali market Mohd Aziz, Anu
radha Paudwal, Atka Yagnik, 
Shabbir Kumar, Anwar, Vijay 
Benedict, Anupama Deshpande 
and Abhijeet, all big names you 
will agree. Coming back to gha
zals, Mohd Aziz's only ghazal al
bum is on our label which Sardar 
Malik composed for him on our 
initiative. Then we are pro
moting Raza Ali Khan, and 
shall so~n release Ghulam Ali. 

But you still haven't been able to 
establish an artiste on the natio
nal scene? 
Why do I have to do that. In the 
history oflndian music no re
gional artiste, leave aside a 
national one, can guarantee sales 
of over 2 lakh cassettes. Our arti
stes, Anand and Milind Shinde in 
Marathi have achieved this. They 
were launched by us. We cannot 
meet the demand. Even Bappi 
has plagiarised from this album. 
But on the national scene, let me 
tell you that earlier, margins aff
orded huge publicity budgets, 
and were a major input. In this 
aspect, the music industry in 
India is not in a healthy state. It's 
not possible to take too many 
risks. 

How can you overcome this pro
blem of acquiring major artistes? 

Well, we have on our catalogue 
Pankaj Udhas, Anup Jalota and 
Purushottam Jalota. We succeed
ed in doing this by acquiring 
copyrights from Amarnad. 
Govind Prasad Jaipurwale, one 
of the masters, is similarly also on 
our catalogue. 

Does artiste management present 
any major problems? 
Yes, but not related to money or 
talent as you would suspect. The 
biggest problem is one of ego. 
While a lot ofnew artistes know 
they are in no way competent en
ough to compare themselves to 
established talent, their egos will 
unnecessarily create problems. 
Take Parvati Khan. She was dead 
against giving any credit to 
Ramesh Iyer and Pradip Lad, 
who contributed greatly to her al
bum 'Masti'. Then she promised 
to complete the album in a certain 
sum. Missing from studios, 
promising payments to all, with
out sanction, she was a nuisance. 
Every music company works diff
erently. I fan artiste shifts to an
other label, he's happy if the 
treatment is better. But this de
pends on the artiste's intention. 
Now Pradyumna Shanna was 
glad we had a hand in the select
ion oflyrics, choosing the com
position, being present during re
cordings. He wasn't used to all 
this earlier. 

Is there enough talent going 
around? 
Leave aside fresh talent. We can 
flourish by concentrating on the 
available artistes. Take Anu
pama Deshpande. Her eadier 
company left her languishing for 
three years. We have already re
corded 150 songs with her. Simi
larly we are exploiting Sudesh 
Bhonsle's talent.@ 
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Did you ever imagine ·screen' to be the most appropriate medium to advertise televisions, 
Hi-Fi systems, VCRs, projection TVs a d; all other home entertainment products? 

SCREEN guarantees you comprehensive coverage all over India having an evenly dis
tributed readership in the North, South, East and West. This includes all those who 
are inter~sted in films and entertainment, week after week. With a passalong ex
posure of over 10 readers per copy, your product advertisement will be seen by over 
12 lakh potential buyers. 

•R•••u: 
SCREEN guarantees you relevant coverage all over India. Producers, distributors, 
artistes, technicians . . . and down the line to spot boys and fans - all those who 
read SCREEN week after week without fail, are interested in entertainment. They are 
your first potential buyers. The dream merchants who can realize your high
technology. 

le 
SCREEN guarantees you affordable rates. In fact SCREEN happens to be twice as 
much effective as the best glossy magazine having a low advertising rate of only 
Rs 60 per column centimetre. SCREEN - where you ca·n afford to expose your home 
entertainment ideas to a select target audience. 

SCREEN guarantees you credibility. It's the only newspaper that represents the film 
and entertainment industry and its views and editorials are recognised as the voice 
of both the movie moghuls and stars; it is here that the woes of extras are publicised 
alongwith film strikes launched and compromised; it is the paper where super hits are 
declared and celebrated. In such a medium, your electronic entertainment products 
will enjoy more credibility than if advertised in other media. Your hardware will sell as 
easily as the software. That's what credibility is all about. 

SCREEN guarantees you effectiveness. With comprehensive coverage, relevant 
readership, affordability and credibility, advertising in SCREEN is bound to be effec
tive. What's more, your product' gets proper exposure every week. In short, with 
such perfect frequency, SCREEN will give your product more and more mileage. It is 
read on Fridays, the day when the latest films are released. 
For more details contact: Mukesh Desai, Advertisement Manager, SCREEN, Indian Express, 1st Floor. Express Towers, Nariman Point, 
Bombay-400 021. Phare 202 26 27 
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NelcoFIMAX 
Stereo systems 

The Nelco Fi max 1130 and 
2130 (Dbuble cassette deck) are 
sleek, compact stereo systems 
with a 4-band MW /FM radio, 

Trendset Colour 
TV 

P eico's latest colour TV, the 
PHX 51 C Trendset colour TV, is 
a trendy monitor-style TV hav
ing modem symmetrical styling 
with soft sculptured contours. 
This Pal BIG system has a host of 
automatic functions like auto
matic frequency control (AFC), 
Line and frame synchronisation, 

5-band graphic equaliser and 
2-way detachable speakers. Both 
the models also have a peak 
music power output (PMPO) of 
12 watts,permalloy long life 
heads, soft touch controls tele
scopic aerial, auto stop, one 
touch recording and can be oper
ated on both mains and batteries. 

The 2130 double cassette deck 

auto degaussing (ADC), beam 
current limiter, automatic gain 
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with stereo radio recorder has 
continuous play, normal and 
high speed dubbing, normal, 
chrome and metal compatibility, 
dancing LED, headphone jack 
and built-in MIC. 
Price in Bombay:Model 1130 

Rs 2,781 
Model 2130 
Rs 3,569 

control (AGC), automatic black 
level stabilisation, automatic 
sound muting, stabilised power 
supply with an automatic over
load protection for large voltage 
fluctuations ( I 60-270V). 

The PHX 51 Chas a powerful 
sound output of 12 W PMPO. It 
has a new designed mono-carrier 
sliding chassis for easier service
ability, a high gain VHF/UHF 
electronic tuner and a concealed 
easy-to-use front panel tuning 
system. 



Videocon Colour 
TV 

The latest from Videocon is 
the 51 cm table top solid state 
colour TV (Model 205,R5G). 
This smartly-styled TV is a 
multi-system model with an 
automatic system changer 
between Pal BIG. Secam BIG. 
NTSC 4.43 and NTSC 3.58. This 
TV has a couple of advanced fea-

. tures like the uni-colour circuit 
which automatically adjusts to 
changes in contrast to enable you 
to watch the right colour. The 
microcomputer in the voltage 
synthesizer circuit electronically 
synthesizes the broadcast signal 
voltages so that your picture stays 
sharp. 

On-screen display include 
channel, volume, colour and 
brightness. Besides a channel 
up/down and volume up/down 
control it has a handy Tone con
trol for the richest possible sound 

StuderA807 
Professional Tape 
Recorder 

The Studer A807 represents 
the quintessential development of 
the professional tape recorder
thanks to its innovative applica
tion of digital control electronics, 
a traditionally stable precision 
tape transport. and audio electro
nics of exemplary quality. 

The A807 is a new generation 
machine and some of its out
standingfeatures are high qua
lity, phase-compensated ampli
fier circuits; Dolby H X Pro circuit 
for optimum treble dynamic 

which comes to you from a pair 
of wing speakers situated on each 
side of the television. The 
12-position channel selector can 
be used to receive not only UHF 

range and switch-selectable 
CCIRINAB equalisation. Two 
programmable keys can be as
signed alternative functions such 
as LOC2/LOC3 for two addition
al locator addresses; Fader-ready 
for fader start operation and 
Lifter for playback during spool
ing. The main tape transport 
Junctions can be remote control
led via the parallel and serial in
terface. 

A comprehensive system of di
gital control electronics. includ
ing fully processor-coordinated 
tape deck control and digitally 
defined audio parameters ensure 
that the highly demanding ana
log sonic performance spec(fica
tions are easily satisfied. Poten
tiometers for amplifier alignment 

and VHF channels but it can also 
be used for a variety of purposes. 
The off-timer can be displayed 
on screen and set for 30, 60 or 
120 minutes. 

are. for the A807, a thing of the 
past. Instead. all audio para
meters are determined by DI A 
converters. Calibration is per
formed via the tape timer keypad 
in reproducible, digital values. or 
- via serial interface-from an ex
ternal storage medium. 

Two types of tape alignment 
parameters like level, bias, treble 
boost can be stored for each tape 
speed. All these parameters can 
be stored in a non-volatile me
mory (which lasts/or 10 years) 
and is protected by a battery 
back-up in case of power failure. 
The entire head block can be re
moved.from the machine by un
screwing only 3 screws. A special 
Mu-metal shield on the PB head 
is provided to improve the signal-
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to-noise ratio. During Fast For
ward or Rewind mode, the sound 
is muted in order to prevent 
damage to the speakers. In the 
regular VU meters there are 3 
LEDs which show peak level at 
+-0, +9, +12 above OdB. Six fuses 
for each power supply i e logic 
microprocessor control, 48 volt for 
phantom powering for condenser 
microphone. A provision is made 
to listen through the built-in 
speaker. 

In case of power failure the tape 
can never stretch or break
thanks to the microprocessor 
'brain' in the machine which is 
available in different _configura
tions. 

The simplicity of the A807 is 
demonstrated by the fact that with 
the help of only 2 alien keys ( sup
plied accessory) the entire ma
chine can be opened. 

At SF 7000, the Studer A807, 
feature for feature, gives you the 
best value for money. 

Prakash Video 
Cassette Tape 
Pancakes 

Prakash Pipes and Industries 
Limited is a member of the Pra
kash Group of Companies. 

In a relatively short period the 
company has created a niche for 
itself in diverse and challenging 
fields. including the manufactur
ing of black and white picture 
tubes. 

Constant up gradation of tech
nology, an unswerving commit
ment to quality and above all the 
desire to excel, all these a;e the 
qualities that triggered off Pra
kash Pipes and Industries' latest 
project- to produce video magne
tic tape pancakes on par with the 
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best in the world. These are being 
produced in a modern plant, im
ported from Japan, with an an
nual capacity of 3.5 million cas
sette cuts. 

To ensure better video, audio 
and chroma signal-to-noise ra
tios.fewer drop-outs and superior 
sound reproduction, the best ma
terial, latest technology and strin
gent standards make Prakash 
tapes the best value for money. 

Amber tape slitting 
machines 

Magnetic audio tape is coated 
on 1.15 mil thick polyester film on 
12" or 18 "or 6 "jumbo rolls. 
These jumbo rolls are thereafter 
slit to cassette size (0.150"). The 

slitting operation is extremeiy 
sensitive. Care has to be taken to 
see that the tape is not stretched 
and the sides are not uneven or 
crumpled. 

Amber Machines, whose slit
ters are in operation in most 



Indian plants, is the only Indian 
manufacturer offering slitters in 

Tannoy's Panther+ 
Lion Loudspeakers 

Tannoy's Panther and Lion 
speakers are a part of the famous 
breed which comprise Tannoy 
Wildcats. It is a modular PA sys
tem which can be easily confi-

India. The slitter is of Japanese 
design. Presently, Amber Ma-

gured to suit different venues and 
applications. 

Used in tandem, the Panther 
and Lion form a genuine high 
fidelity PA rig. The heart of the 
system is Tannoy's dual concen
tric drive unit which has been 
used in professional applications 
for many years-from heavy rock 
bands to country and Wes tern. 

chines has ~nquiriesfrom 
abroad, including Singapore 

from broadcast to music record
ing studios, cinema theatres and 
for film mixing and re-recording. 

LION: A large bass system, the 
Lion has a 300-litre enclosure 
with very high ( /03 dB) sensitivity 
and combines with the Panther to 
produce a full frequency range 
system capable of delivering en
ormous sound pressure levels 
from a single comparatively mo
dest amplifier. The Lion has a 
power handling programme of 
300 W (150 W RMS). The Fre
quency Range is from 48 Hz-90 
Hz+ 3 dBl-6 dB. The sensitivity 
of the Lion is /03 dB. The peak 
SPL (48-/00 Hz) is 127 dB while 
the drive unit comprises 15 "bass. 
The speaker comes in textured 
black paint and the protective 
grill is welded steel and black 
finish. 

PANTHER: A powerful, yet 
compact.front loaded horn sys
tem is made possible by the uni
que Tannoy dual concentric con
struction. Designed for applica
tions where a "long throw" is 
required, the Panther is a highly 
efficient loudspeaker that pro- , 
duces high sound levels from re
latively low power amplifiers. 

With a power handling pro
gramme o/200 W(JOO W RMS), 
the.frequency range is 80 Hz-20 
KHz at any power up to RMS 
rating. The Panther's sensitivity 
is 103 dB and has a 15 "dual 
concentric drive unit. The peak 
SPL is (100 Hz-20 KHz) 126 dB. 
The finish is the same as that of 
the Lion. 

For more details contact: R&S 
Electronics, Unit 24, First Floor, 
Ghanshyam Industrial Estate, 
Veera Desai Road, Andheri (W), 
Bombay 400 058 or Call 
(022) 577579. 
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Special 
Audio 
Tape 

Supplement 



Is This An Original? 
. 

' 'Is this an original?" asks 
the audiophile, recording engi
neer, musician, singer and 
~ollege kid when normally buy
ing blank cassette tapes, especial
ly a Sony of TDK, from their 
local hawker and whom, it can be 
safely said, they hardly trust. But 
one thing is sure: all of them want 
an original blank tape. Why? 
Because the recording engineer 
can't take a risk; the musician 
must hear his instrument play
back exactly as he plays it; the 
singer is highly emotional about 
his voice; and the college kid is 
packing in all the hits for repeat
ed listenings. In short, when it 
comes to doing priceless record
ings, people zero in on a 'Made in 
Japan' tape for sure, never mind 
the price. 

Call it simply blind faith or 
attaching wrong values for im
ported stuff, the fact is that the 
pirates are having the last laugh. 
Ninety per cent of the 'Made in 
Japan' audio cassettes are made 
in India, and are quite easily sold 
to gullible buyers who don't 
know anything beyond the brand 
name 'Sony' or 'TDK'. 

On the other hand, serious lis
teners of music have been more 
than satisfied with the quality of 
T Series and Venus' pre-recorded 
cassettes and their first response 
is: Is the tape imported? No. And 
whether it's HMV, CBS, MIL or 
Weston. or any of the pirated 
music available on the streets, all 
cassettes are I 00 per cent Indian. 

PLA YBACK's tape test of the 
major brands not only proves 
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that, but also the fact that quality 
has greatly improved. Sales are 
up. The Indian audio tape iRdus
try is entering a 'boom' period. 
Such is the quality oflndian pre
recorded tapes that it is exported 
and well received in London. 
West Asia, the US, Fiji and 
Australia, in competition with 
the best available from Europe 
and South-East Asia. 

PROBLEMS OF PROGRESS 

The boom in audio cassette 
sales caught the government's 
attention and an excise duty of 
Rs 4 per square metre of tape was 
slapped on in the recent budget, 
thereby substantially increasing 
the rate from the earlier one 
rupee. 
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Caught off guard by this seem
ingly heavy dose of taxation, the 
music industry, especially tape 
manufacturers, were stunned. 
Since all excise is to be paid in 
advance, the small coating plants 
couldn't operate even if they 
wished to for want offunds. 

The problems they saw in the 
hike were many. 
I. Where were they to get the 

extra cash, required to release 
goods? 

2. The price hike of Rs 1.30 
wouldn't be absorbed by the 
market. 

3. To try and cut costs would 
mean producing bad quality 
tapes. 

4. Losing out on the price advan
tage would increase the smug
gling of better and cheaper 
tape, killing Indian tapes 
forever. 

FROM INACTION TO 
ACTION 

While tape manufacturers 
were upset over the increased 
excise tariff, the users- mainly 
music companies. duplicating 
companies and assemblers- were 
overjoyed at the simultaneous 
exemption of excise on blank 
cassettes. This meant that all 
users of tape were free of excise 
hassles. 

Mr Aggarwal of Fraternity, 
producing Magic Wonder Tapes, 
was emphatic about the benefits 
of applying excise at the plant 
level. He said: "Over 25,000 
assemblers are now free from the 
clutches oft he excise depart
ment." The industry is expected 
to get a push towards legitimacy. 

MrGopal ofSakamichi con
curred: "Those complaining 
aren't able to see that the music 
companies and duplicators are 
happy to be free from excise prob
lems and expect to function 

smoothly. The upward increase 
in price has to be absorbed by the 
consumer. Most music labels 
have increased their prices by at 
least Rs 2. We.too.are able to sell 
at an increased cost of Rs 1.50. 
We have no complaints." 

The government,no doubt.has 
decided to mop up at least Rs 8 
crore from audio magnetic tape 
units. A highly visible commo
dity, piracy and all, it was only to 
be expected. The government's 
move is in the right direction and 
revenue now needs to be collect
ed from only the 15-odd tape 
plants. 

The Indian mar-
ket promises to 
be one of the 

• biggest 
markets 

music 
the • ,n 

world. 

CORPORATE CLOUT 

Today, Meltrack is definitely 
the most premium blank cassette 
tape available in the market. It is 
also the first blank cassette to be 
marketed countrywide by a cor
porate group- Murugappa. 
Watching their excellent sales 
growth, Weston, another corpo
rate group, moved in and are now 
successful with their blanks as 
never before. Also J K Singha
nias are soon entering the 
market. under an old industry 
hand. Mr Kodasi. The Goenkas. 
who presently control HMV, are 

thinking of buying over Pan tape, 
whose promoters badly managed 
the public company and are 
already into liquidation. Rajen
dra Penta, another public com
pany, is scheduled to enter the 
market soon. 

The entry of corporate groups 
is most welcome as financial con
straints do not handicap their 
smooth functioning. More im
portant, huge investments requir
ed to ensure the right quality 
are made available thus ensuring 
a higher standard for the indus
try. 

The government's move will 
also ensure that music companies 
will have reliable supply sources, 
and consistent quality. The 
result: the end pre-recorded cas
sette available at dealers' 
counters will be of even better 
quality, and in a few years, com
parable to the best in the world. 

FUTURE SCENARIO 

Tape manufacturing techno
logy is a high-tech affair, and is 
presently available from only a 
few countries. But what has hap
pened in India is something 
which can easily confound the in
dustrialised countries. Swaroop 
Singh, an entrepreneur who has 
supplied coating machinery re
placing old imported units, can 
today put up an entire coating 
plant in under six months and at 
ridiculously low prices. More
over, he expects an order from 
Singapore soon. What is very sur
prising is that indigenous coating 
technology has already exposed 
the Hong Kong and Singapore 
standards as being very low. 

The Indian market promises to 
be one of the biggest music mar
kets in the world, but all it needs 
is continuing government sup
port. A corporate push and not in 
the least lots of music talent. 
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TAPE PRODUCflON 

Tape Production in 1987 C-60 
Rs 

Estimated ~pe production 1988 C-60 
Rs 

Tape imported in 1987 C-60 
Rs 

Potential imports in 1988 C-60 
Rs 

RAW MATERIAL 
Polyester Consumption 

Ferric Consumption 

1987 
1988 
1987 
1988 

12,00,00,000 nos 
3,00,00,000 

15,00,00,000 nos 
52,50,00,000 
3,00,00,000 nos 
9 ,00,00,000 
3,00,00,000 nos 
9 ,00,00,000 

800 tonnes 
1000 tonnes 
400 tonnes 

500 tonnes 

TAPE CONSUMPTION IN 1987 
Pre-recorded Musicassettes 

Value 

C-60 

Rs.IO 

9 ,60,00,000 nos 

Rs 2,40,00,000 

TAPE CONSUMPTION 1988 
(ESTIMATED) 

Pre-recorded musicassettes C-60 12,00,00,000 nos 

Value Rs.17 2,04,00,00,000 

Blank audio cassettes C-60 3,00,00,000 nos 

Value Rs.IO 3,00,00,000 

Total investment in Plant & Machinery invested during the last 3 
years Rs 2 5 crores 
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We are putting up a most modern Plant of Video Tapes at Bhlwadl 
{Rajasthan) with Foreign Collaboration having an Installed Capacity of 4 
Miiiion Cassettes per annum I.e. 2, 10,000 Pan-Cakes, backed by highly 
qualified and experienced technical and professional marketing team. 

We expect to release our products In the market by August/September, 
1988. iV.eanwhlle, we wish to equlre from VIDEO CASSETTE Assemblers, 
Authorised Duplicators, Movie Mtlkers, Distributors and Dealers 
about their estimated monthly requirements for PAN CAKES/VIOEO 
CASSETTES. Interested parties are requested to contact us or communicate 
at our following address 

Nova Magnetics Ltd. 
Regd. Office, C· 122 Niayapu_ri Industrial Area Phase II, 
New Delhi· 110064 Phones: 590789, · 5453186. 
Telex: 031-62142, 65512 NOVA IN , 

.... 
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MdO"• 6CXJ 001 INOA 
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Tape Tests 
Technical Editor DAMAN SOOD tests eight brands of 

cassettes to find out the best blank tape in India. His report. 

(The tape tests were conducted at MEL TRON) 

All audio measurements 
were carried out on the SHIBA
SHOKU 856A audio analyser. 
This unit measures the output, 
input, distortion in percentage 
and frequency used for measure
ment. For visual indication, a 
Scientific Oscilloscope (Model 
HM 204) was used. The flutter 
meter of Briiel & Kjaer (Type 
6203) was operated to measure 
weighted Wow and Flutter. 

Procedure: A new Nakamichi 
ZX-9 cassette deck was used as a 
reference deck to measure all the 
parameters of the tapes as shown 
in the Table. 

Before commencing the tests, 
the playback level was checked 
using the Nakamichi Test Tape 
(DA09005B). Then the azimuth 
of the heads was checked and 
aligned with Nakamichi 
Azimuth Test Tape 
(DA09003B). 

A TDK A 060 was chosen as a 
standard cassette tape because 
the majority of good quality 
decks are aligned to this kind of 
normal cassette fonnulation . It is 
a normal cassette which uses 120 
us equalisation curve. All Indian 
manufactured cassettes used for 
lesting were of the nonnal type. 

The purpose of selecting a 
TDK-AD standard nonnal tape 
is that most of the tape decks 



LEVEL OdB = 200n Webers 

Frequency Response At OdB 
Input Level 

Brand of IOOHZ !KHZ JO KHZ Total Wow& Signal To 
Tape Harmonic Flutter at Noise 

Distortion 3.15KHZ Ratio 
CCIR 
Weighting 

TDK 
AD=C60 OdB OdB -2dB 1% 0.04 -42dB 

WESTON 
C60 OdB - ldB -8dB l. l % 0.035 -42dB 

' 

LE TAPE +.6dB - ldB -8dB l. l % 0.03 -4 l .5dB 

PHILIPS +.4dB OdB -5dB l.2% 0.04 -4ldB 

MEL-
TRACK OdB OdB -3dB l. l % 0.04 -40dB 

128 OdB OdB -7dB l. l % 0.07 -42dB 

30L +.6dB OdB -6dB 1% 0.05 -42dB 

FIVE STAR +.6dB OdB -5dB 0.035 -4ldB 

AUDIO-
FINE + ldB +.6dB -dB 1.3% 0.04 -42dB 

: ~:; \ 1:: : ; : : ; : ; ; : ~;; ~::;;: ! : : : : ~ : : : : : : . : 

llll!lll]!~li! 
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marketed today are aligned to 
this kind of formulation. And this 
is generally what a consumer can 
expect when he uses any avail
able Indian cassette without fid
dling with any of the parameters. 
Undoubtedly, each tape can be 
fine tuned to get the best possible 
results. All measurements were 
carried out without the Dolby 
Noise System. Please note:the 
Signal-to-Noise ratio can be im
proved by the use of Dolby B orC 
which is standard on today's 
.decks. 

All measurements were done 
at OdB level which corresponds 
to 200 nWb/ m flux level. The 
Total Harmonic Distortion indi
cates when the tape will get satu
rated. The higher the figure the 
more is the distortion . 

The signal-to-noise measure
ments are CCIR weighted, which 
indicates how the ear wi 11 res
pond to noise. ff one tape mea
sures-51 dB and another-30dB, 
then -51 dB is the better tape. 
Th·e Wow and Flutter measure
ment was done to know how good 
the shell and transport mechan
ism were fixed in a particular 
cassette. Ifone cassette shows 
0.07 and another 0.04 then the 
cassette with 0.04 figure has bet
ter performance in relation to 
speed, stability (pitch stability in 
music). 

CONCLUSION: Except for 
two or three brands of tapes all 
the others showed a good res
ponse in terms of frequency res
ponse. distort ion. signal-to-noise 

ratio and wow and flutter. Al
though some cassette shells were 
looking very shabby, Meltrack 
looked the best in this case. 
Music lovers would be very en
couraged to learn that most of the 
cassette tapes available in India 
are of good quality. W,e have deli
berately taken this test at Odb 
level instead of-20dB as this 
kind oftest shows more tape satu
ration and distortion. 

A word of caution : As the 
Nakamichi ZX-9 is a top-of-the
line deck. the consumer may not 
get the same results with ordinary 
two-in-ones or cheap decks. 
Nevertheless, if your cassette 
deck has the provision to adjust 
bias, azimuth and record levels, 
then you must be able to get at 
least these results. 

The Video tape scenario 

Hot on the heels ofGarware, the pioneers in video 
tape coating in India, a flood of indigenously pro
duced video tapes is expected in the market soon. 
Almost all the other video tapes available in India 
are either imported or from importedjumbo rolls 
which are slit into 1/2" VHS standard size 
pancakes. These are then loaded into video shells. 
either E-120 or E-180 or whatever the number of 
minutes required right from E-10 to E-185. Yes. the 
film 'Shahenshah' available on one cassette had, for 
the first time, five minutes extra than the maximum 
normal of 180 minutes, and it was a hit. 

Prakash Video Tapes have already launched their 
video tapes with an indigenous coating ofa high 
standard. Rajendra Penta have their coating plant in 
operation abroad. which will soon be reassembled 
here with the promise to give similar qualit y of 
international standard. 

Columbia have their plant under assembl y in 
Bhopal. It is reported that T Series.too.is already 
producing good quality video tape, and will soon hit 
the market with its pre-recorded video cassettes. 
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Letape, the audio tape pioneers. are undertaking 
trial runs of video tape with indigenous technology. 
So is Namrishika and Fraternity. Sakamichi intends 
to set . up a video line and hopes to be as successful, 
if not more than they have been in audio. Besides 
Nova. which is entering the audio field, J K 

Singhanias and Melody.Music Systems might all get 
onto the video bandwagon. Lastly, mention must be 
made about the hordes of enthusiastic industrialists 
who are eager to produce video tape and learn for 
themselves the veracity of the famous line 'There is 
no biz like showbiz'. 



PRESENTING THE TROE COLOURS 

DIPEN VIDEO PANCAKES 
• Yes, now, DIPEN TAPES are here. 
• DIPEN TAPES are manufactured by 

internationally known DIPEN GROUP. 

• DIPEN TAPES are manufactured under 

strict quality control, using ultra modern 
precision and scientific instruments. 

• DIPEN TAPES are manufactured using 

latest technology in most up-to-date 

sophisticated and integrated plant, in fully 

dust free and airconditioned atmosphere. 
• DIPEN TAPES are made to international 

standards and are of superior quality. 
• DIPEN TAPES gives high quality reception, 

natural colours and consumer satisfaction. 

• DO NOT SETILE FOR LESS. 
• Ask for only DIPEN TAPES by name. 

,:J,llllllirliriWl,lillllll,liill/lil D I P E N T E X T I L E S P R I V A T E L T D. 
(V I D E O T P E D I V I S I O N) 

204, Parekh Market:, 39, Kennedy Bridge, Opera House 
Bombay-400 004 

DIPEN TAPES Office Tel : 369401 (3 lines), 369402, 369403 
Dlll.i:illili,ililiiiilili~llllliriil Telex: 11-75976 OPEN IN 



Analog Vs Digital 
Mastering Tape 

Magnetic tapes for Digital 
mastering present unique design 
requirements that are quite dif
ferent from those intrinsic to 
the formulation of tapes for 
Analog mastering. 

First, let's define and examine 
the basic elements pf all magnetic 
tapes, and then ascertain the dif
ference for both tapes. 

I Base Film: The foundation of 
all magnetic tape is base film. To
day's design requirements dictate 
that polyester film be used. as it 
makes it ideally suited for all 
types of magnetic tape. Polyester 
is a generic term chemically 
known as Polyethylene Telcphth-

a late. 
Analog Requirements: A thick 
base is important to minimise 
print through. Base film thick
ness from 1.15 mil (0.00115 inch) 
to ,1.45 mil are in general use. 

Digital Requirements: Due to 
higher track densities resulting in 
narrower track width, intimate 
tape-to-head contact is essential. 
Since print through is no longer a 
consideration, lower film thic
kness from 0.83 to 0.88 mil can 
be used. 

2 The Magnetic Particle: In its 
most widely used form, the 
magnetic particle is an oxide of 
iron, needle-like in its physical 
form and some IO to 20 micro
inches in length and 3 to 5 micro
inches in diameter. Chemically, 
it is known as gamma ferric oxide 
(Fe~03) or iron oxide. 
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It is a crystalline material 
which can be modified by the 
chemical addition of materials 
like chrome, cobalt or metal par
ticles to get better figures of 
coercivity and retentivity levels. 

Digital audio tapes 

In analog mastering, magnetic 
particles are always gamma ferric 
oxide with· 290 to 380 oresteds. 

A circular m1gnetic Powder 
Single Oom1in particle 

M.9ne1ic Powder Pet'lic:HII 

1. More Sm•ller Pmr11cln 

2. H,gher PKk1ng Den11t; 

M1gnetic Layer 
1. Surfece amoothing 
2. Durability 

3. Uniform coating thick· ~!&iQ~~~~ 
nea _,. 

which must be handled in any gi
ven area of tape. It is described as 
Kilobits per inch of tape. Current 
tapes for digital audio applica
tions are being made with 
coercivity of 600 to 700 oerstcd 

range. 
3 Back Coating: In all current 
magnetic tape technology, a con-

l 
Binder 

Additive 
Agent 

{

Mein Binder 

Sub Binder 

!
Woning Agent 
Lubrie1nt 

Anti St1tic Agent 
Head Cleaning Agent 

Magnetic Flu• 

Bise Film (Polyethylene Telephth119te) 

Back Coating Layer 

Layered construction of magnetic tape 

In digital recording. the new 
term "Packing Density" becomes 
an important consideration. 
Packing Density means the 
number of bits of information 

ductive back coating has become 
standard. By maintaining a mini
mum conductivity level through 
the use of carbonous materials, 
electrostatic generation (which is 



due to friction of tape with mov
ing parts) can be minimised. This 
back coating reduces pickup of 
contaminating particles and pro
vides cleaner running tape. 

Another consideration is sur
face roughness. When the surface 
roughness is increased, high 
speed winding uniformity is en
hanced. 

In both analog and digital tape. 
the smoothness of the back coat
ing is an ~mportant factor. In the 
case of analog recording, modu
lation noise increases with 
rougher surfaces. Whereas in di
gital, same surface roughness can 
increase error rate levels. In addi
tion, conductivity of the back 
coating to minimise air borne dirt 
becomes extremely important in 
order to minimise error rate 
level. 

4 Binder Systems: Consider au
dio mastering tape where 2 inch 
tapes might be required to per
form reliably for more than 2,000 
passes during recording, overdub 
and remix sessions. For instru
mentation, tapes must operate at 
120 ips in airborne application or 
surveillance logging tapes and 
medical body function monitor
ing applications which must per
form at speeds less than 0.2 
inches per second. 

Break-out lug 

/ 

Analog Requirements: Binder 
systems for analog must demon
strate extremely high levels of 
durability to withstand multiple 
passes. Surface gloss levels, 
which promote intimate tape-to
head contact are not that impor
tant. 

Digital Requirements: Because of 
higher packing densities and nar
rower track widths, it is necessary 
that tape for Digital use must be 
manufactured to higher gloss 
levels to get more intimate tape 
to head contact. 

5 Magnetic Particle Dispersion: 
The uniformity of dispersion of 
magnetic particles throughout 
the tape is a very important con
sideration for analog as well as di
gital. Electrical noise and drop
out can be affected by disper
sion. Particle groupings can 
cause increases in noise in analog 
while particle voids can cause 
dropouts or bit error in digital 
(PCM) recording. In analog re
cording, poor dispersion causes 
bias noise buildup and an in
crease in modulation noise. 

6 Calendering: After a magnetic 
tape is coated and dried, it under
goes an operation cal led 'Calen
dering' which means Surface 
Smoothing. This process per-

S·TA slip sheet 
I 

I 
Roller spindle 

I 

~recision structure 

(Super Smoothing) guide roller 
Guide pin 

Spring of phosphor bronze 

Screening shield (Permalloy) Cassette Mechanism 

forms two functions: 
I It compacts the magnetic coat

ing, resulting in an increase in 
magnetic activity. 

2 It imparts a surface smooth
ness which gives it a glossy 
look. 
Because of higher packing den

sities, digital recording requires 
greater tape-to-head contact 
which can be achieved through 
higher gloss levels. By modifying 
temperatures, pressures and ca
lendering media, glossiness can 
be increased to provide better 
tape-to-head contact. 

7 Slitting: In the initial manufac
turing stages, magnetic tape pro
cessing is carried out in a "Web" 
form with width of26 inches or 
more. After coating, drying and 
calendering operations, the wide 
webs of coated material are 
moved to the slitting operation 
where they are cut or slit into the 
appropriate tape widths ranging 
from 0.150 inch for audio cas
sette tape and upto 2 inches for 
audio mastering. 

Demands for tape width uni
formity are intense. Current ap
plications require tolerances of 
0.002 inch or less, and future re
quirements are already in search 
of manufacturing methods that 
can perform reliably within 
width tolerances no greater than 
0.0004 inch. In general, narrower 
track width require lower levels 
of slitting error. In analog record
ing tolerances of2.0 mils (0.002 
inch) have allowed totally accep
table performance. In digital re
cording where track widths of 6 
mil (0.0006 inch) are not uncom
mon, more precise slitting and to
lerances of0.4 mil are being 
sought after as standard. In addi
tion, tape edge weave - or skew
takes on a new importance in digi
tal recQrding because of the nar
row track width in multi-track re-
cording. DAMAN SOOD 
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The Music Price War 

When the excise on audio 
magnetic tape was recently steep
ly hiked, the first sounds of dis
may were heard from music 
dealers who were afraid that 
musicassettes would bec.ome 
costlier and sales would be ad
versely affected. 

U pto now very low prices were 
being maintained by both 
T Series and Venus and also by 
the other labels like Tips, Orien
tal, Golden Melodies, Weston, 
and almost all regional labels. At 
a maximum price of Rs 13 for the 
dealer, musicassettes were selling 
in previously unheard of quanti
ties. It was feared any price hike 
would upset the smooth sailing. 

HMV and CBS, hiked their 
prices without any hesitation. 
With their products already 
much more expensive than 
T Serie·s and Venus, the dealers 
feared the worst for their sales. 
Music India as yet has not decid
ed on their new prices, but an in
crease is definite. Venu!i_ which 
was among the most competitive
ly priced, and therefore had an 
edge over the others, surprised 
everybody with an increase of 
Rs 2 which was more than the in
creased cost of tape. A C-60 tape 
cut was now costing Rs 3.50, an 
increase of Rs 1.25 from the ear
lier price of Rs 2.25. 

The price advantage is of great 
importance to the film music and 
regional languages music market. 
T Se~ies after some delay has in
creased their price by Re I only. 
This move has gone down well 
with dealers. by and large. 
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BY ANIL CHOPRA 

Weston has still not increased 
their prices and the seneral feel
ing is that ultimately 
they will not. Possibly to get the 
advantage of being the cheapest 
in the wholesale bazar, Weston 
has made it clear that they plan to 
get into filmi music in a big way 
and having the lowest price could 
work out favourably for them. 

One question being asked by 
many is that under the circum
stances how is it possible for any 
music company already operat
ing at such low prices to absorb 

any extra cost. Low margins are 
sure to affect quality and artistes' 
payments. Universal too has in
creased their price by Rs 2 to 
Rs 14. 

The low prices of Venus, 
Universal, T Series, Weston have 
had a devastating effect on the 
pirates. A lot of medium-sized 
operations of the pirates have 
been forced to leave the business 
as their main outlets were the 
hawkers, who now prefer the ori
ginal brands with better quality 
and prices marginally above 
those of the pirates. Since sales 
are easily achieved and the risks 
fewer, hawkers have opted out of 
the clutches of the pirates. 

Ironically, those music com
panies with higher prices and 
standard artistes today are much 
better ofT as far as piracy is con
cerned, as most film soundtracks 
are bought by those labels who 
operate in the lower price range. 
And film soundtracks are mostly 
pirated in substantial quantities. 
Not so ghazals and bhajans. 
Recently though, CBS is faced 
with severe piracy problems for 
the English catalogues which at 
present are very expensive. 

All said and done the price in
creases have been absorbed 
quickly enough by dealers and 
with the additional increase of 
Re I over and above the increas
ed excise tax of Rs 1.25 has bene
fited music companies, too. 

Meanwhile, consumers have 
nothing to complain about and 
India still ofTers the cheapest 
legal music available anywhere 
in the world. 



FOCUS 

REMO 
PROTESTS 

Remo Fernandes does not 
simply sing at concerts. He pro
tests. At last we have a singer on 
the Indian music scene whom the 
bebop generation can relate to. 
The proof: The 4000-odd strong 
congregation to hear Remo and 
witness the master showman 
demonstrate his finely honed 
skills of singing and histrionics. 

The CBS-Bombay Dyeing 
Musical Yatra, held recently at 
the Rang Bhavan, was a highly 
successful show. And it had all 
the ingredients that spelt success 
in capital letters: two CBS artistes 
- Remo Fernandes and Ronnie 
Desai plus an imaginative 
fashion show by a bevy of the 
city's top beauties. 

Ronnie set the ball rolling, 
singing songs from 'Bad Com
pany', his latest album, and ac
companied by Bombay's premier 
rock group-The Rock Machine 
(featured On The Fast Track in 
this issue). Ronnie sang with 
characteristic verve and set the 
stage for Remo to take over and 
send the crowd into a frenzy of 
uproarious delight. 

First came the highly imagin
ative fashion show. The oomph 
girls of the evening strutted on 
stage to the accompaniment of 
Remo's 'Bombay City' sung with 
traditional gusto. It was Remo's 
lyrics, celebrating Bombay's 
yuppie culture, his singing and 
fooling on stage with the models 
which got the experiment of RV 
Pandit. the CBS boss, and 
Maureen Wadia of Bombay Dye
ing olTto a flying start. 

And the CBS-Bombay 
Dyeing musical yatra 

gets off to a flying 
start. 

Remo: Social crusader 

Mixing music and dance with 
pizzazz was the 'Bad' act. Al
though none of the models were 
professional dancers, they gave a 
spirited display of Michael 
Jackson's celebrated dance 
routine. The idea of interspersing 
music and fashion to sell effec
tively to a well-tuned crowd was 
successful. Mention must be 
made of Anu Aggarwal, quite 
easily the best of the female 
models, and Emam Siddique's 
uninhibited dancing which 
thrilled many in the audience. 

Entertainment with meaning? 
That's Remo for you. Take 
'Ocean Queen', an exceptionally 
smooth and well-delivered dance 
track. One was sure he was fanta
sizing on a beach in Goa rather 
than in Hawaii. Here he was 
oei ng a trifle self-indulgent pro
viding some local colour. 

Remo 's charismatic stage pre
sence turns on those who've al
ready heard him and sets olTa 
yearning for more in those who 
know nothing of him. He's able 
to command such instant rapport 
with the audience who find 
Remo 's singing incredulous -
something they've come to 
expect from only foreign singers. 

Remo is a one-man band. The 
credits in 'Bombay City', his 
second album with CBS, go_es 
exactly like this: 'All voices sung 
by; all instruments played by: all 
music composed by; all lyrics 
written by: all drum computers 
and sequences programming by; 
all studio recording and mixing 
by: REMO. He has a wide variety 
of instruments at his command. 
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flutes, harmonica.guitar, to name 
a few, but above all his special 
voca Ii sing has a mesmeric 
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quality. On stage, Remo's histrio
nics and body motions lend as 
much finesse as the manner in 

which he cocks a snook at the 
establishment. A catalytic reac
tion is initiated with his protest
ations. It makes his artistry all the 
more meaningful. 

Take a sampler and savour 
what he has to say: 

Religimn madness 
Catching hold o(the nation 
Politicia11.1 gladness 
Their manipulation 
Children\ .rndness 
Thercannot 11nderstand 
H ·1, i· mot ha hates 
wh:rJather kills . 
Killing in the name o/lol'e 
Killing in the name o(God 
Killing in the name o(/ang11age 
Killing in the name o(a temple 
Killing in the name o(a mosque 
Killing in the name o(a g11rchrara 
Killing in the name o(a £'h11rch 
Killing in the name o/Krishna 
Killing in the name o/Allah 
Killing in the name o{lhe Saint 
A.illing in the name o(Chri.11 
Oooc1oh 
Stop 
In the name o(man 
In i hl' name o(ma n 
S1011 
In !he 11£1111£' 0(111£111 

He sang this number without 
any music and the crowd listened 
in rapt attention - such is the 
vitality and passion of his songs. 

Frankly, the talents of this 
multi-faceted singer demand that 
he enter into mainstream music. 
It would be almost criminal if one 
fails to capitalize on a great, 
growing awareness of his distinc
tive sound. Remo communicates 
with a felicity hard to match, and 
his trenchant songs go down well 
with those who share a genuine 
concern for society. A case in 
point is his two songs- 'Pack that 
Smack' and 'Down with brown' -
perennial favourites with the 
crowds. In his own inimitable 
way, Remo has become a 'protest 
singer' appealing to youth to re
frain from such obnoxious habits. 

CBS deserves kudos for pro
moting him. The evening of 
entertainment at the Rang 
Bhavan was ample proof. @ 



No Beating About 

The past few years in 
Bombay have witnessed, rather 
frequently, new studios with the 
latest equipment being set-up. 
While sound recording facilities 
in Bombay are renowned, Radio 
Gems and Western Outdoor 
Studios, to name two good stu
dios have earned a name all over 
India. However, an eight track re
cording is the best they can olTer 
on semi-professional machines. 

Even though the investment 

required to set-up a video studio 
is much more than audio, there 
are air- ady more than 30 studios 
operating in Bombay alone. 

Garware has a state-of-the
art unit which is used in-house 
for their video duplication. 
Western Outdoor is renova-
ting their studio complex and 
making space for further special 
elTects machines which are going 
to be the latest and the best in the 
world. Louis Banks's 4D studio 

will soon be in the midst of instal
ling the video machines along
with the plethora of electronic 
synthesizers. 

Now it's the turn ofa multi
crore front-runner hardware 
company, BUSH. They are set
ting up a multi-crore studio 
which will have every conceiv
able thingumajig. 

Alongwith the studio. a I 000 
VCR video duplication unit is 
being put-up. Bush is surprising-
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ly entering the software market 
with Film Trax, modelled entire
ly on Movie Video, which, inci
dentally, was sponsored by Bush. 
Sun ii Nayyar is the producer, 
while direction and cinematogra
phy are handled by Ashoka 
Mehta, who has shot such specta
cles like 'Utsav'. Louis Banks 
composes the music. 
Others involved in the produc
tion of Film Trax include script
writer Naeem Sha, sound record
ist Narinder Singh, art director 
Samir Chanda and Kan ti Mehta, 
research consultant. 

* 

Eknaath Video Pathrika 
released 

Eknaath Video Pathrika, the 
latest entrant in the video maga
zine field, was released recently 
at a simple function at the Juhu 
Centaur, Bombay. 

Noted actor and producer 
Sanjay Khan r~leased the first 
copy of the magazine to the 
actor-MP Su nil Dutt. Among the 

VIPs present at the function were 
Hema Malini, MGK Nair, chair
man and managing director of 
the Indian Bank, and a well
known director from th-: South, 
Prasad Rao. 

Eknaath, the man behind the 
Eknaath video magazine con
cept, comes to the North after 
conquering South India with his 
Tamil and Telugu video maga
zines. The popularity of these 
magazines in the South has 
prompted Eknaath to go nation
al. And not allowing himself to 
be confined to India, he announ
ced, at the release function, that 
he would soon go international. 

The circulation of the Hindi 
magazine is estimated io be 
around 15,000 cassettes. The 
Tamil and Telugu editions are 
selling about 5,000 cassettes 
each. 

The Bombay unit of Eknaath 
Video Pathrika is headed by Jyoti 
Venkatesh and the Madras uriit 
by C S Swarnalatha. 

The novel feature of the maga
zine is that it is not just a maga
zine on film stars. It also includes 
cooking lessons and beauty tips 

Hema Malini lighting the lamp on the occasion of the release of Eknaath Video 
_Pathrika. Also seen are Mr Eknath (in white) and Jyoti Venkatesh, its Bombay 
Editor, extreme right. 
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for youth. The first volume of the 
Pathrika contains, among other 
things, the muhurat of'lnsaf 
Apne Lah use' the song picturis
ation of'Paap Ki Duniya' at 
Ooty, the shooting of Kab Taq 
Chup Rahoongi at Madras, the 
weddi.ng reception ofVinod 
Mehra, 'Bloodstone', Rajnikant's 
English film shooting at Banga
lore, Industry news in brief and 
the Star Quiz Programme. 

Iron Maiden Night 

Sahre Tooth. one of Bombay's 
hottest rock hands. will he in 
action on Mav 25, at Rang 
Bhavan. Iron.Maiden Night will 
see Sahre tooth delve into HM 
monsters madefamous by the 
English hand including 'Run To 
The Hills·. 'Aces High·. 'Children 
Of The Damned' and Heaven 
Can Wait'. 

The night will erupt not only 
through Sahre Tooth who have 
Glen/i.Jrd on drums and lead 
vocals. Gerry on rhythm guitar 
and hacking vocals. Keith on 
hass. Denzil and Keith Veigas on 
lead guitars hut through the 8000 
watts ofpower.fed by Benny 
Mathews q/Beat 'N · Flicker. 

Shemaroo bags the best 

Shemaroo, among the promi
nent video labels in the country, 
bagged some of the best Hindi 
films. Some ofthem are 'Kasam', 
starring A nil Kapoor, Poonam 
Dhillon, Pran, Kader Khan and 
Gulshan Grover; Mahaveera 
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A scene from the Marathi serial 'Swami', based on Ranjeet Desai's novel and 
sponsored by Videccon. 

starring Raaj Kumar, Shatrughan 
Sinha, Dharmendra, Dimple 
Kapadia, Raj Babbar and others; 
Gair Kanooni with Shashi 
Kapoor, Sridevi, Govinda, 
lshwar starring A nil Kapoor, 
Vijaya Shanti; Kanwarlal with 
Jeetendra in the lead; another 
Jeetendra starrer Kasam Vardi 
Kee'; 'Ram Avatar' with Anil 
Kapoor; 'Ranjish' starring 
Nutan; 'Oonch Neech Beech' 
starring Shashi Kapoor; 'Jaisi 
Kami Waisi Bharni', a Govinda 
starrer; a Vi nod Khanna starrer 
'Shatrutaa'; 'TawaifKi Beti' with 
Vicky Khan; a Dharmendra star
rer 'Tezaab'; 'Kala Bazaar' star
ring Jackie ShrolT; 'Jhoota 
lnsaar; 'Kanoon Ki Awaz'; 
'Saazish' starring Raaj Kumar; 
'Khoon Bhari Maang' starring 
Shatrughan Sinha; 'Gharana' 
with Rishi Kapoor; 'Rihaee' a 
Vi nod Khanna starrer; and 
'Asmaan Se Ooncha' ajeetendra 
starrer. 

Among these 'Kasam Vardi 
Kee', 'Ram Avatar', 'Saazish', 
and 'Gharana' will be released 
soon. 

* 

Lata's Favourites Again 

One of the biggest hits of 1987 
was the four cassettes set 'My 
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Favourites' in which Lata 
Mangeshkar had selected 50 of 
her favourite songs. This was re
leased by HMV at the felicitation 
function for Lata Mangeshkar on 
completing 40 years as a play
back singer. Now, Lata Mangesh
kar selects yet another 50 songs to 
be released in a four cassettes set 
as 'My Favourites Vol I 1.' Once 
again, the songs span the very 
beginning from 1948 to the early 
1980s and Lata Mangeshkar 
again introduces the album in a 
special commentary recorded by 
her. 

* 
Latest on Bombino 
includes 'Boss' 

Bombino, one of the three 
frontrunners in the video indus
try, along with Garware and 
Magnum, has bought over the 
rights of2 I Hindi films for 1988 
which will be released within the 
next 2/3 months. The films al
ready released are 'Falak', star
ring Jackie, Rakhee and Madhavi 
and 'Shiv Shakti' with Shatru
ghan Sinha, Govinda and 
Neelam, 'Yateem' starring Sunny 
Deol, Farha, 'Sukria', 'Andha 
Yudh', 'Zinda Jala Doonga', 
'Kasam Suhag Ki', 'GharGhar 
Ki Kahani', 'Kabrastan'. 'Manav 

Hatya', 'Aage Ki Soch', 'Halal Ki 
Kamai', 'Pyar Mohabbat', 
'Yateem', 'Soorma Bhopali', 
'Superman', 'Parayaa Ghar', 
'Vidrohi', 'Do Waqt Ki Roti'. 

* 

HMV Vs T Series 

HMv has lodged a complaint 
against T Series in court under 
the copyright act alleging piracy 
of audio cassettes. 

Huge quantities of pirated 
copies are available in the market 
which have the T Series label on 
it. These cassettes also have the 
original T Series catalogue pirat
ed. T Series who have grown tre
mendously in the last few years 
complain that even their product 
is pirated. HMV has accused T 
Series of being responsible for 
these pirated products. T Series 
finds this claim untenable as they 
insist they too are alTected. No 
judgement on the matter has yet 
been delivered. HMV has manag
ed to procure search warrants of 
SCI premises in their effort to 
prove their accusations. 

* 

Shiv Kumar Sharma 

Classical Soundtracks 

HMv released the music of 
'Vijay', Yash Chopra's film 
which has music by Shiv Kumar 
and Hari Prasad Chaurasia. 



Hiba's 'Tumhare 
Sahare' 

The shooting of another Hiba 
film 'Tumhare Sahare' was com
pletely recently. The film direct
ed by Pa wan Kaul has Bal binder, 
Anita Kanwar, Urmilla, Ashok 
Sharma, Lalit Mohan Tiwari, 
Tarakesh and others. The story is 
by Uma Rao and Kirti Anuraag 
has scored the music. Hiba has 
also bought the rights for two 
films 'Kala Suraj' and 'Taxi 
Chor'. As part of their consistant 
efforts to control piracy, several 
raids were repeatedly carried out 
and pirate copies seized. Three 
persC'ns were arrested. 

* 

Crown is king 

Crown crowned itse(ffor the 
tenth time in succession.for being 
the largest selling TV in India. It 
has sold a mind-boggling 1.5 
million TVs during the last year. 
Television and Components Pvt 
ltd, .flagship ofthe Atlas Group, 

Crown: Tops in TV sales 

has gone into technical collabo
ration with NEC ofJapanfor the 
manz{{acture o{tunersfiJr colour 
television. The factory which is 
set-uf) at Gandhinagar, will com
mence production short/v. The 
group had also recently promoted 

At the 'Shri Dwga Saptashati' and 'Tulsi Bhajanamrit' recording by Super Cassettes 
are (L-R): Pt Narendra Sharma, music director Kalyan, Raj Bhanot of Super Cassettes, 
Anuradha Paudwal and music director Shekhar. 

Qualitron Components limited 
for the manufacture o{BIW 
.tubes. . · 

* 
H MV To Celebrate 

[n association with the Film 
Federation o/1 ndia. HM V u·i/1 
release a special double cassette 
a/hum to celebrate 75 vears o/1 n
dian Cinema. There ~·ill hef~,ur 
volumes in all. The first volume 
vi'i/1 cover the period 1932 to 1945. 
Rajiv Gandhi will also he releas
ing a double cassette o{Tamil 
songs heing organiseti hy the 
Film Federation o/lndia. 

* 
CBS To Sell Hiba Hits 

Music India has objected to 
CBS selling Hiba video sound
tracks in which their signed ar
tistes Pankaj and Anup had ren
dered songs. The court has allow
ed the seized stocks to be re
turned, and allowed sales to con-

tinue. Pankaj and Anup who are 
singing for films, may also be 
similarly be allowed to sing for 
video soundtracks. Hiba, inci
dentally, are now contracting 
their video soundtracks to Venus 
only. 

Mithun on T Series 

T Series are recording bhajans 
by Alka Yagnik, on Vais Devi. 
Uptil now almost all versions 
have been recorded in Delhi. 
Sham Kumar has for the first 
time recorded in Bombay 
Ki shore Kumar's top hits. 
Mithun 'India's Michael 
Jackson' has been bagged by T 
Series, and a pop album will also 
be available on video. 

Among the new sound-tracks 
released are Ram A vtar, 
Janam Janam and lnteqaam by 
Lax mi Pyare, Kaali Ganga Com
mando, Haatya by Bappi, Raj 
Khosla's Naqaab by Kamal 
Magdoom. Also on instrumental 
'Hey You' by Ashish Bhadra. 
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PRIME TIME 
Prime Time, between Iha Hindi and English news bulletins, is watched by over 70 millioo 

viewers all over the c111ntry. PLAYBACK AND FAST FORWARD presents 
a guide on what to watch and when. 

SERIAL CONTENTS VERDICT 

MONDAY Prem Kishen 's Women on women Good 
****** ZINDA GI 

(Till May 16) 

Ravi Baswani 's 

HAKKEBAKEE 
(Till Aug 15) 

TUESDAY Manju Asrani's 

** KASHMAKASH 
(Till May 31) 

WEDNESDAY Manju & Jyot Singh's 

**** ADHIKAAR 
(Till April 27) 

AMIRKHUSRO 
(Till Aug 3) 

THURSDAY Kavita Choudhry's 

***** UDAAN 
(Till July 21) 

FRIDAY Saeed & Aziz Mirza 's 

******* INTEZAAR 
(Till Sept 2) 

SATURDAY NIRMALA 
**** (Till July 30) 

Comedy 

Feminist serial 
based on 
short-stories 

Legal rights 
of women 

Historic serial 

Flight of a 
feudal family 

Life around 
a railway station 

SUNDAY David Paradine Films' An inquiry into 
*** THE GATEWAY OF Indian History 

INDIA 
(Till May 8) 

Please note: All programmes are subject to change. 
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Laugh, 
laugh! 

Mediocre 

Interesting 

Engrossing 

Entertaining 

Watchable 



... because some 1Vs are not meant for everyone. 
INTRODUCES 

WITH17 
NEVER BEFORE 
FEATURE PACKACE 

Tomorrow's technology for your living room today. 

B r fml7 ~'!5} . .i Classics are not designed for Just 
L_J L.::: .. Ji OFFTIMEr anybody Their features are 

appreciated by only those who have rn'I: ~ II rJ!rAvJ been gifted with the luxury of good 
Ur'~ ::>--<: taste. Take a look at the 17 

never-before feature package of this 
'Classic' and wonder at how far the 

latest TV technology in the world can 
take you Don·t believe people when 
they call it ·out--0f-the-WoM Instead. 

step into the nearest Crown dealer 
Seeing. they sav. is believing 

Someday all colour n·s would be made this way. 

,, ,~ 
CROWN-TV 
At home with more puople titan any other TV 
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9.00 am 

9.30 am 

10.15 am 

10.45 am 

11.15 am 

11.35 

1.15 pm 

1.30 pm 

DA:\GER BAY Ir i11 '1•) 2,1 

RAVIA YA'.'. 

LAHAR LAHAR SANGEET 1Ti11 Jul) 241 

HL:\1 SE SI KHO 1Tt11 Aus 71 

FASTER FE'.'.E1Till.,.ug211 

AISA BHI HOT A HAIN 

NEWS BULLETIN FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED 

REGIONAL LANGUAGE FEATURE FIL'1 

4.00 pm WORLD OF SPORT 

5.00 pm WILDLIFE ON ONE !Till Jul) Ji 

Family drama 

The famous epic 

On Music 
------------

Wildlife series 
---------------------------

5.45 pm 

SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

FRIDAY 

SATURDAY 

7.40am 

8.05 am 

7.20 

8.40 pm 

9.30 pm 

Vamk Mataram 

Yogabhyas 

HINDI FEATURE FIL:YI 

THE LATE NIGHT SHOW 

9.50 pm 

10.20 pm 

9.50 pm 

9.50 pm 
10.30 pm 

10.45 pm 

Hindi 

English 

Focus 

Chitramala 

N11tional proaramme of Music 
Old Fox !Till June 281 

:Yliscellaneous 

Miscellaneous 

Regional music concert 

'1isce!laneous 

Regional lanpqe 

Hindi 

English 

Current affairs programme 

Songs from regional films 

English serial 

Breakfast TV (National network) 

Breakfast TV (National network) 

National nelwork 

National network 

BREAKFAST TV 
7.30 am - 8.15 am 

Suprabhal 

The News 
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••••EXCELLENT •••GOOD ••FAIR • POOR 

PLAYBACK AND FAST FORWARD 
reviews the best films - English and 

Hindi- available on video. 

ANGEL HEART 
STARRl'\G: Robert De'\iro. \ticke~ 
Rourke 
RATl'\G: * * * 

The period is the mid-50s and 
private eye Harry Angel (Mickey 
Rourke) is hired to track down 
one Johnny Faber who disap
peared under mysterious circum
stances during World War II. 
Luis Cyphere (Robert De\iiro) is 
the one who hires the detective. 

Based on a novel by William 
Hjortsberg, the film covers a vast 
canvas with Harry Angel tossed 
about from pillar to post without 
much success. What he finds out 
he does so quite slowly and pain
stakingly but there is that ele
ment of suspense and intrigue. 
What part does Cyphere play? 
That's the big question. 

For British director Alan 
Parker. who specialises in musi
cals, it is a ditTerent kind offilm. 
And he recreates the period most 
graphically. It is not only the 
days ofChevies and Buicks, it is 
also the days ofold music. and 
'Girl of My Dreams' is haunting
ly played on the piano as well as 
the instrumental version. And a 

bit ofvodoo is thrown in for 
variety. 

Mickey Rourke does well as a 
kind of newcomer while De Niro 
goes through his part with ex
pected relish. Lisa Bonet. one or 
Bill Crosby's daughters in 'The 

Mickey Rourke in 'Angel Heart'. 

Crosby Show', has quite a sexy 
part while sex kitlen of yester
year, Charlotte. is still able to 
exude sexiness in a brief role. It 
may not be absolutely absorbing 
but Angel Heart surely keeps you 
going right through. 

DRAGNET 
STARRl'\G: Dan A~·kro~d. Tom Hanks, 
Christopher Plummer 
RATl'\G: * * * 
I.ABEL: Columbia 

Dan Aykroyd is one of Holly
wood's big funny men. And 
though he lost his original funny 
partner. John Beluchi. he teams 
up with others and provides the 
thrust oft he comic team. In 
Dragnet hejoins Tom HanksanJ 
like 'Beverly Hills Cop' this duo 
have a fun time while stumbling 
upon the had guys in the city of 
Angels where some halos have 
slipped. 

Dan Aykroyd is Joe Friday 
(maybe for the line 'Thank God 
it's Friday'), and Tom Hanks his 
partner. Pep Striebeck. They are 
out lo unearth the Pagan (People 
Against Goodness and Normal
cy) murders with Christopher 
Plummer playing Jonathan 
Whirley a two-timing holy man 
and Dabney Coleman. his ac
complice. The romantic interest 
is looked atler by Connie Swell 
(Elizabeth Ashley). 

Dan Aykroyd has co-scripted 
the film and it surely has some 
good gags. 

~ • ~ l_~ - ffi ~ 0 ~ WM/ l"'J, .- ,,. FAMILY fi 
~ DRAMA MUSIC WIUNG RI ... HDRROII ~ HUMOUR W CHILDREN\_ 'JmN ADULT ..# WESTIRNS V LOVE ~ SCI-A qJ}1 RIIII ~ OTHERS 

Courtesy: SWE)(AftO O VIDEO 



HOTSHOT 
STARRING: Billy Warlock, Gre11ory 
Beecroft Q) 
RATING:** ~::,. 
LABEL: NFDC-Arista 

Soccer king Pele of Brazil has 
figured in a number offilms, one 
of them being 'Escape to Victory' 
along with Michael Caine and 
others. But in all his films it is his 
playing soccer that interests the 
viewer most, that's why the docu
mentary on soccer, 'Giants of 
Brazil' was so successful. 

Hotshot is a story ofa soccer
crazy young man who comes to 
King Pele to learn soccer. Jimmy 
Kristidis, a Greek by nationality 
and a product ofa rich family, 
leaves his home for Rio. As luck 
would have it he has his purse 
picked on his arrival. He some
how manages to get to Pele's 
house. 

Kristidis' story is related in 
flashback and then the king 
teaches him the finer points of 
the game. Rick King, who has co
scripted the film, churns out a 
very credible story but it is essen
tially for those who are interested 
in socc~r. Maybe the best part of 
the film is the live footage of Pele 
and there are some fantastic goals 
but his exhibition of the scissor 
kick is worth going a long way to 
see. 

So, soccer buffs, Hotshot is a 
'must'. 

DESERT 
BLOOM 
STARRING: Jon Voight, Jobeth 

' Williams, Anabeth Gish Q) 
RATING:*** ;- .-
LABEL: Columbia 1.;, ,.. 

Li~e Thomas Gray's "Full 
many a flower is born to blush 
unseen and waste its sweetness on 
the desert air" the star of Desert 
Bloom,Rose (Anabeth Gish),is an 
awkward teenager,just 13, but 
has a fime of her life dealing with 
her problematic stepfather Jack 
(Jon Voight). 
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Jon Voight 

The story begins in 1950 (a 
familiar period for most film
makers in the United States these 
days). Jack Chismore is a veteran 
of the Korean war but he has a 
problem. Something like shell
shock. And then off and on he 
hits the bottle, so life in his
household gets quite violent. His 
wife Lilly (Jobeth Williams) 
works hard for a living and Rose 
the eldest of the three daughters is 
generally the butt of her step
father's wrath. 

And then there is the Atom 
blast of 1951. Against this back
drop is told a story of ordinary 
people, oflove and caring and of 
the squabbles that go with it. 
Rose is very attached to her 
grandma (whom we never see) 
and after her comes Star (Ellen 
Barkin), her mother's sister. But 
she is in between marriages. 
Director-scriptwriter Eugene 
Carr churns out a very human 
story seen through the eyes of 
Rose. It is a story of growing up 
and Las Vegas but it is essentially 
a story oflife and love and the 
problems that accompany it and 
is related with a Somerset 
Maugham-like vividness. Maybe 
a wee bit slow-moving but realis
tic to the core or in every frame. 

HANDS OF A 
STRANGER 
STARRING: Armand Assante, Blair 
Brown, Beverly D'An11elo Q) 
RATING:*** ,.. 

The best part of Hands ofa 
Stranger is the rather intricate 
plot (based on a book by Robert 
Daley) it contains. You have this 
very busy cop Joe (Armand 
A sante) who has little time for his 
family. So his wife gets interested 
in her son's basketball coach. 
When they are at their rendez
vous they are surprised by a 
stranger who robs them and rapes 
her. Then you get Joe taking on 
the case himself. The wife, natu
rally, doesn't tell him the whole 
truth so he has to find for himself 
what has actually happened. 
Then coincidence, coincidence, 

Beverly D' Angelo 

his wife goes to rape specialist 
lawyer Diane (Blair Brown) 
whom Joe has already met on his 
work and by now has made love 
to her. 

It is a story of two profession
als, Joe who always wanted to be 
a cop and Diane, a real profes
sional who feels that the law is 
the best thing that man has made, 
it saves him from chaos. And 
then there is the wife Mary 



(Beverly D'Angelo) whose early 
marriage prevented her from dis
covering her potential as a 
painter. 

This teleplay by Arthur Kopit 
is tautly directed by Larry 
Elikann and there is enough 
going to keep the viewer almost 
glued to the video screen. For 
Beverly D'Angelo,who plays the 
guilty wife,it is a very sensitive 
role which she does full justice to. 
Armand Assant and Blair Brown 
also do well in this unusually 
good entertainer backed by apt 
music. If there are a couple of 
flaws they can be overlooked in 
the light of the quality entertain
ment it provides. 

SERPENT 
STARRING: Yul Brynner, Henry Fonda 
RATING:*** 
LABEL: Films La Boetie ~ 

~ 
When Col. Alexei Vlassov 
(Yul Brynner) defects to the 
United States in 1968, it creates 
quite a furore. "In my country 
you do not fight the sy1,tem from 
within ... therefore I'm here," he 
says and it was at the time of 
Dubchek's ouster in Czechoslo
vakia. But how credible is 

Henry Fonda 

Vlassov's defection? Serpent, 
which is a reference to the first 
espionage agent, the serpent of 
the garden of Eden, takes a close 
look at the espionage ring in the 
West through the eyes of the 
American Central Intelligence 
Agency. 

Alan Davies (Henry Fonda) is 
Mr CIA and he really gets enthu
siastic about Vlassov and director 
Henri Vernuel does a fine job as 
he takes the viewer on a ringside 
tour of the major European 
powers- Britain, France and 
Germany. And all the while 
Davies is trying to establish 
Vlassov's authenticity. In a film 
which concentrates on screen
play there is enough of action, 
too. Dirk Bogarde, Virna Lisi and 
an ageing Farley Granger have 
their parts to play while Ennio 
Morricone's music has its place. 
The action may dilly-dally in 
between but it is rather well 
rounded off to show the hard, 
cold-blooded world of espionage 
at its unglamorous best. 

INNER SPACE 
ST ARRI NG: Dennis Quaid, Martin 
Stiort, Meg Ryan 
RATING:* 
LABEL: Warners 

The trouble with films today is 
that they are so enmeshed in 
something outlandish that it 
becomes sci-ti just for sci-ti sake. 
And Steven Spielberg, the high 
priest of sci-ti, seems to lend his 
name too easily to any produc
tion. The result: You get a lot of 
mumbo-jumbo passing for enter
tainment. Inner Space is just an
other example of such a film. 

I remember 'Fantastic Voyage' 
which dealt with a journey in the 
blood stream of the human body. 
It was very well depicted. But 
here you have an astronaut or 
spaceman l<;>st and being embed
ded in the body ofanother indivi
dual. There is some explanation 
of the microchip being lost but 
the recepient is all panicky. 
"Somebody help me I'm possess-

Dennis Quaid 

ed," he says but is promptiy told 
"demons talk through you, not to 
you." 

Actually, Dennis Quaid is the 
one in space who enters Martin 
Short's body and Meg Ryan is 
Dennis Quaid's wife. How these 
three react to the situation is 
what Inner Space is all about. But 
apart from some good lines, the 
film is a big bore. Director Joe 
Dante does a pretty bad job of 
keeping the film together but he 
shouldn't take all the blame. The 
accent in these films is special 
effects and some new angle but 
unless one presents a plausible 
story it is unable to sustain inte
rest even to the halfway mark, let 
alone the rest of the film. 

DIRTY 
DANCING 
ST ARRI NG: Patrick Swatze, Jennifer 
Grey, Cynthia Rhodes 
RATING:** 
LABEL: Vuhor Pictures 

''T hree weeks here and 
you'll feel like a year," old Max 
(Jack Weston) tells young 
Bobby's (Jennifer Grey) father 
when they come on a holiday. 
And Dirty Dancing is all about 
those three weeks when young 
folks dance their hearts out. 
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Written by Eleanor Burgstein, 
it is set in 1963 before President 
Kennedy was shot and our 
heroine Bobby (Jennifer Grey) 
couldn't wait to join the Peace 
Corps. Young Johnny Castle 
(Patrick Swatze) was one of the 
guys helping around at that danc
ing camp. "Teach them to cha
cha-cha ... but no funny business, 
keep your hands off," he was 
told but that's easier said than 
done. 

Still director Emile Ardolino 
takes the viewer on a rather 
laboured path as he gets through 
the story. The whiff of rock and 
roll is somewhat infectious and 
Kenny Ortege's choreography is 
impressive but unless one is 
patient enough Dirty Dancing 
can get pretty dull. Surely John 
Morris' music is the best part of 
the film but even that isn't 
enough to sustain interest. 

It is just another movie for the 
young with more sound than 
fury. And the paper thin story 
line gets lost in so much of gar
bage. 

WARRIORS 
TWO 
STARRING: Samo Hung, Liang 
Chia-jen; 0 
LABEL:NFDC . 
RATING:** 

It's the story of Ah Wah (Ka-Sa
fa) who masters the art of Wing 
Chun to avenge the death of his 
mother who was killed by Mo 
(Feng Ke-an), a notorious pirate 
in disguise. Wah takes the help of 
Liang Tsang (Liang Chia-jen), 
popularly known as "Mr Tsang". 
Tsang is the fifth generation 
master of the Wing Chun School 
of martial art. Ah Wah and his 
friend, Fatty, fight Mo and his 
gang and save the town of Fushan 
and Wah succeeds Tsang as the 
sixth generation master of the 
school. 
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SINS OF THE 
PAST 
ST ARKING: Barbara Carrera, Kim 
Catrall, Debbie Boone ~ 
RATING:*** ,.. 

Sins of the Past, as the title sug
gests, is about the world's oldest 
profession, or at least begins with 
it. Terry (Barbara Carrera), Paula 
(Kim Catrall) and Clarissa 
(Debbie Boone) belong to a kind 
of class of '71 of hookers and just 
before graduating, or changing 
professions, one of the girls is 
supposed to have been killed by 
her father because she lived on 
the wages of sin. 

The scene then shifts to Los 
Angeles, 1984 with this three
some leaving the past far behind. 
Terry is divorced by fighting for 
the possession of her son, Paula is 
an eminent doctor while Clarissa 
is an actress. But the killer has 
already struck again, claiming 
more of their colleagues, Amy 

VIDEO 

and Diana. They can either call 
the police or kill the killer. 

Now all of them are afraid of 
revealing their pasts, as the stig
ma will be too much. Even 
though the subject is predictable 
enough, scriptwriter Steve Brown 
has turned out a neat little story 
while Peter Hunt directs it as 
tautly as one can expect. ln a 
female-dominated cast Anthony 
Geary as Lieutenant Malovich 
has as meaty a role as Clint East
wood in 'Dirty Harry'. But it is 
really the plot and the adept 
handling of the film by Hunt 
which makes it so scintillating. 
Looking somewhat like Ursula 
Andress in her heyday, Barbara 
Carrera does a good job; but 
maybe it is Kim Catrall of 'Police 
Academy' fame who seems to be 
etching for a new image of the 
career-conscious female in a 
women's lib world. 

In a film which boasts of cine
matic niceties, Paul Lohmann's 
photography is another asset to 
say nothing of Arthur Rubin
stein's music. 

METAISTORM 
ST ARKING: Jeffrey Byron, Kelly 
Preston; 
LABEL:NFDC 
RATING:** 

A story set in a distant planet 
has Dogen (Jeffrey Byron) being 
sent to the Nomadlands to avert a 
massive Holy War. He's on 
mission to seek the deadly crimi
nal, Jared-Syn, who is planning 
to crush the planet. Jared-Syn 
manages to elude Dogen 's grasp 
all the time. When once Dogen 
had Jared-Syn within his reach, 
Syn uses the power of the master 
crystal to disappear through a 
3-D light tunnel. He escapes into 
a new dimension, to plot his 
revenge in another world and 
time. Meanwhile, Dogen des
troys the master crystal and vows 
to continue his vendetta © 
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SCANDAL 
STARRING: Balbinder, Neeta Puri, 
Jeet Upendra, Anita Sarin; 
DIRECTOR: Pavan Kaul; 
MUSIC: Kirti Anuraag; 
LABEL: Hiba; 
RATING:** . 
The synopsis suggests a fast
paced thriller. Neeta Puri, the 
editor of 'Scandal' and the central 
character in the film, is really 
'fast' with actors- big-timers as 
well as strugglers. From her alco
holic husband Sailesh Bakshi 
(Madan Jain), a one-time award
winning documentary film
maker, to her other lovers it is 
one long story punctuated with 
an overdose of flashbacks, dances 
and songs. The film opens with 
Priyanka's (Neeta Puri) funeral. 
Her death, by falling from her 
high-rise apartment, is a deep
rooted mystery. And this 
115-minute film labours to un
solve the mystery. 

Priyanka's 'Scandal' specialis
es in taking gossip to newer 
heights. She loves to live dange
rously. Like peeping into super
star Krishna's (Jeet Upendra) be
droom and clicking away photo
graphs of him making love to the 
wife of an underworld don. But 
she spoils the fun by letting the 
love birds know that she is taking 
their photos! With a cigarette 
constantly dangling from her 
sexy lips, she goes about exposing 
scandal after scandal, with her 
able assistant Anna (U rmilla) in 
tow, invading bedrooms and us
ing 'state-of-the-art' techniques 
to pry into other people's affairs. 

Naturally, she is asking for 
trouble. Krishna & Co gang up to 
silence her. So too is the under
world don Abdul (Ashok 
Sharma) who doesn't want 
people to read that his wife is 
sleeping with all and sundry. In 

between this 'high' drama, our 
editor falls head over heels for a 
struggling actor Vivek Kapoor 
(Balbinder) and it's cut to sweet 
nothings, running around trees 
which all culminate, naturally, in 
bed . 

So one fine night when 
Priyanka falls to her death, there 
is hardly anybody who doesn't 
smell a rat. Vivek stops acting to 
find out the killer. The stage is set 
for a grand 'finale', complete with 
the CID officer (with the inevit
able dark glasses) and the accom
panying paraphernalia. But who 
is the killer? Because some 
others, too, have murder in their 
minds. 

This film would have done bet
ter with better editing. As direc
tor Pavan Kaul puts it: "It was 

Jeet Upendra and An:.. S .. 
..... arm m 'ScandaJ'. 

just an experiment." He, indeed, 
shows promise. He comes at a 
time when directorial skills are 
easily outclassed by the so-called 
star tantrums. Music, once again, 
is brilliant. Neeta Puri, it seems, 
has overstepped the thin line be
tween a lover and an editor. 
Anita Sarin's brief role kicks up a 
lot ofoomph. Jeet chips in with a 
mature performance while Bal
binder seems to be improving his 
style and diction with every film. 
Especially in this one where he 
does both romantic and serious 
roles. U nnilla, the latest addition 
to the Hiba lot, performs like a 
seasoned veteran. 

With commendable produc
tion values, and overall finesse, 
'Scandal' may not be scandalous, 
it can only be sensational. 
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AAKHRI 
MANZIL 

· STARRING: Ajit Vachani, Mohan 
Bhandari, Moon Moon Seo; 
DIRECTOR: Madan Kumar; 
MUSIC: Sanjay Chakra¥orty; 
LABEL: Tristar Video; 
RATING:** 

When murder is the theme 
and actresses like Moon Moon 
are in it, what can one expect? 
Well, a suspense of an apprecia
tive kind and oodles of bare flesh. 
'Aakhri Manzi!' barely manages 
to do both. Moon Moon plays the 
double role of Nisha and Kamini 
who are twin sisters. Nisha is a ' 
sweet docile girl (a country 
bumpkin of sorts) while Kamini 
is schemer and double-crosser 
personified. 

Then there is Dr Ajay (Mohan 
Bh3:ndari), a psychiatrist by pro
fession who spends most of the 
time wooing Nisha, who (un)for
tunately comes to Ajay for treat
ment. But Nisha is least interest
ed. Kamini, on the other hand, is 

crazy after Ajay and even invites 
him to her 'beach house' where 
she desperately tries to seduce 
him. This is the best part of 
the film where Moon Moon in 
swimming suit, singing a seduc
tive number, tries all the 'tricks' 
to seduce him. But, unfortunate
ly, our hero wouldn't buy any of 
it. That was Moon Moon, the 
vamp, at her very best. 

The other parallel to the film is 
the murder of Ramesh Singhania 
(Ardhendu Bose) on New Year's 
eve. The killing happens to be the 
crux of the film. Enter Inspector 
Amarjeet (Ajit Vachani) who sus
pects Kamini, but when he dis
covers that there is another look
alike, he finds himself in a dilem
ma. Amarjeet relentlessly pur
sues the killer and, naturally 
enough, succeeds after the usual 
razzle-dazzle. 

'Aakhri Manzi!' will sustain on 
Moon Moon's oomph and Ajit 
Vachani's fabulous acting. This 
versatile actor is, indeed, a treat 
to watch. He has almost carried 
the film on his shoulders. Moon 

Moon's song sequence on the 
swimming pool in a one-piece 
swimming suit will has set many a 
viewer's heart racing. 

Mohan Bhandari, in the role of 
a romantic, doesn't seem to have 
realised what has hit him. He was 
like a fish out of water. 

Even though it tends to stray a 
bit, the suspense in the film is 
maintained. Commendable pro
duction values, hummable songs 
and a good star cast are, after all, 
what home viewers are looking 
for. 'Aakhri Manzi!' has it all. 

SKJOHN 

LEHREN - VOL 4 

First the highlights. Di lip hav
ing a moment offun with Rishi· 
Shatrughan with wife and ' 
heroine on his birthday at a 
mahurat; Johnny Lever is masala 
fare par excellence, which leaves 
you in splits; Amit Kumar's 
buffoonery on stage which he ex
pects us to pass off as dancing 
and a poignant moment with' 
Kishore dancing, possibly just a 
few days before he expired. Well 
all of this is difficult to experi- ' 
ence except on video. 

Film buffs, please be satisfied 
with shootings' coverage which is 
a little too short. Raj Babbar and 
Anita Raaj who enact an emo
tional scene. Govinda and Shatru 
are almost all over this volume. 

After interesting interviews 
with Mahesh Bhatt and Alok 
Nath in the earlier volumes, Sujit 
Kumar's interview in this vo
lume was JL T (just like that). 
Also, the numerous mahurats 
would have been interesting if the 
director or actors spoke to the 
viewer. The music tracks in the 
background are surely much 
more enticing than the boom 
boom announcements. We 
think the presenter. could be a 
little more personal. However, 
kudos to Lehren for putting the 
show on the road for the fourth 
time. 
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NAAM SAA RE MUJHE: 

TUJHE ITNA PYAR: A."11drut Ka Kanoon 
Lara. Shahhir.· L-P· Sameer: TSeries 

O Y AARA: Kaash 
,Ki shore. An11pama: R Roshan: F Qaiser: Venm 

AAP KE AA JAANE: Khudgar:: 
Mohd A::i::: Sadhana: R Roshan: lndivar: Venus 

PAT JHAD SAA WAN: Sindoor 
Lata. Mohd A::iz: L-P: A Bakshi: T Series 

TERE NAAM KA: Falak 
Asha. Mohd A::iz: K-A: Anjaan: T Series 

DULHE RAAJA DEKH: Pyar Ki Jeet NEW 

A Bhos/e & Chorus: U Khanna: Saa wan K: HM V 

BAHAYECHANDNE: Lagan 
Hemani: Hemani: Rajinder Krishnan: HMV 

THODA SA GHAM: Thikana 
S. Wadkar: K-A: Anjaan: Venus 

JAB SE TUJH E: Pa ram Dharam NEW 
A Bhosle. Mohd A::;i::. Bappi Lahiri: Anjaan: Venus 

LOGKAHTEHAIN:Khudgar:: NEW 
Mohd Aziz. Sadhana: R Roshan: FQaiser: Venus 

Dll CHHED KOY/ A/SA: Inspector 
Hemani Kumar: Hemani Kumar: SH Bihari: HMV 

BARSE RE SAA WAN: Dariya-Dil 
Mohd A::iz. Sadhna: R Roshan: lndivar: T Series 

Sindoor 
Lara . .\fohd A::i::: L-P. A-Bakshi. TSene.1 

DVNIYA JALT/ HAI: Kaalchakra 
A n11radha . .\fanna. 1 · Bawfri: l ndi1·ar T Series 

a0 AANKHON MEIN Tl!: Ha/aa, Ki Kamaai 
A Bhosle & Shahhir: Bappi Lahiri: Anjaan: T Series 

=--------

a© JULIE JULIE: Jeete Hain Shaan Se 
Annu Malik: Ka1·i1a K: Annu Malik: lndivar: Venus 

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ av SUPERMAN: Babydo/1 
Alisha: Whizkid: Alisha: HMV 

CH ALO MAN GANGA: Prahhu Darshan 
AnupJalota: AnupJalota: Meerabai: MIL 

APNI ANKHON MEIN: Beyond Time 
Jagjit Singh: Jagit Singh: Nazir Baqri: H MV 

NEW 

BANDHON TOOTE NA: Paap Ki Duniya 
Lata. Mohd Aziz: Bappi Lahiri: Anjaan: Venus 

NEW 

MEERA LAGO: Mera Lago Rang Hari 
Juthika Roy: K Dasgupta: Traditional: HMV 

HAR PALMERI ANKHON: Har Pal NEW 

Sa/ma. M Hassan: A Bohhy: Masroor Anwar: CBS 

MERE PYAR Kl: Waaris NEW 

lata. M Singh: Uttam Jagdhish: V Malik: T Series 

BAGHWAD GITA: Bhal(wadGita NEW 

Asha Nath: PD Jalota: Traditional: HM V 

EK PAGLI MERA NAAM: Haseen Lamhen NEW 
Ghulam Ali: Ghulam Ali: Mohsin Naqvi: Weston 

KEY: Track:Film/Album: Singer(s): \Jusic: Lyrics: Label 
SOURCE: CIBAC\ Geetmala-as on 13-4-88 

High speed hi·fi dubbing- Double-Cassette Deck, 
• Fast dubbing- double the speed of conventional decks. 
• Synchro - dubbing with just one button. 
• Price Rs 383Si- 1n Bombay,1ncluwe of all iaxes. 1 

J 
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I GENERALI ALIBABAAUR and noisy, longwinded Isaacs deserves mention 
CHALISCHOR jokes don't go down for an extremely well-
RAJA MOJ, ALADIN well. Not the best mixed album. 
KACHlRAJ among the excellent 
AKC AKC collection for kids. NANNEMUNNE 

. BABYDOLL NATKHATGEET 
ALISHA 

Favourite stories 
THAT'S WHAT ALKA SHAN KAR, 

HMV FRIENDS ARE FOR DEEPAK, HEMA 
dramatically related in USHA IYER SAHAY 

Alisha's singing in 
Hindi. The special ef- Gathani AKC 
fects are meticulous and 

Shor Sharaaba is reveal- telling. 
l...Jshalyerhasbeen Doctor Sherjung ing to say the least, and Alibaba is particular-

it is positively exciting if ly gripping. Shubha and among other things a Garg's songs on dolls, 
Indian music absorbs Yibha Saxena have kept nightclub singer. Re- tops, donkeys, birds and 
this new style. This is what not of interest to a 
the rock side oft he r r'Tti.,.l•t child's vivid imagina-
album. Louis' aggressive 1.;l~ir.t•~· };' tion. Rajeev Haksar's ~ ,) 
arrangements in 'Shor ~·&iidc.Jit " compositions are inter-.· -..· 

Sharaaba' and 'Mashoo- ~~ f esting, but to savour 
ka' leave nothing to be 

..:.,." . . 
their charm the songs 

desired. 'For Adults will have to be popular. 
Only' is bold and a Each song is introduced 
whole new style is etlec- ~lffiil to the child enticingly 
tively evolved here once enough. 
again. Kudos to the 
whole gang. A meta- MAHA PURUS-
morphosis of sorts is HONK.A 
worked out for Indian (Jlc:,,lr., BACHPAN 
modern music, bidding 

lsv! t61 AKC 
goodbye to Biddu and fde,.,, 
Nazi a. 

Another educative the stories short and the member her raucous 
language easy enough, style? Hipswinging, cassette. Incidents from 

The Wiz Kid who which succeeds in keep- finger snapping, the Jam the youth of great men, 
composes is heavily into ing the listener absorb- Session queen, pursuing in order to impart cha-
computers. Side A ed. Fantastic material the image of a naughty racter. The scenes are 
sounds dreamy and for children. 16-year-old American enacted dramatically, 
starry. Alisha's lyrics in high-school girl. Now without frills, which 
'Superman' are even HANSO HASOON that's already old world lends credibility. Inter-
dreamier. Jaane jana is AKC charm. This album has spersed with appro-
more cohesive and holds the hip swingers and priate commentary on 
you. Babydoll, the title 

Excessive laughter. 
surprisingly lots of future achievements of 

track. tries to be distinc- tracks are in a much these great men -
tive. wisecracks from kids softer mood. Emile Lokmanya Tilak, 
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Mahatma Gandhi, 
Jawaharlal Nehru, 
Vallabhbhai Patel, 
Rabindranath Tagore 
and Subhash Chandra 
Bose. An applaudable 
effort. Do any one ofus 
really care enough to 
bring stuff like this 
home? 

ALAMGIR- POP 
HITS FOR YOUNG 
HEARTS 
Weston 

Fifties pop hits re
flecting the Pakistan i's 
obsession with every
thing American. Simple 
lyrics. Perfect restaurant 
music for fast food 
joints. There's even an 
Elvis version with Urdu 
lyrics. "Ek, do, teen, 
char, paanch, che, gin 
Jena baa ton mein, saat, 
aat, naon, aur ek das, 
mera pyar hai tere liye 
aur bas." Almost every 
number reminds you of 
some favourite English 
pop title. It's fun really. 

GRAHONKI 
SA HER 
AKC 

Professor Uncle takes 
a group of children on a 
space adventure. Simu
lated music and special 
sound effects plus a live
ly dialogue peppered 
with interesting infor
mation keep the listener 
glued. A very useful pro
gramme to have at home 
and entertain kids while 
educating them. The 
Hindi is easily under
standable and both sides 
explore the sun, moon 
and the nine planets. 
Painstakingly produced. 
Kudos to AKC for a 
worthwhile project. 

I GHAZAL 

A ASMAN 
SU MITRA LAHIRI 
Oriental 

The proliferation of 
new voices and the 
mushrooming of new 
organisations producing 
recorded cassettes ap
pears to be governed by 
the law of demand and 
supply. 

Hence, Sumitra 
Lahiri's latest offering 
titled Aasman under the 
banner of Oriental 
evoked a lot of interest. 
The freshness of her 
voice and her efforts to 
emulate the late Geeta 
Dutt was pleasantly sur
prising. To date, none 
had attempted following 
in the footsteps of that 
unique artiste, but it 
must be said to the cre
dit of Ms Lahiri, that she 
is successful to a great 
extent in incorporating 
those qualities which 
were her hallmark. 

Kab Theherega Dard
e-dil is the most endear
ing bandish. Though 
credit for music direc
tion is not clearly men
tioned, it is above aver
age and appropriate. 
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HASEEN 
JAZBAAT 
ANURADHA 
PAUDWAL& 
WASIRAZA 
TSeries 

Onate, two voices 
better than one seems to 
be the motto. The cas
sette titled 'Haseen 
Jazbaat' features Anu
radha and Raza. The 
former is a popular sing
er of the tinsel world 
who is making it equally 
big on the ghazal plat
form too. Whereas, 
Wasi Raza isan up and 
coming artiste trying to 
find his bearing. What 
better combination than 
to team with someone 
who is already riding 
high. The cassettes by T 
Series contains a total of 
IO compositions. 

Anuradha with her 
mellifluous voice and 
soft diction is able to 
mould each of her ren
derings into an experi
ence bringing out the 
realjazbaat of the 
strains. Wasi Raza in his 
own inimitable way 
does not lag far behind. 
With all the innate qua
lities of these two artist
es the music by Sham
bhu Sen, being hum
drum and run of the 
mill, neither aids nor 

bolsters any of the 
ghazals. 

KHA LISH 
UST AD ASLAM 
KHAN 
CBS 

Aslam Khan is one of 
those very few who are 
able to handle the two 
diverse departments like 
ghazal and classical 
music with distinction 
and aplomb, a high 
tightrope walking in
deed. Hence, his latest 
offering titled Khalish 
by CBS has a special sig
nificance. 

The cassette contains 
a total of six bandishes 
each of which is selected. 

Aslam Khan has wise
ly stuck to the ghazal 
form. He has used his 
sensuous voice very ef
fectively to bring out the 
matla of each sher. The 
diction, too, is impec
cable. The music, be
sides being appealing, is 
appropriate, befitting 
the meaning of each 
bandish, the best 
amongst the collection 
being 'Ankh se door 
sahi'. The total effect 
makes the cassette 
worth one's album. 

- VASA NT KARNAD 

MEYAR-E
GHAZAL 
USTADGHULAM 
MUSTAFA KHAN 
Oriental 

Lis indeed a quirk of 
fate that a brilliant clas
sical vocalist like Ustad 
Ghulam Mustafa lt.han, 
too, should try his hand 
at a medium like ghazal. 
And hence it became all 
the more impelling to 
find out more about this 



venture of his. 
Mustafasaab possess

es a deep yet agile voice 
which he used very ef
fectively. Yet with these 
plus points the years of 
training in classical 
music shows through in 
diction and modulation 
ie. the waxing and wan
ing of his voice, as the 
two departments, name
ly classical and ghazal, 
are as diverse as oil and 
water in terms of the use 
of the voice. 

Despite all these ob
servations, the cassette 
released by Oriental 
musicassettes under the 
title Meyar-e-ghazal is a 
success. 

I BASIC 

PANDIT JASRAJ 
HMV 

Being one oft he most 
popular artistes on the 
classical scene. Pandit 
Jasraj's two cassettes by 
HMV should prove a 
windfall for his ardent 
admirers. A product of 
the Mewati Gharana. 
Jasraji has created a 
huge following by his 
unique. easily appealing 
style which hinges on 
the sterling quality of his 
sonorous voice. heavy 
murkis. strong khatkas. 
a surfeit of sargams and 
powerful taans and fin
ally his crystal clear dic
tion. 

The Sud ha Sa rang on 
Side A and the Bhimpa
las on Side Bin Vilambit 
and Drut. respectively, 
in the first volume are 
no exception to all the 
above aspects. 

Clos~icol Voc.ol ~ 
2 ~ 

PRNDIT JRSRRJ 

Volume 2 contains 
Kedara and the Jod raga 
khamj-Bahar. But the 
real surprise is the Nat 
Narayan and the Nagad 
Dhwani Kan hara on 
Side B, the first being 
rarely heard and the lat
ter as yet unheard of. 

No credits are given 
for the tabla and har
monium accompanists. 

KALA RAMNATH 
CBS 

The lure of the North 
Indian classical music 
for Southern violinists is 
so enduring that more 
and more are filling the 
void caused by the pau
city or reluctance of new 
violin debutants in this 
particular field in the 
Northern discipline. 

Ms Kala Ramnath is 
another addition to the 
long list of instrumenta
lists who have opted for 
the North Indian style. 

The basic training for 
handling and playing 
the instrument in the 
Karnataki Padhati is so 
complete and rigorous 
that an exponent assu
mes complete command 
on all the aspects of vio
lin playing. Armed with 
such formidable tayyari. 
Meenals, Ga mat taans. 
satta taans staccato are 

but a child's play. But 
despite this technical 
wizardry and also per
haps due to the Karna
tak touch. they are un
able to penetrate the 
soul ofthe melody. 
which needs a very deep 
understanding of the fin
er nuances of a raga of 
the northern style. Kala 
too is no exception to 
this aspect. 

The full treatment of 
Yilambit drut and tara
na afforded to Yaman 
despite its technical vir
tuosity and finish does 
not do justice to this all
time favourite. 

The Basant on Side B 
is acceptable perhaps 
because it is in drut Ek
taal. 

In Khamaj, Kala has 
made obvious efforts to 
address herself to the 
melody and succeeded 
to a great extent. 

RAMNAAM 
SUKHDAI 
MANNA DEY 
HMV 

There was a ti me 
when Manna Dey vied 

for attention along with 
the voices of Rafi, 
M ukesh and Ki shore 
Kumar. While his con
temporaries have passed 
away, it is a sad com
mentary on the present
day music directors that 
a voice of such compell
ing power as that of 
Manna Dey has been ig
nored. HMV has done 
well to bring out this 
retrospective on this 
great artiste of a bygone 
era. The album opens 
with the title theme, 
'Japo re Ram naam 
sukhdai', which had 
been popularised by 
Manna Dey's mentor 
and uncle KC Dey. 
Other gems frcm Manna 
include the all-time 
classic ·u par gagan 
vishal' under the baton 
ofS D Burman to the 
lyrics of Pradeep, as well 
as a brace ofbhajans 
from 'Dhoop Chhaon' 
and one from 'Puran 
Bhagat'. It isa timely tri
bute to an artiste who 
deserves better, he has 
seen better days but 
could not compromise 
with the present. It is a 
must for those who love 
Manna. 

SHREE DURGA 
SAPTASHATI 
ANURADHA 
PAUDWAL 
TSeries 

Once in a while from 
the outpourings of the 
music-mills in Bombay 
and Delhi come a casset
te with a compelling ap
peal by virtue of either 
its musical score or its 
singing. This devotional 
'Shree Durga Sapta
shati' sung by Anuradha 
Paudwal to the music of 
the up-and-coming duo 
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AUDIOFINE 
Whan the going gets tough the tough get going. 
Technology is breaking new barriers every day. With 
the latest hit album selling in millions. music is today be
ing recorded at the speed of 4 km an hour. At 64 times 
the normal speed. At speeds like this the quality of a 
tape is known. 

Frequency Response 
An AUDIOFINE continuous length pancake on a NAB hub guaran
tees you excellent frequency response to music played on an 
organ at the lowest frequency and music played on a piccolo at 
the highest frequency. Every instrument is played back perfectly. 
No dropouts. No oxide deposits on the playback head and long life. 

ltt1ntion 11usic camp1nies, 1nd t1p1 duplic1tin1 units 
Contact us if you have a hit album with a selling potential in 
millions. You'll get consistent quality and regular supplies. 

ltt1ntian audio c1111tt1 1111mlll1rs 
We offer our tape on cassette double hubs, perfectly wound. In 
standard packing. Go for AUDIOFINE and be rest assured. 

AUDIO B.ECTRONIC CO. PVT. L m. 
111111 Ollice: 9-A, Impel Bt.tt'g, Whtes Road, Madras 600 014. 
Tel : 862900/654870 
Br1nch tfflc11: B111ll1y: 3/6/14L, Navjeevan Society, 
Lamington Road, Bombay-400 008. Tel. 375434 .. 

Dellli: 109, Munirka Enclave. New Delhi-110 067. 

DISTRIBUTORS/STOCKISTS: 
SOUTH ZONE: 
Geetanjali Enterprises Madras ~655189 
Babu Electronics Madurai ~33558 
Mumbai Electronics Madurai ~35819 
Neelkamal Electronics Salem 
Cassette Corner Bangalore ~238005 

WEST ZONE: 
Wings Electronics Bombay g3593901 

~387275 
Rohira Agencies Bombay g359417 
Modi Electronics Rajkot ~40850/46741 

NORTH ZONE: 
Audio Vision Lajpatrai ~236670/ 

Market. Delhi ~234871 



Shekhar-Kalyan is one 
such exceptional piece 
of music which is good 
all the way. There is 
deep fervour in Anura
dha's rendering while 
her understanding of the 
classical ragas is marked 
by a close rapport with 
Shekhar-Kalyan's musi
cal perception ofa deep
ly devotional subject. 
The album includes the 
inevitable invocation to 
Shree Ganesh with his 
Stu ti followed by ~apta
shloki Durga, Devyah 
Kavacham, Argala 
Stotram, Tantroktha 
D.evisuktham, and the 
Kshama Prarthana or 
the penitential prayer 
for forgiveness. While 
the devotion sounds true 
and authentic, it unfolds 
through a ragmala of 
classical melodies and is 
a memorable listening 
pleasure. 

TULSI 
BHAJANAMRIT 
ANURADHA 
PAUDWAL 
TSeries 

To the perennial ap
peal of Sant Tulsidas, 
the embellishments of 
the music ofShekhar
Kalyan, and the evoca
tive voice of Anuradha 
are well matched in this 
offering. It may sound 
like old wine in new bot
tles, but in fact this wine 
is well matured and has 
a rich taste of its own. 
You have all the well
loved favourites such as 
'Bhajamana'and the 
like. In addition, you 
have an outstanding 
composition in 'Pavan 
Prem' and an endearing 
lullaby in 'Jhule Ram'. 
The album appropriate
ly concludes to the 

strains of Ramdhun 
sung in Bhairavi. This is 
an eminently well-sung 
album. 

GOVINDNAAM 
LEKAR 
PT GOVINDPRASAD 
JAIPUR WALE 
(LIVE IN LONDON) 
Venus 

A relatively young 
and talented singer 
passed away recently, 
after a brief but note
worthy career which 
was beginning to blos
som. That alas is the 
epitaph for Pt Govind
prasad Jaipurwale. This 
cassette is virtually like 
his last will and testa
ment. So it would when 
one hears his 'Jab pran 
tanse nikale, Govind 
naam lekar'. It is such a 
moving experience that 
one wonders ifhe had a 
premonition of his end. 
It leaves an abiding im
pression of the artiste 
and music which is in
vested with sincerity. 
The succeeding bhajan 
'Dhyan lagao' is also 
marked by good lyrical 
content. The mood of 
renunciation prevails in 
his 'Jeevan ka maine sab 
ch hod diya'. It is a good 
album to remember 
him. 

MAA SANTOSHI 
TERIJAI HO 
USHA TIMOTHY, 
SHAILENDAR AND 
OTHERS 
Sonamic India 

This is one of those 
devotionals which ap
pear regularly as old 
mythologicals in Indian 
films. It is earmarked 
specifically for the at
tention of the devotees 
ofSantoshi Mata ... need 
one say more? The mar
ket is limited and so is its 
musical appeal. It has 
the usual ingredients of 
a 'katha', narration and 
invocation and suppli
cation, culminating, of 
course, in the 'aarti'. 
The singing of Usha 
Timothy is miscast in its 
present role while the 
music of Premkumar is 
nothing to write home 
about. 

SUMITSAVUR 

I BASIC 

IN CONCERT 
PT. HARi PRASAD 
CHAU RASIA 
HMV 

Pandit Hari Prasad 
Chaurasia is one of 

those virtuosos who has 
worked relentlessly to 
improve upon the mo
mentous, unparalleled 
work done by the Late 
Pannalal Ghosh. to af
ford a new stature to the 
Bansuri. With tremen
dous effort and an all
round improvement in 
the "'phoonk" blowing 
the instrument he has 
secured an irreplaceable 
niche in the hearts of 
music lovers. 

The first of the two 
volumes by HMV be
gins with the Jhinjhoti, a 
melody considered lo be 
a direct descendant from 
folk music and consider
ed lower in the hierar
chy of the ragas. Yet, the 
artiste has gone the 
whole hog to give it the 
full treatment of A lap 
Jod in the absolutely tra
ditional Dhrupad Dha
mar style and made it a 
resounding success. 
which in itself speaks 
eloquently about the 
thorough and complete 
mastery of the man on 
the medium and his in
strument. 

Volume 2 presents 
Hamsdhwani, a typical 
Karnataki raga which is 
predominantly taan
oriented, and Haripra
sadji has done full jus
tice to it. The ragmala 
and the final Pahadi 
dhun arc extremely lilt
ing and enjoyable. Pt 
Madan Mistra's tabla 
accompaniment is sub
dued yet correct. 

The two cassettes 
have been obtained 
from the private collec
tions ofShri CK Vis
sanji and Late K Hiran
dani for commercial re
lease by HMV which is 
definitely back again in 
the forefront. 

- VASA NT KARNAD 
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IENGUSH 

I,CLAUDJA 
CLAUDJA BARRY 
CBS 

Barry spins in a whirl
pool of dance music 
which would have been 

okay if it weren't for a 
few pathetic reasons like 
jaded singing, flaccid 
arrangements and cack
handed lyrics. Over and 
out and no amen to it. 

DEDICATED TO 
THE MOON 
SPAGNA 
CBS 

Inoffensive euro
flavoured dance outing 
hinges on the sprightly, 

clean, 'Call me',a No.I 
hit. Spagna overcomes 
the trappings of a rather 
weak voice in a kindly 
twist of writing on 'The 
powerofmoney', 'Baby 
blue' and the par for the 
course ballad 'Dedicat
ed to the moon'. 

PHANTOM 
NAVIGATOR 
WAYNE SHORTER 
CBS 

J azzman Shorter 
trades in his saxophones 
for a bank of synthesis
ers and delves headlong 
into fusion geared by the 
hot blast funk of'Condi
tion Red'. The tempo is 
harnessed for a long, 
languorous dip mto a 
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jazz stylism on 'Yaman
ja' even as 'Flagships' 
blows in on a skewered 
tune. Shorter navigates 
the sea of styles with a 
tempered vision. 

GREATEST HITS 
MOE BANDY 
CBS 

The pure sounds of 
country effervesce as 
Bandy romps with fine 
spirit through the world 
of rodeo riders, boozers, 
lovers, cheaters and the 
man that gave him the 

inspiration to tum into a 
darn good country sing
er, Hank Williams. The 
tribute here is called 
'Hank Williams you 
wrote my life' and it 
stands in testimony to 
the feeling Bandy gener
ates. An excellent com
pilation that throbs with 
fervour. 

CLASSIC ROCK 
COUNTDOWN 
THE LONDON 
SYMPHONIC 
ORCHESTRA 
CBS 

The LSO plays it 
straight on arrange
mehts that retain the fla
vour of the hit songs 
they take under their 
collective instruments. 
A nice choice for aural 
pleasure with 'Take my 
breath away', 'Lady in 
red', 'The final count
down' and a few others. 

THE WORLD'S 
GREATESTWVE 
SONGS 
ANDRE 
KOSTELANETZ 
CBS 

Orchestrated music 
for a sympathetic bow 
under Kostelanetz. The 
strings stir, the melodies 
whisper and it's all 
meant to get your soft 
and wriggly sentimental 
side. With songs that 
speak of 'The look of 
love', 'One less bell to 
answer', and 'What kind 
of fool am I', it's time for 
laid back comfiture and 
bathos. 

-JERRY D'SOUZA 
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AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES 

Oo 

P-eproduction of sound ond picture 
will never be the some again! 
Oecause now Magic and Wonder 
tapes give impeccable audio/ 
audiovisual reproduction that's as 
good as any imported tape. 
No wonder reputed 
manufacturers won't settle for 
anything but Frarernity ... rhey 
don'r want rheir cassettes ro 
reproduce confusion ! 

Fraternity 
ushers in the 
Sight' n'Sound 

revolution 

FHATEHNITY-eLECTflDNICSJ..IMITED 
An ant Ganpat Pawar Lane No 2. Churnlal Mehta Compound. 

Behind India United Mill No 5 Byculla. Bombay 400 02 7 
Tel 1011,cel B 110314. 333887 (Factory) 8724113. 8513684. 
Telex O 1 1- 73281 KLKS Ir 
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The s~ol that stands for 
~~usic 

A galaxy of Golden Hits on High Quality Audio Cassettes 
featuring ghazals, devotional and Punjabi folk music. 
Some o[ our latest titles : Ghazals : Ghazals by Abida Parveen 

Jaam Hi Jamm by Afzal Raza • Halke Halke Suran Mein by Suman Devgan. 

Punjabi folk : Dhol Dhameli • Punjabi Vy-ah de Geet • Punjabi Dholat Geet 
Bhangra/Gidda • Hangama Dewaneyan de 

GOLDEN MELODIES (P) LTD. 
Distributorship enquiries welcome 

Write to us at 15/1, Delhi-Gurgaon Road, PO Maruli, Gurgaon, Harvana. 

Distributor: Music Media Marketing: 520/D, Jyoti Estate. Proctor Road, Bombay 400 007. 

Really safe safe For rock solid professional experience in Custom pressing for 
watched over by Kapco private recording customers. come to Kapco-North India's 

- • most established -
5o that pirates Can't Gramophone Records manufacturing company. 

repeat your performances Guaranteed Copyright Safety. 
at CUt - rate priCeS. When you give us your music to process. leave your worries 

about piracy behind. Our security systems are foolproor and 
top secret. So we can't tell you anymore Except that we've 

_ « , '""""' , .....___ never had anything pirated. Ever. 
, " (l{;.~~,1;?' For more information. personalized service and international 

... ~.. ff1 - quality, call or write to us: 

f Keeping time- part of our business, too! 
Your priorities are our commitments. Whether you're in the 

1 North. South. East or West, you get what you wanted. when you 
, wanted it. On time. Just ask any of our numerous clients all over 

t 
! the country. 

~ ~~fi£AL CP) LTD. 
5-B. Shankar Market. Connaught Circus, 
NEW DELHl-110 001 Tel: 3313718. 3313260 
Telex 031 61864 KAP IN. Gram KAPRECORD 
Factory Sector 3/ 11. Industrial Area. 
Parwanoo-173 220 Distt. Solan (HP) Tel: 306 

Sound us out after you've heard what the rest are offering. 



some answers. 

The 
music 

factory of 
the film world 

has an excellent 

Street Singer's music is nt=arly five 
years old and L-P has all the five songs by 

Shabbir, whose plain (non) style, just can
not communicate anything. His monoton
ous singing carries along irrespective of the 
composition and arrangements. While sing
ing with Asha in Kaise Bhulaungi Mein, he 
performs his best on this album. Shukriya 

· Shukriya has some fine arrangements, how
ever the compositions sound jaded. 

One does not know if the film or the mu
sic director is to blame for bad film music. 
Almost all movie music has filmi interludes 
to accommodate the script and then again, 
similar scenes mean similar music. A Catch 
22 situation for the music director or does 
genuine creativity have a way out? In a Raj 
Kumar Kohli directed film 'lnteqaam' you 
have two very good songs by Anuradha 
Paudwal, Gali se mera yaar guzra in a right 
nautanki style could do very well and Main 
jawan ho gayi where her inflexions are spe
cially attractive. Kavita, by comparison, 
sounds shrill. 

Alright, here's the big one. L-P have a 

sure fire hit in Ram Avtar, a Sunil Hingo
rani film. Remember Ek duje ke liye. This 
has as much potential and is quite in the 
same style. Lata and Aziz jam up on Anguli 
mein angoothi, angoothi mein nagina. An
and Bakshi has some effective lyrics very 
catchy throughout. Anuradha shines again 
in 'Na Na Karte' and Nigore Mardon Ka. 
Arrangements seem to be L-P's forte. Very 

cohesive. Both Aziz and Lata sing 'Anguli 
mein angoothi' solo, the pronunciation and 
compose is typical, and it's going to be a hit. 

Janam Janam, Laxmi-Pyare are mono
tonous once more. Kavita seems to be 
screaming again and so too Aziz in Koi pat
ta bhi hila. Ho Ho Chaal Chaal in the 
number where Kavita redeems herself. 

Kamal Makhdoon has Asha singing all 
seven tracks. In the golden days of Hindi 
film music - the sixties - the lyric sheets 
used to be very popular. Now these very 
lyric sheets are a collector's delight. While 
listening to Farooq Kaiser's lyrics on this al
bum, the need for the lyrics was felt. I think 
it would be a good move for music compa
nies to once again provide the lyrics on the 
inlay cards. Suresh Wadkar accompanies 
Asha on one track and has one solo. Noth
ing exceptional on this soundtrack. A little 
classical, both arrangements and composi
tions. 

Kuldeep Singh has Asha, Suresh, Anura
dha and Mahendra Kapoor singing to his 
music for 'Doorie'. Pleasant tracks. So too 
are Sharmila Tagore's dialogues. Delect
able stuff, to be surely savoured. In 'Raaste 
Gumsum' Suresh does full justice to some 
remarkably diffi'cult compositions. This 
one must be bought. to .check out Kuldeep 
who really speaking is a cut above. 
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Momin Khan has some lousy composi
tion sung badly by Aziz and Savita Sathi. in 
Subah Hone Tak. Forget this soundtrack. 

Jaidev has Alka, Aziz, Shabbir, Anura
dha, Amit, Usha, and Jayashree, but it's not 
worth it. Annu's screaming compositions 
jar except in Botal mein jo bhari hai by Aziz 
whose lyrics by Nida Fasli are not bad. 

It's Bap, Bap, Bappi now. No doubt Baps 
is in tune with the times. Ae commando 
tumhen dil ki sung by ·Alisha and Benedict 
and is a sexy number. Anjaan coordinates 
well with Baps on the words. The net effect 
is as popular as you can get. 'Ae comman
do' has a running beat which attracts. Mera 
naam zoom zoom is highly imaginative. Ali
sha captivates again. Nice interactive music 
arrangements. 0 dada has Kishore going 
Asha, Asha Asha and 'O dada' is Kishore 
himself. Possibly both feature in the film 
too. 

Kirti Kumar, undoubtedly, is the new Ki
shore. A natural for sure, in 'Hatya' which 
he produces, he has two tracks and Ki shore 
too, has one number. Run-of-the-mill tunes 
are Sapna's duet with Aziz and is nothing 
special. 

Kaali Ganga is a Ramsay movie and as 
expected the soundtrack is full of horrors, 
especially Uttara Kelkar's Hawa ye hawa. 
There's a song by S Janaki too. Alisha is 
brought in for a sexy number. Chhuo Na 
(with appropriate music). 

Ajit Singh's voice is husky and llat. He 
treats Kavita's voice just right in 'Akar
sham', martial tunes played out soft. He ex
ercises all kinds of highly personalized stuff. 
In arrangements, and make-up of songs and 
even in his singing, Bhupinder sings Ae 
khuda in uncharacteristic fashion in a half 
baked pop style. 

Babla. who incidentally is Kalyanji's 
brother. isn't too prolific on the filmi scene. 
In Hiro Hiralal, Lata'sSapnon ki duniya hai 
is outstanding. Shana's 'Jashan Hai Moha
bbat Ka' is catchy. Amit and Kanchan 
aren't the best singers. and they sing to nor-..._ ____ ........ 

mal tunes in 'Hero Hiralal'. 
In Nayakhoon, Usha Khanna who had 

her share of hits. tries out a narrative style 
in 'Mithi wo murli' with Bappi and Anu
radha. Bhupendra seems to be singing a lot 
in films. Suresh and Kishore sing duets with 
Anuradha. Not memorable stuff. 

Kirti Anurag's music of 'Naqli Chehra' 
will get the right exposure. now. available 
on Side B with 'Paap ki Duniya'. He's pro
duced some excellent music for Hiba all 
along. · 

'lk Naya Chehra' by Dilraj Kaur in the 
seductive breathless style is well sung. 
'Naqli Chehra' has four tracks with Suresh, 
Shailendra and Dilraj. One thing about Su
resh. He doesn't go boom boom like Aziz 
and we should thank our stars for that. 

If Babla composes Kanchan must sing. 
Ajit Singh, who rarely composes. has most 
of the songs in 'Akarshan' sung by him. 

Kirti Kumar produces 'Hatya' and he 
sings solos too. 

Music of 'Commando' is going to com
pete with 'Babydoll'. Only Alisha and the 
other popstar Vijay Benedict feature in an 
out and out pop album. There are fifteen 
songs of Aziz in the eight new soundtracks. 
If Aziz has developed any fan following an 
exclusive hits or version album is possible 
every month. In fact, two albums. But 
would any-one buy a Mohd Aziz hits cas
sette? Lastly, it seems Asha prefers to sing 
with Suresh Wadkar. 

Edited by Mario Pereira; published for Business Press Pr111ate Limited Sur a Mah 1 5 Bu · ·· · 
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~ringing home quality that looked distant. 
Getting video tapes of international 

quality is no longer a pr9blem. 
You don't have to import anymore. 

Rnd them right here in India. 
With Prakash. 

Yes, Prakash Pipes and Industries, 
leading manufactuers of black & white 
TV picture tubes, have now diversified 
into video tape pancakes. 

These are being produced in a most 
modem plant imported from Japan. The 

best material, latest technology and 
stringent standards give these tapes a 
quality at par with the best in the world. 

Ensuring better video, audio and 
chroma signal-to-noise ratios, fewer 
drop-outs and superior sound 
reproduction. 

But don't let us talk you into it. Come 
take a dose look at Prakash video tape 
performance. You'll see the difference. 

~: :1 
~a Prakash Prakash Pipes~ Industries Ltd. 

BO\TR \\ CJff(('E:, 1.1. V,apar Rha"an. 49. P.D'mello RoaJ. 400 049. Tel: 331702 . .12)116 

Mdeo Tape Division) 
2 BC, Gopala Tower,25, Rajendra Place, New Delhi 110 008. 

Phone: 560188; 5718427 Telex 4141 PPIL IN 

ptSTR l 8 l TORS: Goel Plast1co Pvt. Ltd .. 2 K1r11 ~agar lndu<tnal Arca.~- UEI.HI 110 015, I cl 5.1.1229. 5J247U: e llhagat Video (PJ Ltd .. Pal1ka Parking Shopping 
• 0~f-lr\ ()rp(1,11c Regal Cinema.,. D[LHI I to 001. Tel: :n.25164: • Japan \rtclalhc Industries. 359. Kalyandas Ld~og Bha1,1,an. Worh. 80\18..\ \ 400 025. Tri: -1101160: 

I irie!it \h·nc1~,. 226. Thamhu Chetty Street. )rd Floor. \fADRAS 600 001. Tel: 519732. 

,!)•~-\ LERS: Sh,.al1k Electronics DEi.Hi I IO 006. Tel: 238564: • Audio V1de0Comooncnts. BO~BA Y 400 007. Tel: .150 .l19. 



Waves ahead in sound: 
Philips Hi-Fi 

A remarkable array of new 
Philips high-fidelity equipment has 
recently burst onto the market. 

Choose from the widest 
combinations of turntables, 
amplifiers, cassette dt->cks, spPakers, 
music centres and more. 

Perfectly integrated music 
systems that are ahPad in style, 
technology and perfonnance. 

See them, feel them, touch them ... 
HEAR them 

Come, make them your own. 

. MH/BY-South/397 

PHILIPS 

When it's Philips, you're sure 
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